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TEMPERATUJRE DEPENDENCE OF ANISOTROPY FIELDS AND INITIAL
SUSCEPTIBIUTIES IN R,,Fe14B COMPOUNDS

R. GRC)SSINGER *. X.K. SUN *. R_ EIBLER*. KHJ. BUSCHOW *and H.R. KIRCHMAYR
Ins-mif for Exp-141to Phi-ks Torhoka UuWiemi of Viemig A-nn
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The tamperature dependence of dhe anisotfopy field was determinedl in variou ftFel, componds (R -
Y. La. CA. Pr, Nd. Gd. Ho. Luad Th ). The tnapetoc"stfln aniauap in materias where the R component has an cetatal
ammae consists of two different contributions that hase aa pposite lmpnOatir dependence At lemperatume well below the

Caso tempeature the 4f sibattice anisotropy deasm with tewperature whil the 3d lattice anisotrop nca with
teprtr.we measured the tanperature depedenc of the initia auACepilft of all R2 Fe5 4B ompounds mnentioned.

I irncluding the compounds with R - Sm. Dy. Er and Tm in the range from 4.2 to 30 Y Indications for the presence of a spin
reorientation were found in Pr2lFe,1D Nd2 Fe14B and ltoaFeul.B

* L Introduction ity. The results of these measurements will be
discussed in conjunction with the SF1) data ob-

In a previous investigation we briefly reported tained previously.
on the temperature dependence of the anisotropy
field (HA) in various ternary intermetallic com-
pounds Of the type R2Fe14B (R. - rare earth or 2. Experimaental
7b) studied, by mean of the singular point detec-
tion (SPD) technique at temperatures ranging from The samples were prepared from 99.9% pure
4.2 K to the corresponding Curie temperatures (1). starting materials by means of arc melting in puri-
The SPD method is useful in particular for in- fled argon gais. After arc melting the samples were
vestigating compounds that have a uniaxial mag- wrapped in Ta foil, sealed into an eacuated quartz
netic anisotropy with an easy magnetization dimc tube and vacuum-annealed at 900*C for a period
tio. parallel to the c-axis (K, > 0). in the SF1) of two weeks. X-ray diffraction was performed on
method the anisotropy field at a given temperature powdered samples with a standard powder dif-
is revealeid as a singularity when d2M/dH' is fractomewe equipped with a graphite crystal
plotted versus H, Mf representing the magnetiza- monochromator using CuK. radiation. In order to
tion (4 Closer analysis of the SF1) data showed study magnetic phase transitions ac. susceptibility
that in some compounds changes in the easy mag- measurements were performed between 4.2 and
atiation direction occur upon a decrease of tem- 300 K. The ac field was approximately 10" T
perature (11. For instance, in Nd 2 Fe,4B such peak to peak using a frequency of 32 Hz. AUl the
changes wer observed near 135 & which closely samples were given a spherical shape in order to
1191 with observations made on a single crystal have the same demagnetizing factors.
by Olvord et al. (3). In order to have a better The anisotropy field was measured using the

* understanding of the magnetic behaviour of the SPD (Singular Point Detection) tehnique [1]. The
variou R3Fet4,B compounds we have measured theory of this method predicts a singularity in the
the temperature dependence of their ac susceptibil- second derivative of the magnetization (d2M/

0304-8853/86/S03.50 0 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
("nrh-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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d H2) at the anisotropy field H if the external tion direction, their values of the anisotropy fields 1.t'
field is applied parallel to the hard plane (AK, > 0). appeared to be too high to be determined with our 't cce
From the fact that this method samples the prop- pulsed field equipment. Inspection of the results ahb(w e n
cities of only the corrdctly oriented grains (H.., given in fig. I shows that at low temperatures the Ac 't4t
parallel to the hard axis), it follows that HA can be anisotropy field in the R,F 14 B compounds where iv ,,, e
measured on aligned powder samples but also on the R atoms have an orbital moment (top part of sured on al:
polycrystalline samples. This method is well suited fig. 1) is about an order of magnitude larger than a d I-
for eay axis materials. If theanisotropy of a in the remaining R, Fe 4 B compounds. 1Te strong Cmaterial having an easy plane of magnetization temperature dependence of HA in these materials LuFe, B 0-3
has to be measured, the theory predcts that the can be explained as follows. In the case where the Y.R1. 0.2
third derivative (ld3M/dH 3 ) will show a singular- anisotropy is determined exclusively by the R sub- LiA.Fe,, 0.1
ity at H - H.. Unfortunately, owing to experi- latie mgeiainoeaydsrbittmprI CB 01

meta #ificlies, measurements qI[- d3 M/dH1 ature dependence by means of the reduced hyper-~ Th.Fel.B -2
are virtually impossible. Our anisotropy studies bolic Bessel function k-2 m(T) of degree /- 2,
were therefore restricted to R2Fe, compounds where MR(T) is the reduced 4f-sublattice magneti- hr
of easy axis magnetic anisotropy. zation [51 This leads to a temperature dependence hra d

of H,,which can be represented by the expression I Of H Ob
gation c

3. Results and disicussion S'cl cnst,() reoed ite

T1he temperature dependence of the anisotropy M(T) M(T) is expect tc
fields in R2Fe1 4B compounds in which the easy where M is the total magnetization. Using a mean i than to e ai
magetization direction is parallel to the e direc- field model and assuming that )SflMR(T) varies . t o
tions 141 is shown in fig. 1. Although Th2Fe14B and as M 2(T) for temperatures close to T:, one expects dn
Dy 2Fe1 4B have the same type of easy magnetiza- that HA(T) will vary as MF. IT(T- c)]-' in this magn 501

temperature range, the constant c depending otn stry th
the strength of the 4f-3d coupling. It is likely Oty gnead p

20 therefore that HA is mainly due to the Fe sub. val es listed i
Pr RFBlattice at temperatures close to 7:. At lower tern-.

peratures HA of the R subiattice becomes domi-
nant, the more so since it varies even more strongly

10- with decreasing r. owing to *J~ fact that 1/
Ho MR(T) be-haves as m(T) at temperatures T< T

A much more modet temperature dependencel
of HA is observed for the R 2Fe14B compounds in
which R is nonmagnetic (R - Y, L~A. Lu, Ce, in).
Here HA(T) is seen to decrease with decreasing

2 . ... .. .temperature (T-o T,). Thlese results suggest that
the Fe atoms at the different crystallographic Fe

Lq 77 sites will contribute differently to HA and that the
- temperature dependence of these contributions will

Y . .. . . .not be the same either. A similar situation wasp
Lu assumed to exSt in Y2Co,. 16j. Attempts we

made to describe the 3d sublattice anisotropy in
uniaxial Co-base intecinetallic compounds in termT IKJ of the second-order crystal field parameter ,jq P1.

it. 1. Temperature depeanec of ie &nSr rd ,oHA In this model one expects a correlation between

in VflOU R2 FC1*3 C~ffipXutds. the anisotropy energy and the factor I - ftc/a)2 , Pit. 2 .
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T~k Itable I shows that only a rather weak correlation~,nmbetuven the values of I - (c/0)2 derived from of the type mentioned seems to be present in both
jt. bitice contants a and c and the vilues of the %risotIWPY types of materials (R is trivalent in the cases Lu,

Swemagnet induction M used in te latter product ivas Y aadttaaeti h ae ead1)

t+aajby meams of the reoom temperature mantztin(6 Results of the measurements of the temperature
I niawe on4idpwe atce dependence of the ac susceptibility (xi) are shown

~ A .HM in fig, 2for various R 2Fel B compounds in which
cemscad1-(ca)fM (Am'/ka) M(') R is noninagnetic (R - La, Th. Y. Ce. Lu) o

La.F, 4 3 .30 2.6 11 1.1i3. where the 4f momnent consists exclusively of a spin
LTF*.3 0.29 2.64 111 1 '17 1 moment (R - Gd). In all these cases the values of
La..Fe, 0.167 1.97 149 1.38 2.7 Xiare aee to show only little variation with
Ce:,Fes.U 0.284 2.6 119 1.16 3.1 temperature. Considerably more vatrition with

1bF 08 2.03 115 1.29 2.6 temperature has been observed in the X1(T) curves
of the compounds1'l7F,.B and Nd-iFe-14B (firai
3) and Ho2Fc14B (fig. 4) whereas in Tb2Fe14B and

ittere a and c are the lattice constants. The values Dy2 Fe34B the variation of Xi with T is rather
of HA obtained in the course of the present investi- slight. In all the compoundis mentioned above,
gatioa are compared with 'values of the factor 1 X-ray diffraction on aligned powder particles had
- I(c/a)' in table 1, using data for a and c shown the easy magnetization direction to be
rtported elsewhere (S]. Since the factor 1 - j(c/a)2 parallel to the "-xis at room temperature Results
is expected to scale to the anisotropy energy rather for compounds with an easy plane magnetization
than to the anisotropy field, it ismoime appropriate (Sm 2Fet.B, Er 2Fe14B and TM2Fe14B) are shown
to compare the values of this factor with the in ig. 5.
corresponding product poHAM. where M is the The initial susceptibility, X, is defined as fol-
magnetization induction determined from the den- lows:
sity and the saturation magnietization. measured
on aligned powder particles. Comparison of the Xi J im (AM2)
values listed in the second and the last cobiwn of aH~ M, - If (2)m

I I

Fit- 2. Temperature dependence of the initial susceptibility (X,) in various R2Fej 4B compounds (Rt La. Th. Y. Cc, Gd. Lu).
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.heI3 is the magnetization and Hi, the internal which is in satisfactory agreement with the results
field. Owing to the presence of demagnetizing shown in fig. 2.
fields (demagnetizing factor D) the experimentally The anisotropy behaviour in R2Fc,4 B coin-
measured initial susceptibility x~f takes the form Pounds Where the R sublattice also contributes to

the anisotropy is fairly complicated since a de-
x"-[IAx +,D]' (3) creasing temperature my lead to an easy magneti-

X. zation direction different from that found at room
The internal initial susceptibility xi is small when tempraure (see below) (3.91. Nevertheless for
the material has either a large: magnetic anisotropy those comtpounds where the easy magnetization
or a large magnetoelastic energy. In such case direction at room temperature is paralle to the
D -C x, and the effect of D can be neglected. c-axis it is possible to compare the values observed

~-crude estimate of xfor three different came for xi with values calculated by means of eq. (4)
0 magletizaton cons can be obtained on the basis of the data available due m. and

by assuming that changes in magnetization are Ki - 2HAJ'M.. We have compiled in table 2 ex-
solely due to rotation of the moments [91. In that perimental Values Of M. aLOHA anld X. for all
ease one may write; materials having an easy magnetization direction

parallel to the c-axis. Included in the table are

-. M. (es axis). (4) values of Xi calculated by means of eq. (4), ne-
3K, j~vglecting magnetoelastic contributions and demag-

3K1+ netizinig effects. Owing to these latter effects in

7__3_______Pane)_(5 particular, the uncertainties in the Xivalues may
6~(K, + 2K2 +J(ay ne.() become rather large and reach values as high as

30% in the worst ease. In order to exclude the
(easy cone). (6) effect of these uncertainties as far as possible weX (2K,+3A 2 KF(,) have normalized both set of X, values to the

whee Fis efied s fllos:corresponding values of Y2Fe1 B. Thiese nam-
wher F s deine as ollws:malized values are given in the last two columns of

F(v) - (5+ 6,)/( + 2,1). i- K K, the table and are indicated as Rrv and NP".,
respectively. Inspection of these data shows that,

and where X nd a represent the magnetostrictiion with the esoeption of LAFe,4B, there is satisfac-
and the internal stress. respectively. tory agreement between experimental and calcu-

Inspection of eq. (4) shows that in materials
having an easy axi magnetization one may e-Tact
tinat the temperature dependence of Xi will strongly Table 2
refec the tcnmperature dependence of the squared Satuaiia msaui-iia (46) -Aiiiotfi reld (P.M.A) Ad
magnetization (M.1) ai'A the reciprocal anisotropy W 'P (x2'" W) I"f Mi1" R2Fe, 43 owpauadsat
conkstant K,. Concenltrating on the compounds in room tmpalwe lU val-u hooed asX"" were eskubate m.

which the anisotropy is excusively due to the 3d R'l of irk (we ndr aeise to tsia nthe X ajs* vluej
sublttice magnietization (Rt - La. Th. Y, Ce., ? n ? r cmlu otex au tYF 1
LU) o10C see from ig. I that HA increases slightly Coaapmd 46 P*"A xi Ilk xi" Xi"
with temperature in the range considered here (A k n) (UV/S) (a.).

(4.2-300 4) Substituting MA - 2K,/M, in eq. (3) YR21%43 154 2.35 11.1 4.36 1 1

and fts~erdt manteast effects, Onge a- Laspo"S 149 1.97 14 5.06 1.51 1.16
Ce 1.43 119 2.64 a 2.9 0.72 0.M

pets the initial susceptibility to vary with temper- Pr~ft,ll HO 7.5 3.2 1.34 0.23 0.3
attire AS Xi -MIHA. Sinae both M,. and HA, Nd,Fa4 3 147 7.5 2.5 1.30 0.2 0.30
nerease silihtly with temperature in the range G4,e.2 84 2.36 7A6 2.31 0.A1 0.5%
from 4.2 to 300 K. this meants that Xi should not Ho3Fe,,4  53 9.2 1.1 0.60 0.10 0.1S
show a pronounced temperature dependence. La2F*,4S III 2.LA 6.9 2.80 0.62 0.64
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lated values. implying that (he simple model de- pounds. which is reflected in thle temperature de-
scription of the susceptibility data is basically cor- pendence of X,T.
rect.

it can be seen from the results in figs. 3 and 4 4.Cnldgreak
ihat the compounds R2Fe14B with R -Pr. Nd ~"grarsTHE P
and Ho show marked anomalies in their Xtj(T) We have shown that the magnetocrystalline ani-
curves. Studies on a single crystal of Nd2Fe24B sotropy in tetragonal R2Fe, 4B phases consists of Paul C'
had revealed thtat this compound undergoes a spmn two contributions that have a different tempera- IER 210'4
reorienudton whent cooling from room tempema ture dependence. The crystal-field-induced ani-
lure to below 135 KqjJ. At room temnperature the sotropy prevails in materials in which the R com- ewd
easy magnetlzaton direction is parallel to the c-ai5 ponent hass an orbital moment and this contribu-
but below 135 X the easy magnetization direction tion decreases strongly with jemneratture, paticu- Thc excorresponds to a cone. the corresponding tilting larly at temperatures well belowjr. The sai simulatedangle being equal to about 300. It follows from sotropy coM dlh~ by the Fe sublittde magneti- th ec
eqs. (4) and (6) that Xi passes through a m~aximumil zation is much weaker. But at temperatures well atm s
when going from a situation corresponding to an blJow T, this anisotropy increases with tempera- eprnt
easy ami to one corresponding to an easy cone. lure_. rsa
rakinag account of the demagnetizing factor, the We found that a weak correlation exists be.
Wutial susceptibility at the transition temperature tween the magnetic* anisotropy energy and the
is proportional to Xt..,~ a J4/(3Xa + D). factor I1- J(c/a) 2, suggesting that the Fe sub- t. lntroductio

While the temperature dependence of Xj oh- lattice anisotropy originattes. too, from crystal field
,erved by us for Nd.Fe54B is in agreement with effects. Inherent in such a description is the pres- Huang an(
the change in easy magnetization direction r')- enc of an orbital moment on the Fe atoms, which j tropic exchar
served on a single crystal of this compound, there would agree with the observation of a non-ne"jg- ceptibifity of
tre no such single Crystal data available for ble magnetization anisotropy in LaFecB and I increase over
IPr2FC14D and HGo 1e 4B. Our x1 (T) datat then Y2Fet4,B (81 europium con
sufles that similar changes in Theay aietz- 7 initial susceptibility of the R2Ftt,$B coin- that there ax
tion direction might also oreuir in the latter two pounds studied appears to be mainly governed by EU3* ion in t:,
compounds, whereas no such changes ar e xpected th ornuponliing agn llyta an U space group-
to be present in Dy2Fel4B and 7b.Fe-1D (see fig, Pronounood variations of the initial suisceptibility low symmetr
4). In Dy2 Fe14,B and 'Th2Fe14R the values of X, with temperature were observed in R 2Fe, B cotn- symtia
arm particularly low. The reaso for this is the pounds with R - Pr, Nd or H-o. These changes conponents.
relatively low value of At, in eq. (4), which is due point to changes in easy magnetizationt direction at tained from s-
to the antiparallel coupling between the 3d and 4f the corresponding tepraue M231 but the
atablattice magnetizations. Furthermore, the SPD are %,ery dif Ii.
measurements had shown that H, in these- transitions, w
materials is comparatively high.eeene configuration

Lo~w values of Ma are also expected for the III IL Chtrew. X&K Su. JL EMiU* a. J Oucswa try.
R3Fel 4D compounds shown in fig. 5. In Er2 Fe54D RR. Kiirtiiay. ). de PhtS. 46(1OM) 0E-2a2 Hulang an(
and Tm2Fet4B one has again an antiparafle coti- 1210. Asti aod &. Rinald J. AVVL l'hys 43 (1914) 36. data of Chaspling between the Rt and Fe sublattices while in 131 P. Gia RB. U SM Mercat. P. PerrW de la Rbte mngtiin an L. dua Trhoolet dea Lalak Physis 130B (1985) rmgeiSm2Fe14B the Rt sublattice magnetization is only M " on the positid
vM7 smalL The reason why thewe convounds have 14) AL Sepwa. I upqwima I. vao Y. _0! plicitly theyI
novemas= quite appreciable values of X, tem K I. 112 MM rio. Mass MAG-20 (1914)15* the field for
from the fact that the easy magnietization direction 1S) E. Callm~ Phyalca 1149 (112) 71. determined o:n1 thewe materials is perpendlicular to the c-axis 161 K. linaaa Japan 3. Appi. PhyL tS (1976) 59:17 . 1145). A receM7 IL Sapta A PA Lb~dsld, i. Pbys, F9 (IM7 L"S.adteconIcomittant mobility of the magnetization (811s Sinema aLtL Radwianki, JJ.M. Ffn- D.D dMi i trum of C-G4

eco is relatively large. The values of M, decrease aiW K.J. Buww. I. Map.. Map.. Mat. 4U (19*4) 333. - ,/ transi
,4ih decreasing temperature in all three comn- 191 XK. Son. Thesis (1985) Austria.00-85'8
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MAGNETIC AND ANISOTROPY STUDIES OF Nd-Fe-B BASED PERMANENT MAGNETS

G. HILSCHER, R. GROSSINGER, S. HEISZ, H. SASSIK and G. WIESINGER
Insitute for Experimental Physics. Technical University Vienna. A- 1040 Vienna. Karlsplaz 13. Austria

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy and coercivity of sintered and rapidly solidified Nd-Fe-B magnets are compaed. The
coercivity for melt-spun ribbons with optimum cooling rate appears to be dominated by domain wall pinning, while lor
sintered Nd-Fe-B the coercivity is mainly controlled by nucleation of reverse domains..

The development of an outstanding hard magnetic to the reduced 1Hc. HA is still of the order of 7.5 T.
material rich in Fe based on Co-free R-Fe-B-alloys The same HA value (7:5 T) at 300 K was obtained for
was successfully demonstrated by: rapidly quenched various sin,.red Nd-Fe-B-magnets and also for sam-
ribbons [I, by sintered magnets 121 and recently by a ples produced by the 3rd method, the ternary tiffusion
ternary diffusion path [3). The principle sources of the process according to Stadelmaier [3].
hard magnetic properties in Nd-Fe-B are the intrinsic It was shown recently that the easy axis dnlagneti-
properties of the tetragonal Nd 2 Fet 4B phase as the high zation changes from the c-axis at T • 135 K to an easy
uniaxial crystal anisotropy and the high saturation mag- cone below 135 K [51. This gives rise to a jump of the
netisation (HA = 7.5 T, p0M, - 1.6 T) at room tempera- anisotropy field which is observed for both the sintered
ture, but also the metallurgical possibility for the forma- [6] and the met-spun material. In fig. 2 the anomaly at
tion of small crystallies of the NdiFe14 B phase with a HA and lhe is shown for a melt-spun sample occurring
size near to monodomain particles giving rise to a high between 150 and 200 K and slightly depending on the
coe"civity IHc. The aim of this paper is to compare the cooling rate. Furtherm~ore, we note that the variation of
anisotropy and coercivity mechanisms in samples pre- the Nd-Fe-B composition hardly influences both the
pared by three different production technologies, absolute value of HA and its temperature dependence.

The permanent magnets have been prepared by
applying three different techniques: i) rapidly quench-
ing using the melt spinning technique [1); ii) the conven- 0
tional sintering procedure with the main steps: melting. pwov a A 57Fe7%0 ooon
crushing and milling. pressing and magnetically aligning 2 0
in a die, sintering and a post-sintering heat treatment /FeSS 5  ,#*
under vacuum 121; iii) reaction of elemental Fe and Nd o/
powder in combination with a master alloy of Fe2 B 0

along a ternary diffusion path according to Stadelmaier o o
[3]. The magnetic measurements have been performed in 15/
static fields up to 5 T at 300 K and in pulsed fields up
to 25 T in the range 77-600 K. The anisotropy field was e
measured in the range 77-600 K using the SPD (Singu- -
lar Point Detection) technique. o ', N

The anisotropy and cioercivity of melt spun alloys is0
shown for two compositions in fig. 1 as function of the
wheel velocity. For NdsFe7B, we obtain tHc values
exceeding 2 T while for Ndt 4FeB 5 the maximum of /
I01Hc is about 1.4 T. The pulsed field measurements of / / l.
lHc performed on 10 to 15 pieces of the ribbons glued 05 / , ,
together are found to agree well with static measure- 0 /

ments on ribbtns ground to powder and pressed with /
Scotch Cast 26U. The anisotropy measurements at room 0 o
temperature show that for wheel velocities larger than A /£1 A
13 m/s the anisotropy field HA remains independent of 12 t f6 18 20 2
the cooling rate within the experimental accuracy and
equals (7.5 ± 0.2) T. Only for underquenched samples Fig. I. The dependence of I( of melt-spun ribbons upon the
(v 4 13 m/s) a sharp decrease of H,, was observed [41, wheel velocity. Static measurements Nd1%FeB1 (0),
while for overquenched samples (v < 19 m/s), contrary NdIAFeiB, (). pulsed field measurements (0. *).

0304-8853/86/$03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependlence ofthde anisotropy field (0)
and coercivity (0) of a melt-spun ribbon a - 15 m/s.

Their change, however, can be achieved by substituting
Nd partly by heavy rare earths as Dy or Th. From these
anisotropy measuremients, we conclude that HA Is an Fg .Cmasno ucsiehteenloso noe
intrinsic property of Nd2Fe,4B and is not influenced by quhd sample beor (a) an after annealing (b).
the 3 different metallurgical processes.

In cr'ntrast to HA. jHc depends strongly on the
metallurgy. which is demonstrated in fig. I where ,Hc
of melt-spun alloys depends on both the cooling rate For sintered Nd15Fe77B& magnets j~ values from
and the Nd-Fe-B composition. As shown by ref. 17 the 0.7 T up to 1.2 T were obtained depending upon the
coercivity of overquenched melt-spun samples with low post-sintering heat treatmenat. From the shape of the
1 Mccan be enhanced by afactor of more than 10by an minor loops of these magnets (0-7 T 4 p01Hca;1.2 1)
additional heat treatment at 700*C (see also fig. 1). and magnets produced by the ternary diffusion path Z"_
From the analysis of the Massbauer-spectra of under- (ptel c - 0.717) we deduce that the coercivity mecha-
and overquenchad ribbons we conclude, that tree a-Fe nism is mainly controlled by the nucleation process

is present, coming presumnably from Sj2.placs of the which can be changed into a wall pinning behaviour, if
N2Fej 4B lattice No free Fe can be detected with the Nd is replaced either by Pr or partly by heavy rare earth

Mbsabsuter effect in high coercive ribbons quenched elements as Dy or Th.
with a wheel velocity 15 in/s < v <19 in/s The hyster-
esis loops of under- and overquenched ribbons exhibit a 11l JJ. Croat IF. Herbst, R.W. Lee and F.E. Pinkerton. J.

pronuncd dp inthesecnd qadrnd hichaccrd. Appl. Phys. 55 (1994) 2078.
pronuncd dp i th seondquaran whch ccod- 121 M. Sagawa. S. Fujimura, N. Togawa. Ht. Yamamoto ane Y.

ing to Becker (8) arises from a soft magnetic phase (fig. Matstura. J. Appl. Pitys. (1984) 2083.
3a). This finding is in accordance with the Massauer (31 H.H. Stadelinsier NA. El Masty and S.R. Stalitard. j.
analysis. After heat treating the overquenched samples Appi. Phtys 57 (1985) 4149.
at 700*C, the pronounced dip in the second quadrant [41 It. Oreasinger. G. Hitseher, H. tKirchmayr H. Sassik, ft.

has imiishd ad te sape f te mnorkqnhas Stsnat and G. Wiesinger. Physics 1 30B (1985) 307.

changed from a typical nucleation type behaviour to a and D. d H-Tresnol Mreu.R Pnes de Lceiee.Py Ics IIB(1985
wall pinning behaviour (fig. 3b). Both metallurgical 323 .doTeotdeLcisrePycs10 "5

processes, namely diffusion of n-Fe into the Nd2Fc14 B 161 IL. Grftsinger H. lKirchmayr R. Krewenka. K.S.V.L.
Narashinshan and Mt. Sagawa, Proc. 8th Workshop on Rarelattice and a grain growth are the origin for the 1Hc Earth Magnets. nd. K. Stinat (Dayton. 1985) p. 565.

enhancement and the predominant wall pinning be- 171 G.C. Hadjipanayis ftC. Hazelion and K.R. Lawless. J.
haviour of the overquenched, heat treated melt-spun AppI. Phyt. 43 (1983) 797.
samnples. 181 JJ. Recker. IEEE Trans. on Mags. MAG-19 (1992) 1451.
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Summary

A permanent magnet based on Nd-Fe-B was prepared by liquid phase
sintering ((BH)... 290 kJm-35 1 J4 =93 kA m- ,Br 1.24 T). The temper-
ature dependence of the coercive force was compared with the temperature

* dependence of the anisotropy field, the anisotropy energy, the ratio between
wall energy and magnetization and the nucleation field for reversed magnetic

* domains. It was found that the coercive force is neither purely pinning
controlled nor purely nucleation controlled.

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet materials obtained by the sintering of powders of
Nd-Fe-B alloys have been shown to possess outstanding magnetic proper-
ties [ 1, 2J1. A drawback of these materials is their limited corrosion resistance
and the relatively high negative temperature coefficient of the coercive force.
In this paper we report an investigation in which we have studied the temper-
ature dependence of the coercive force ,14 in more detail. We include in this

* investigation the temperature dependences of the anisotropy field HA, the
anisotropy energy K, and the domain wall energy -y in an attempt to deter-
mine in how far the temperature dependence of rH, is related to that of HA,
K, orj'

2. Materials and methods

The sintered magnet body used was made from an Nd-Fe-B alloy
close in composition to Nd 2Fe14B. The various steps involved were particle

0022-5088/86/$3.50 Q Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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alignment, pressing, sintering and heat treatments. These have been described 0.8

in more detail elsewhere [3]. The measurements of ,H, were made in a

pulsed-field system. For the measurements of HA we used the singular point

detection (SPD) method (41. The temperature dependence of the saturation

magnetization a was measured on a conventional o-T apparatus based on the 0.6

Faraday method. The performance of the magnet body at room temperature
can be specified by the following parameters: (BH)m,, = 290 k m- 3 , jJH, =

593 kA m- I and B, = 1.24 T.
U-r

3. Results and discussion4

The temperature dependence of the anisotropy field HA is shown in 0.2

Fig. 1. The strong rise in HA with decreasing temperature has a small discon-

tinuity below about 250 K for which we have no explanation at the

moment. The small structure near 250 K in the HA(T) curve is probably of 0 ,
minor importance since the overall behaviour of the HA(T) curve of the 300 35(

sintered magnet body is much the same as the HA(T) curve measured on a

piece of an etc-cast alloy of the composition Nd 2Fe14B after homogenizing Fig. 2. Temperature

at 900 C for 3 weeks [5]. temperature depende

The temperature dependence of jH, and Js-is shown in Fig. 2. Separate sntered permanent n

measurements showed that the Curie temperature is close to 585 K. this quantity was

An important parameter for describing the coercive fields in hard mag- 3.5 X 10-2 j m- 2.
netic materials is the domain wall energy -. The room temperature value of dence by means o:

6 (.. . ./t)"
2

12 K, -llJ,

Y 2 where the tempe:
01-,. , ,and 2. In eqn. (1
300 40 500 between the magi

this way is showr
isa h is the single-dom' '*""1isolated sphereb

4 ferred to two-do;
Js - 2 Livingston [(
0.3 mat room t

, from the temper
1 ,and 2). As can N

100 200 300 400 TM 500 600 eter shows virtua

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence or the anisotropy field /JoHA for a sintered permanent At all temperatui
magnet body based on 4K-Fe-B. The inset shows the temperature dependence of the than the grain dia
single-domain particle diamiter D. (in units of 100;Am) and the temperature dependence In Fig. 3 v

of the domain wall surface energy y (in units of 10- 2 J m- 3). terms of various

£3
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escribed .8 h
ide in a
ar point 4
turation0.-12
d on the 0.6 1.2
perature-3, . = -b

G4 0":.8

3N.

hown in 0.2
I discon- "
n a the I

Ibabyof a
of the 300 350 400 450 500 55,

wed on a T (K)
3pewzing Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the coercive field poH e (curve a, left scale) and

temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization J, (curve b, right scale) for a
sintered permanent magnet based on Nd-Fe-B.

this quantity was determined recently by Livingston [6], who reports y =
mad mag- 3.5 X 10-2 J m- 2 . We used this value and determined its temperature depen-
e value of dence by means of the relations

, = (2kT K,) 1 2  (1)

K, = -iHAJ. (2)

where the temperature dependences of HA and J, were taken from Figs. 1
and 2. In eqn. (1) k represents the Boltzmann constant and d is the distance
between the magnetic atoms. The temperature dependence of y obtained in
this way is shown in the inset of Fig. 1. An important parameter related to y
is the single-domain particle diameter D., representing the diameter of an
isolated sphere below which single-domain structures are energetically pre-
ferred to two-domain structures in zero applied field. Using Dc = 1.4(4w)2
j,- 2 Livingston [6] found that in Nd-Pe-B permanent magnets D. is about
0.3 pm at room temperature. The temperature dependence of D. was derived
from the temperature of -f and the temperature dependence of J, (Figs. 1
and 2). As can be seen in the inset of Fig. 1, the single-domain particle diam-
eter shows virtually no temperature dependence in the region below 500 K.

permanent At all temperatures we may expect, therefore, that D. will be much smaller
tence of the than the grain diameter, being typically 10 pm.
dependence In Fig. 3 we have analysed the temperature dependence of JH, in

terms of various models relating jHc to one or more of the other magnetic

/V,
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temperature
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Fig. 3. Plots of the coercive force jAWH© us. the anisotropy fieldluOHA (top part), the ratio
of wall energy and magnetization 7/J (middle part) and the nucleation field 41/IJr - J
(bottom part). The quantity r in the bottom part represents the defect radius. For more
details, see text. c

parameters considered in this report. Inspection of the results in the top and /
middle parts of Fig. 3 shows that the coercive force is not proportional to
the anisotropy field, as was proposed by for uniform pinning on extended
planar defects by KUtterer etoL [7]. Zijlstra [81 considered discrete pinning 03
and showed that if the coercive force originates from wall pinning at discrete 3
sites one may expect ,He to be proportional to 7/J. As shown in the middle Fig. 4. Double log,
part of Fig. 3, this proportionality is not found in the permanent magnet
material investigated. Livingston [6] studied various Nd-Fe-B permanent
magnet materials by means of microscopic investigations using the Kerr
effect. He found indications that the coercive force in these materials is 4. Conclusions
nucleation controlled rather than pinning controlled. For spherical defects
of radius r the internal nucleation field was estimated by that author to be Our study
H, = 47ry/Jr - NJ, where NJ represents the demagnetizing field. Taking the the temperaturt
temperature dependence of - shown in the inset of Fig. 1 together with the manent Nd-Fe-

If/
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temperature dependence of J given in Fig. 2 and taking N equal to unity we
have calculated the temperature dependence of this nucleation field for vari-

ous values of r. In none of these cases did we find a proportionality between
jH, and the nucleation field H.. Two representative examples of such plots
of ,H versus H. are shown in the bottom part of Fig. 3.

Surprisingly enough we found a satisfactory description of the tempera-
ture dependence of the coercive force (Fig. 4) when using the relation

jH. 01 K- 1 /2 H, S/2 (3)

proposed by Kutterer et al. [7] for the case when ,H, is determined by
volume pinning associated with the presence of atomic disorder. Kutterer
et at. [7] successfully applied their model to the description of the intrinsic
coercive force caused by pinning of nangwdomain walls in a single crystal
of SmCos. However, the magnitude of the coercive forces considered in this
case was approximately 10- T, which is more than three orders of magnitude
lower than the coercive forces considered in the present study. The applica-
bility of this model to the Nd-Fe-B permanent magnet material seems
therefore doubtful.

2-

a ratio " M 6
IJr-J

,p snd

adlto

je.te rioHA (kG)

addle Fig. 4. Double logarithmic plot of the coercive field jH, us. the anisotropy field HA -uqpet
umnt

Kerr
twit is 4. Conclusions
lefects
to be Our study of the temperature dependence of the coercive force "H, and
ng the the temperature dependence of the anisotropy field HA for a sintered per-
th the manent Nd-Fe-B magnet revealed that the coercive force decreases more

l/
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strongly with temperature than the anisotropy field. We found that a satis-
factory description of the str~nj temperature dependence of the coercivity
cannot be given in terms of current models in which this quantity is taken is
be either pinning controlled or nucleation controlled. It is not unlikely that
the underlying mechanism of jff itself depends on the temperature.
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The temperature dependence of the anibotropy field of Nd2Pet 4 -,
Co.B hba been measured between 77 K and the Curie temperature,usg
the singular point detection (SPD) technique. The animotropy field at room

teperature is found to decrease with increasing cobalt content. Measure-
ments of the temperature dependence of the initial susceptibility show
that at a temperature T1, which Is below room temperature, the easy mag-
netization direction changes. The origin of the change is attributed to the
neodymium-aublattice anisotropy. For the cobalt-rich samples (x > 5) it
is found that at temperatures T2 higher than ambient temperatures a second 1

spin reorientation takes place, which is attributed to the competing effect
ms of the neodymium sublattice anisotropy and the 3d aublattice anisotropy.

1. Introduction

The compound Nd2Fe14B is the basic material for the production of
high quality Permanent magniets [1, 21. It crystallizes (3] in a tetragonal
structure (apace group P42Jmnm) and combines a high saturation magnetiza-
tion (4wM. -L16 T) with a high untiaxial anisotropy at room temperature
(p*eIA -7 T). The magnetic structure of Nd1 Fe14B is not the same at an
temperatures. Below 135 K a spin reorientation takes place from an easy
magnetization along the c aria to an easy magnetization direction in the
(110) plane [4). Investigations of the meixed crystal series (Ndg.Ra.)zr
Fe77B, (Rn0 Y, Ce, La) showed that this anomaly is mainly due to the tem-
perature dependence of the neodymitum sublattice anisotropy [5).

ijA major disadvantage of the Nd-Fe-B magnets is their rather low
Curie temperature (T. - 580 K) [6). Substitution of cobalt for iron leads
to an increase of T. (7]. However, a further requirement for the attain-
ment of high coercivity magnets is the presence of a high anisotropy. In

0022-5085818/$.60 C) Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in 'Th. Netherlands
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the present work we have concentrated therefore mainly on changes in the
anisotropy caused by cobalt substitution in Nd 2FeI4B.

2. Experimental details

The Nd 2 Fel4_-Co.B samples were prepared by arc melting under
purified argon gas from starting materials of at least 99.9% purity. X-ray
diffraction showed that arc-casting did not result in single-phase samples.
For this reason all samples were vacuum annealed for 3 weeks at about
900 "C. After this teatment the samples were found to be approximately
single phase, remnants of the impurity phases being of the order of a few
per cent.

In order to determine the Curie temperature of the various compounds
we measured the temperature dependence of the magnetization a above
room temperature by the Faraday method. The values of T were obtained
by plotting e veens T and extrapolating to 0, - 0.

The anisotropy field HA was measured in a pulsed field system from
77 K up to the Curie temperature using the singular point detection (SPD)
technique [8]. This method leads to a singularity at H - HA in experimental
curves of d 2M/dt2 versus H (M is the magnetization) if the c axis is the
easy magnetization direction. As already mentioned, in Nd2 Fe 4B a spin
reorientation from an easy c axis to an easy cone was found to occur near
T, - 135 K. Assuming the usual series expansion of the anisotropy energy,
E. = KI sin8 + K2 sin4O, a necessary condition for such a spin reorientation
is a change in sign of K from positive to negative. Consequently there
exists a temperature range above T where K, becomes small and where
higher order anisotropy constants determine the shape of the anisotropy
energy surface. Such behaviour was indeed found in Nd2Fe14 B below 200 K
by Yang Fu-Ming et al (91 who studied the temperature dependence of
KI and K2 over an extended temperature range. The change in relative
magnitude of the anisotropy constants leads to the occurrence of addition-
al relative minima in E.. The magnetization vector can no longer rotate
smoothly in this temperature range and jumps in M(H) can appear. This
phenomenon is commonly referred to as the first order magnetization
process (FOMP). A theoretical description of it was given by Asti and
Bolzoni [101. Such a POMP was not only found in Nd 2FeI4B [111, but
also in various (R, Nd)2 Fe 4B compounds [5] as well as in Nd-Fe-B per-
manent magnets [12]. We recall that the critical field He,, for which such
a FOMP is observed, is not equal to HA (He. < HA). This can be derived from
measurements made on Nd-Fe-B magnets where it had been possible to
measure simultaneously HA(T) and HC,(T) in the temperature range of
interest, 135K< T<200 K [131. Therefore the change in shape of the
d2M/dt2 versus H curves found below 200 K in most of the samples studied
in the course of the present investigation was taken to be indicative of such
a FOMP anomaly.

& _"__".__'--.- --- -, - - ; -. .1
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A more accurate determination of the spin reorientation temperature
can be obtained from measurements of the temperature dependence of
the initial susceptibility Xj(T). Measurements of )r(T) were made in the
temperature range between 4.2 and 300 K by using a lock-in technique
and employing a small a.c. field of frequency 83 Hz. In a previous investiga-
tion 114J we showed that X can be taken to be proportional to MJI(KI + F),
where F is a function of the higher order constants K2 , K 3 etc. Since K,
is expected to change its sign at the spin reorientation temperature (and
hence K, - 0) one expects a maximum to occur in the X(T) curve near the
same temperature.

3. Results and discussion

Fxamples of measurements of the temperature dependence of the
initial susceptibilities are shown in Fig. 1. It appeua from our measure-
ments that the phenomenon of spin reorientation is present in the whole
concentration range of the NdFe14,CoB series. The spin reorientation
temperatures T, derived from these measrements have been plotted as
a function of cobalt concentration in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that
the spin reorientation temperature shows a comparatively low concentration

12j
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of the initial susceptibility in various Nd2Pe14 _xCoxB
compounds.

Fig. 2. Concentration dependence of the low-temperature spin reorienttion temperature
(TO) in Nd2Fe14 _.Co.B compounds.
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dependence for all but the highest cobalt concentrations. For cobalt con-
centrations higher than that corresponding to the approximate formula
composition Nd 2Fe2Col2B there is a strong decrease.

Results of measurements of the temperature dependence of the anis-
otropy field HA are shown for the two extreme compositions in Fig. 3. It
may be seen from this figure that the decrease in HA with T is much stronger
in Nd2 Co 4 B than in Nd2 Fe 4B. Owing to the proximity of the spin reori-
entation in Nd2Fej4B at temperatures below 200 K, measurements of HA
by the SPD method are somewhat difficult [11], which implies that the
actual HA values in this temperature range may be somewhat higher. In any
case, static measurements made in high magnetic fields on magnetically
aligned powders showed that the HA values of both materials at 4.2 K are
approximately the same, which means that both curves shown in Fig. 2 will
eventually reach the same end point at low temperature.

In order to facilitate the comparison of the HA(T) curves obtained
for the various compounds of the series NdFe 14 -. Co.B we have plotted
in Figs. 4 and 5 the reduced values of HA(T) versus the corresponding re-
duced tempeiatures. he reduced temperatures ae defined as TIT.. The
reduced values of HA are defined as HA(T)IHA(4.2 K), where we have used
poH( 4 .2 K) - 31 T, being the mean value between pHA - 32 T found for
Nd2Cos4B and poHA = 30 T found for Nd2 Fe 4B [6,15]. Inspection of the
results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 makes it clear that the reduced anisotropy
fields behave in a systematic way when the cobalt concentration is increased
in NdAFeN4 -_CoxB. It is interesting to note that the T value of NdCo,14B
(1005 K) is considerably higher than that of Nd 2Fej4B (585 K). Whereas
HA(T) in the iron-rich compounds tends to become zero at temperatures
close to Is, one may notice in Fig. 5 that HA(T) of the cobalt-rich com-
pounds, as measured by the SPD method, tends to become zero at a tem-
perature far below T.

12 "

10

2

Fig. 3. Comparison of the temperature dependence of the anisotropy field poHA in 0

NdZ0 14B and 0, Nd2Fe, 4B.
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The conceutatton dependence of HA at room temperature is shown
in Fig. 6. HA decemes from more than 7 T in Nd2 Fe 4B to lea than 5 T
in NdCo 4 B. We have included In Fi. 6 the HAx) values derived from
the data pubished by sapwa et aL [161. It is obvious that the ssreement
for the iron-rich compounds Is saifactory, but a discrepancy between the
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Fig. 6. Concentration dependence of HA at room temperature in Nd2Fet4_XCo5 B: 1,
data obtained by mens of the SPD method in the course of the present Investigation;
* HA values corresponding to 2KI/J from re. 16.
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two HA(x) curves is manifest for the compound of relatively high cobalt
concentration. The reason for this discrepancy might be the following. The
HA values measured by means of the SPD technique represent the physically
relevant anisotropy field, including all anisotropy constants (independent
of the chosen series expansion of the anisotropy energy). The HA values
obtained from the K, data of ref. 16 were calculated by means of the for-
mula HA = 2K,/J,. It is interesting to note that this difference starts to
become appreciable for those concentrations where a spin reorientation
from the c axis to the basal plane occurs at higher temperatures (see below).
This means that negative contributions to HA become relatively important
for increasing cobalt concentration, which are less easily taken into account
by considering only K,.

Detailed mesurements of the temperature dependence of the mag-
Snetization on a Nd2Coj4B single crystal were made by Le'[oux et at [171'.

These authors found a cusp in M(T) of this compound at the very tempera-
ture (T) where HA(T) tends to vanish in our measurements. Ibis coinci-
dence may be explained by assuming that at this temperature, TI, a second
spin reorientation takes place. X-ray diffraction studies made on magnet-
ically aligned powders of various R2CoH4B compounds had made it clear that
the easy magnetization direction Is parallel to the c direction in Nd2Coj4B
at room temperature. However, it was found that the easy direction is
perpendicular to the c axis in compounds in which the R component does
not contribute to the anisotropy. Consequently one expects that in Ndr
Co4B, too, the easy magnetization direction will become perpendicular
to the c direction when the temperature is sufficiently raised to make the
contribution of the strongly temperature-dependent neodymium sublattice
anisotropy negligibly small. However, no such second spin reorientation is

W: ,ft %.,O -
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0o 2 6 M ne 12~~Fag. 7. Magnetic phase diagram of the Nd2Fe1 4 _zox system.
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expected in Nd 2Fe, 4B since the iron sublattice anisotropy favours the
same easy magnetization direction (parallel to the c axis) as the neodymium
sublattice anisotropy. From the fact that the 3d sublattice anisotropy is
of opposite character in the iron and cobalt compounds one may expect
that T 2 will increase with increasing iron concentration in Nd 2Fel 4 _CoxB,
as is found experimentally. The magnetic phase diagram, showing the con-
centration dependence of T2 , together with the corresponding concentra-
tion dependence of T, and T, is given in Fig. 7.

4. Concluding remarks

In order. to improve the unfavewably large temperature coefficient
of the magnetization of Nd-Fe-B base permanent magnets, various pseudo-
ternary alloys were considered in which part of the iron was replaced by
cobalt [7]. As a result of this replacement, the Curie temperature of these
alloys rose substantially and the concomitant room temperature coefficient
of magnbtization was considerably lowered. However, the beneficial influ-
ence of the cobalt substitution with regard to the temperature coefficient
of the magnetization was found to be accompanied by an unfavourable
lowering of the room temperature coercive forces attainable in these mate-
rials. This behaviour is rather unexpected since the strength of the maximum
coercive field is commonly considered to be related to the magnitude of
the anisotropy field, and since the latter quantity was found to be almost
equal in both materials at 4.2 K (6,16]. The results presented in the previ-
ou section make it clear, that the temperature dependence of HA is much
stronger in Nd2 Co,4 B than in Nd 2Fe4B, leading to a room temperature
value of HA which is 40% lower in Nd 2Co, 4B than in Nd2Fe 4B (see Fig. 3).
This lowering of HA seems less strong than the lowering of the coercive
force, which is equal to 7.3 kOe in NdsFe7Bs but only 0.8 kOe in Ndis-
Fe ,Co6s (71. This suggests that, apart from the change of HA, changes
in the microstructure of the alloys also take place, leading to changes in
the nucleation or pinning centres. This is not unexpected since the ternary
Nd-Co-B phase diagram contains considerably more ternary compounds
than the Nd-Fe-B phase diagram.

We have shown that the low-temperature spin reorientation tempera-
ture TI in Nd2FeI4 -. Co.B has a peculiar concentration dependence, being
relatively insensitive to cobalt substitution up to x - 12, then decreasing
strongly with x. The low-temperature spin reorientation is due primarily
to the neodymium sublattice anisotropy and it was proposed on several
occasions that its origin is due to the contribution anisotropy constants
of higher order than K,, which become important at low temperatures
[18, 191. The concentration dependence of these higher-order anisotropy
constants is still unknown at present. From the magnetic phase diagram
proposed by us (Fig. 5) it follows that for compounds with relatively high
cobalt content there is a second spin reorientation transition (T2) at higher
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temperatures. In contrast with the transition at TI, this high-temperature
transition depends not only on the neodymium sublattice anisotropy but
also on the 3d sublattice anisotropy. It can be seen from the magnetic
phase diagramn that neither of these phase transitions will have any bearing
on the possible application of these compounds as starting materials for
permanent magnets.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE HYSTERESIS LOOP AND THE (B). The coercivity however is strongly
MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY OF Nd-Fe-B BASED PERMANENT influenced by the metallurgy of the magnet (E.
MAGNETS S. heat treatment. &rain size). The *tm of the

present paper Is to try to correlate the

R.Greseinger,R.Krewenka,K.S.V.L.Noraoimhan *). magnetic anisotropy with the coercivity of
H.R.Kirchmayr various Nd-Fe-B based magnets.

Institut fUr Experimentalphysik; Techn. Univ. Experimental
Vienne, Austria.
*)Crucible Research Center; Colt Industries. The following samples of technical permanent

magnets supplied by Colt Industries based on
Abstract Nd-Fe-I were available: "Colt1I, which was one

of the first produced sintered magnets, Crumax
The enisotropy field do well as the 30A, Crumax 35 and Crumax 40. All materials

coercivity of technical. sintered permanent were aligned sintered magnets.
magnets based on Nd-Fe-S we measured from OK The magnetic Investigations were performed in
up to the Curie temperature using a pulsed a pulsed field system (pulse duration sin half
field system. It was tried to correlate the wove Sao, maximum field p.H-20T), which can be
temperature dependence of the coerclvity with operated between 4.2K end O00K. The anisotropy
that of the anisotropy. A general correlation fields were determined using the SPO-tachnique
of the type; IMC prop. (HA)

k 
was found, where (9). With this method the anisotropy field HA

the power -k" lies between 1.5 and 3. The of a polycrystalline sample can be measured.
power k. decreases with decreasing If a sample is not single phased (which Is
temperature showing either a temperature surely the case In permanent magnets) this
induced..bange of ths coorcivityl-4ehanism or technique pickes out only the anisotropy of
the Influence of KA. that grains where the easy axis of

magnetization lies in the c-axie (hard
Introduction magnetic matrix); additionally only that

grains contribute to the signal where these
High quality permanent magnats are generally axes are orientated perpendicular to the
based on Rare Earth 3d-metal (Fo,Co) external field. The field was calibrated using
intermetallic compounds. There exist three the anisotropy field of well known samples as
techniocaly used magnet families: for instance ferrites, YCo . and PrCo The
i) s s based " ,gnats. absolute accuracy of H Is better than 3%
12) Bm co1  especially Sm(CoFe,CuZrJ), (mainly determined by the reliability of the

magnets. available anisotropy data), the relative
ii1) NdFo4 tB based magnets. accuracy Is better then 1%.
These materials exhibit the following
important properties at room temperature (see Results and Discussion
table 1).

Fig.1 shows the temperature dependence of the
Table 1: Survey of the magnetic properties of anisotropy field HA . Below 200K an anisotropy

Rare Earth 3d-metal magnets. anomaly, similar as mentioned above, was

observed for all specimen. Arrows indicate
Material 4lTMj(kG) )I.HA(T) T(K) /4xHc(T) this critical temperature, where a field
SmCo$ 11.2 29 1020 2-2.5 induced first order magnetic phase transition
sm1 Co" 12.8 6.5 1195 1-1.5 begins to appear. The theoretical explanation
Nd 1FoB 16 7.5 So 1-2 is the same as that given for pure NdaFe*t,

(7). It should be noted that below this
It is obvious that the hard magnetic critical temperature the meaning of HA is no
properties of the Sm-Co permanent magnets are longer that of usual anisotropy field, because
excellent, however the high costs of the raw there HA is the critical field which Is caused
materials are prohibitiv for large scale by the occurence of relative minima In the
applications. A possible solution of this anisotropy energy surface; therefore Hcr-HA is
economical problem may be found by the valid. Above 200K, however, the anisotropy
development of the new Nd-Fe-I magnets (1,2). field as measured by the SPO-tachnique is in
The hard magnetic properties of these now fact the real physically relevant anisotropy
magnets are based on the high uniaxial field. The most widely applied method for
magnetic anisotropy of the Nd Fe

4
B compound, determining HA of hard magnetic materials is

NdFe1 Bs hal at room temperature an easy the magnetization measurement parallel and
c-axi, but below 135K the easy axis lies in a perpendicular to the preferential axis.
cone (3). Ou 0 to this spinreorientation K4 Extrapolating MA(H) to the saturation value
(first order anisotropy constant) changes its should deliver H,. Beside the problems of
sign. Therefore between 200K and 135K the misorlntation and of having not monodomainic
higher order anisotropy constants become grains, this technique suffers under the
Important, as visible regarding the K!(T) and generally to small external fields (e.g. the
K1 (T) measurements performed on NdjFeB(4). field of a conventional electro-magnot is 2T,
This can cause additional relative minima in whereas the anisotropy fields of the here
the anisotropy energy surface, which con lead interesting rare earth-3d compounds are much
to Jumps In the M(H) curve. This effect was larger (so table I)). All these difficulties
theoretically analysed (5,6) and Is called a combined with the often discussed
FOMP (First Order Magnetization Process). uncertainties defining HA (the definition
Below 200K the occurence of such a FOMP was depends naturally an the type of the choosen
Indeed observed In Nd-Fe-B samples (7,6). The series expansion of the anisotropy energy)
magnetic anisotropy is an Intrinsic property causes troubles comparing HA data which were
which Is In technical permanent Nd-Fe-8 obtained using different methods. It is a
magnets mainly given by the Nd4 Fe,,8 g ins great advantage of the SPO- method that It
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determines the real anisotrapy field (for a anisotropy is a necessary condition for the
uniaxial material that field which is formation of a high coercivity in a permanent
neceesary to rotate the magnetizatlon vector manet. In the case of an ideal monodomainic
from the c-axis into the hard plane) mingle particle magnet the coercivity Is equal
independent of any mathematical definition, to the anisotropy field. The critical diameter

of single domain particles is:

using the rslatiohfor r(10): l oe
Pj- 2 ' {W f*[ I+ llJlsil I : ) (2)

A... average exchange consfan ;7 -K/K.

In the case of the here Interesting Nd,.Fe,, B
according to (11) the room temperature values

are: A7.7xIO"i/m , O€ -0.2pm. The average
grain size of a sintered Nd-Fe-O magnet Is
between 5 and 10pm (12). This means that such
* magnet cannot be treated as a single
particle material. However there exists
theoretical predictions for the temperature
dependence of the coercivity of technical
Sm-Co magnets (13). The most Important Idea of
this work Is trying to correlate the

coercivity field with the nucleation field
F !V J10 i mwhich con be c:Usd by various sources. The

mathematical expression of this nucleation
- field tieKIU$, which is seL-es that of the

FIg.I: Temperature dependence of the anisotropy field neglecting higher order
anisotropy field of the samples: anisotropy constants. This encourages to look
Colt 1" (a), Crumax 30A ( 0 ), Crumax If any correlation can be found between rH,

35 (x), Crumax 40 (A). and HA. The general mathematical onset used
for this purpose ie of the type:

Between 200K and the Curie temperature the IHe(T) prop HA(T)
x  

(3)
HA(T) Curves of all samples except that of the The above described experimental technfques
Crumax 30A are very similar with respect to allows us to determine zHc as well as HA on
the magnitude as well as to the character. The the same sample. This gives the chance testing
Crumax 30A material exhibits remarkable higher theoretical models In a direct manner as It
values of HA (e.g. at room temperature wee not yet possible. According the fact that
)4 HA-9T) Indicating a substitution of the Nd in the above mentioned work (13) various
by a heavy rare earth element, powers, depending on the special assumptions
A similar result was obtained for the which are made for these calculations, are
temperature dependence of the coercivity xHc predicted, a plot of In(ZHc(T)/xHc(T-3OOK))
(eee Fig. 2). Also there the zHc(T) values of divided by In(HA(T)/HA(T-3OOK)) versus the
Crumax 30A are much higher then that of all temperature was made (see Fig. 3).
other samples. It should be noted that the
spinreorientatlon causes no anomaly In XHc(T).
Only if the external field Is applied
perpendicular to the preferential axis a down-
turn below 200K is detected (8) (see the
dotted curve in Fig. 2).

imIS

FiS.3: Temperature dependence of k-ln( H (T)i
ZHc(T-3O0K))/ln(HA(T)/HA(T3OOK)) of
the samples: "Colt 1' (v), Crumax 30A
(e), Cruax 35 (o), Crumax 40 (4).

S-oneM m KronmUller and Hilzinger (14) have shown that
In the case of incoherent nucleation the
coercivity field is determined either by the

Fig.2: Temperature dependence of the nucleation of reversed domains in the
coercivity of the samples:"Colt 1" (o) magnetically soft phase or by the expansion of
Crumax 30A (o), Crumax 35 (K), Crumax these reversed domains into the magnetically
40 (a). The dotted curve represents hard matrix. In both cases IHC(T) is
zH,(T) of the "Colt I" magnet applying approximately given by
the external field perpendicular to Hc(T) ,K'/as (4)
the preferential axis (0). In the first case, however, we have to insert

into equation (4) the anisotropy of theIt Is well known that a high unlaxial perturbed region, whereas in the second case
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Kf means the anisotropy constant of the hard Nd-Fe-S magnets. Fig.3 demonstrates that for
magnetic matrix. Another possibility is that k(T) the substitution of the Nd (Crumax 30A)
the coercive force Is caused by a pinning of is of minor importance, the different
domain walls at grain boundaries. It is metallurgy (a. a. grain size, heat treatment)
expedient to distinguish two cases seems to influence rHc(T) and consequently
corresponding to the thickness G of the grain k(T). Concluding this discussion shows that,
boundaries with respect to the wall width dw. the experimental possibilty of measuring
Additionally it have to be assumed that the 1 HC(T) as well as HA(T) on the same sample.
ratios of the exchange- and the anisotropy gives for the first time the chance to find a
energies at the grain boundaries are correlation between these two magnet
temperature independent. This leads to: parameters. In order to test these models

£HG(T)-(K 4/M)
3
J (G-d.) (5) xHc(T) and HA(T) studies on various permanent

zHc(T)sv K1 1Us (Gdw) (6) magnets, representing different coorcivity
According to an electron microscopy study the mechanisms, (a.g. rapidly quenched Nd-Fe-S
grain boundary phase of a sintered NdasF:,;S, magnets, Sm-Co based materials but also
magnet are after the heat treatment ferrites) are therefore in progress.
between 2 and 3nm (8M). The average domain
wall width of such a magnet is about 4nm (11). Acknowledgement: This work was supported by
Consequently a relation close to (5) may be the European Office of the U.S. Army Contract
valid, number: DAJA-45-84-C-0010.
If narrow domain walls exist atomic defects
act as effective pinning centres. Nearly all Literature:
permanent magnets deviate from the exact
stochiometry, therefore the existence of such I) U.Sagawa,.Fujimura,U.TogawaH.Yamamoto,
defects can be assumed. The temperature Y.Matsuura
dependence of zHC following from a pinning of J. Applied Phys. 55 (1984) 2083
domain walls by atomic disorder is due to (16) 2) J.J.Croat,J.F.HerbstP.W.LeF.E.Pinkerton

XHc(T).U',(K1/MS)" (7) J. Applied Phys. 55 (1984) 2078
In materials with not so high coercivity 3) P.Givord,H.S.Li,J.M.UoreauR.Parrier do la
fields It was assumed that THc is determined Sathia,E. du Tremolet de Lacheisaerle
by volume pinning. .The pinning forces are Physica 1301 (1985) 323
supposed to originate from statistically 4) Yang Fu-Uing,Zhao Xi-Chao,Zhao Ru-Wuen.Yu
distributed defects. Due to the larger wall Zhi-Hong,Zhang Shou-Gong,Zhou Xi-Jian,Sun
area the statistical fluctuations of the Tian-Duo
defect density are lees important. Assuming Proc. of eight Int. Workshop on rare-earth
that the interaction energy of the walls with magnats. Dayton (USA) (1985) 529
the defects Is mainly determined by the 5) G.Asti,F.Bolzoni
anisotropy, leads to a temperature dependence JEMI 15-18 (1980) 29
of INC: /6) X.K.Sun

X 1 H(T) (Kf/5) (8) Thesis (1985) Tachn. Univ. Vienna
In summary all these relations show that for 7) R.Grllsinger.X.K.Sun.R.Eibler.H.R.Kirchmayr
some simple caes a correlation between X Hc Proc. of eight Int. Workshop on rare-earth
and the anisotropy field NA can be .xpected. magnets. Dayton (USA) (1988) 553
Fig.3 shows that the coercivity mechanism 8) R.Grgesinger,H.R.Kirchmayr,R.Krewenka,
changes with temperature, however not as clear K.S.V.L.Narasimhon,N.Sagawa
as described by the above given formulas. Proc. of eight Int. Workshop on rare-earth
Below 200K "k" values between 3/2 and 5/2 were magnets. Dayton (USA) (1985) 565
obtained. However in this temperature range 9) G.Asti,S.Rinaldi
the analysis is not so reliable because of the J. Applied Phys. 45 (1974) 3600
occurence of a FOMP (Hcr<HA; but the 10)H.Trauble,O.Soser,H.KronmUller,A.Sseger
temperature dependence of Hcr Is approximately phys. stat. sol. 10 (1965) 283
the sam as that of HA). Additionally another 11)K.D.Ourst,H.Kronsuller
model might be valid at low temperatures. JiN (1988) in print
Recently it was shown that K1 changes for 12)J.D.Livingston
Nd-Fe-B magnets the nucleation field H. Proc. of eigth Int. Workshop on rare-earth
remarkable below room temperature (H,.HA) magnete. Dayton (USA) (1985) 423
(17). This effect may also explain the 13)R.KUtterer,H.R.Hilzinger,H.Kronmuller
temperature variation of 'k". Above 200K the JUNK 4 (1977) 1
curves k(T) of the samples Crumax 40 and 30A 14)H.Kromuller,H.R.Hilzinger
are looking similar, Independent of the fact JUNK 2 (1976) 3
that the sample *30A" is a heavy rare earth 15)K.Hiraga,M.Hirabyaeshi.M.SagawaY.Uateuura
substituted Nd-Fe-S magnet. The k(T) of the Jap. Journ. of Applied Phys. 24 (1985) L30
two other magnets (Colti and Crumax 35) are 16)H.Kronmullor,H.R.Hilzinger
lying at higher values. A mean value for k is JUNE 5 (1973) 27
approximately 5/2, which corresponds the power 1?7G.Herzer,W.Fernengel,E.Adler
low as predicted by formula (8). A possible JUNK 58 (1986) 48
interpretation of the k(T) behaviour might be
that either the coercivity mechanism changes
from a pinning of the domain walls at grain
boundaries at low temperatures to a volume
pinning of extended domain walls at higher
temperatures or that the reduction of "k' at
low temperatures Is caused by the increasing
influence of K.. The there interesting fact is
that in all coases the anisotropy of the hard
magnetic matrix seems to be of major
importance for the coercivity of various
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Summary

We have measured the concentration dependence of the Curie tem.-
peralture, magnetization, anisotropy field and lattice parameters in
Pr2(Fel Co,) 1 4B for 0 -4 x -4 1. The Curie temperature strongly increases
with X. The saturation magnetization at 4.2 K decreases with x after re-
maining approximately concentration independent up to x = 0.2. The room
temperature anisotropy field first decreases with x but after passing through
a minimum at about x - 0.7 strongly increases with x. The experimental
results are compared with results obtained previously for Nd 2(Fe I -CO.) 4 B
and are discussed in terms Of crystal-field effects.

1. Introduction

Compounds of the type R2Fe14B (where It represents neodymium or
praseodymium) are basic materials for the production of high quality
Permanent magnets [1,21. Both compounds crystallize in a tetragonal
structure (space group P42/mnm) and combine a high saturation magnetiza-
tion with a high uniazial anisotropy at room temperature [3,41. A major
disadvantage of the R-Fe-B magnets is their rather low Curie temperature
(T. - 600 K) [6). Substitution of cobalt for iron leads to an increase in T..
However, a further requirement for the attainment of high coercivity
magnets is the presence of a high anisotropy. Recently we have investigated
at room temperature the changes of the anisotropy field BA Caused by

C.Szemmnnt address, Institute of PhYsics, Academnics Sinica, P.O. Box 603, Beijing,
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cobalt substitution in Nd 2 Fe 4 B [6]. We found that BA in Nd(Fej -,Co,),4B
exhibits a minimum near x = 0.9.

The purpose of the present study is to investigate whether similar
features are also present in the concentration dependence of BA in the
series Pr2(Fej - Co.)14B.

2. Experimental results and discussion EI

The Pr2(Fej -. Co.) 14B samples were prepared by arc melting under
purified argon gas from starting materials with a purity of at least 99.9%.
All samples were vacuum annealed for three weeks at about 900 *C. After
this treatment the samples were found to be approximately single phase,
remnants of the impurity phases being of the order of a few per cent. The
composition dependence of the lattice constant is shown in Fig. 1.

138|
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Fig. 1. Concentration dependence of the lattice constants in Pr2(Fej-.zCoxh jB and the magnetizalNd2(FeI -COo)t4B cnpounds. This phenomei

process (FOMI
The high field magnetization measurements with B up to 35 T were and for the (N

performed at 4.2 K in the high field magnet at the University of Amsterdam FOMP shows
[7]. For all measurements we used powdered samples after aligning the neglected in th
powder particles in a magnetic field and fixing their direction with epoxy these compou
resin. High field isotherms were recorded with the external field either anisotropy-ene;
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Fig. 2. Magnetization curve at 4.2 K of magnetically aligned P2FetOo,)4B comn-
pounds with the magnetic field applied parallel or perpendicular to the alignment direc-
tion.

Fig. 8. Concentration dependence of the saturation magnetization in l'r2(Fe, -xCox,)14B at
4.2 K.

parallel (a,) or perpendicular (o±L) to the alignment field. In Fig. 2 some
examples of measured magnetization curves are shown. Values for the satura-
tion magnetization a. were derived from the high field part of the a(B)
curve~s by extrapolating to B -0. The concentration dependence of a, for
Pr2(Fe, -Co.)14B it 4.2 K is shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen in Fig. 2, that for the compounds with the higher iron
contents, the high field magnetization curves, measured with the magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the alignment direction, display a 'Jump" in

and the magnetization at a transition field which depends on the composition.
This phenomenon can be understood in terms of a first-order magnetization
proceas (FOMP), which has been observed for Nd2Fe1 4B by Pareti et @1. [81

rare and for the (Nd, Pr)2Fe14B system by Huang et at. 191. The existence of this
iam POMP shows that the sixth-order anisotropy constant K3 cannot be
the neglected in the expression of the uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy fo'
oxy these compounds. We have calculated the magnetization curves using an
ther anisotropy-energy expression including K3, but neglecting the in-plane
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anisotropy. From the observation (in Fig. 2) that the perpendicular mag- Ki (J/kg)
netization curves have a large intercept with the magnetization axis we can 200O
conclude that there is a substantial misalignment of the pains in the samples.
This misalignment has been taken into account in the calculation of the
magnetization curves. A gaussian distribution of the c axes of the grains 10
around tho alignment direction has been assumed. The neglect of the
in-plane anisotropy is in disagreement with the observed different magnetiza-
tion curves for Nd2Fe14B in the [1001 and [1101 directions [101. However, 0 2?

incorporation of the in-plane anisotropy in the calculations would lead to
too many fitting parameters. For this reason the values of the anisotropy
constants, as found in the performed analysis, must be considered as cor- -102
responding to values averaged over the basal plane. It can be seen from
Fig. 4 that there is satisfactory agreement between the calculations and the Pri

experimental data. In Fig. 5 the composition dependence of the anisotropy -20I

constants at 4.2 K as obtained from this analysis are shown.
The Curie temperatures of the various compounds were determined Fig. 5. Composition

by measuring the temperature dependence of the magnetization a above 4.2 K.

room temperature by means of the Faraday method. The values of T. were
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Fig. 4. Calculated (full lines) and experimental (plus sigus) magnetization curve at obtained by plotti
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materials by c
of these sites

detection (SPD) technique [11], This method leads to a singularity at B = course, may I
BA in experimental curves of d2M/dt 2 vs. B (M is the magnetization) if the To exclude su,
c axis is the easy magnetization direction. Such a situation is expected for binary compot
the system Pr2(Fej -Co.) 14B. The concentration dependence of BA at room lower in its irc
temperature is shown in Fig. 7. BA decreases from more than 7 T for x - 0 to opposite behai
about 5 T for x - 0.7. At higher x values BA is seen to increase strongly. point charge c(

We have included in Fig. 7 the BA(x) values derived from the data
published earlier for Nd 2(FeI- =Co.)14B [6]. It is obvious that the concentra-
tion dependence of BA for the iron-rich compounds is almost similar in both
cases. However, a discrepancy between the two BA(x) curves is manifest for 3. Concluding
the compounds of relatively high cobalt concentration. Nevertheless the
trend is evidently the same in both cases. The decrease in BA(x) observed for It follow.
small x values is followed by an increase in BA(x) for high x values, the main tion of cobalt
difference being the location of the minimum of BA(x). lographic and

This minimum in the concentration dependence of the anisotropy field minimum in t
seems difficult to explain. It follows from the results of many previous occurrence of
investigations that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy in these materials is Pr2(Pel-.Co.)
mainly determined by the single-ion crystal-field anisotropy of the rare earth the BA(x) curv
component [12). The minimum of BA would then be indicative of a of this behavio
pronounced concentration-dependent change in one (or more) of the crystal- In the c(
field parameters that determine the anisotropy. When attempting to relate substitution in
the BA(X) behaviour to the corresponding changes in crystallographic prop- temperature. %
erties it is well to recall that the increase of BA in Nd2(Fe1 - Co,,)1 4B for ture coefficien
x > 0.9 is accompanied by a strong reduction in the spin reorientation tem- small decreas
perature (by about a factor of two) (6). This suggests that it is primarily the attainable in tf

AM-
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increase of K, which causes BA(X) to increase in this concentration range
(a shift of K, towards more positive values lowers the temperature at which
K, passes through zero and hence lowers the spin reorientation temperature).
Thus, if we take it for granted that the increase in BA(x) for high cobalt con-
centrations at room temperature originates from an increase of the corre-
sponding values of K, we may restrict ourselves to considering only the
second-order crystal-field parameters, since K, c 3B* -B2. In a point charge
approximation the decrease in the lattice parameters with x shown in Fig. 1
is expected to lead to a general increase in both parameters. However, since
B* also depends on the c/a ratio, this quantity will benefit from the general
increase mainly at the beginning of the series, where the c/a ratio is approxi-
mately constant. For low x values one expects, therefore, K, to increase with
x while for higher cobalt concentrations one expects K, to increase only
moderately or even to decrease with x. Such a concentration dependence is
precisely the opposite of that observed for BA in Nda(Fe,_xCoj),4B and
Pr2 (Fe, -. Co.),4B (Fig. 7). It seems therefore that explanations of the con-
centration dependence of the anisotropy in R2(Fet -. Co.)14B based on point
charge considerations are unsatisfactory. Recently, it was shown by means
of Masbauer spectroscopy that the occupation of the 3d sites in the above
materials by cobalt and iron is not a random occupation but that several
of these sites are occupied preferentially by cobalt (iron) [13]. This, of

St B = course, may lead to a rather unusual concentration dependence of BA.
If the To exclude such short-range ordering effects we will concentrate on the pure
ad for binary compounds (x - 0 and x = 1). Then one finds that BA in Nd2 Co,4B is

rom lower in its iron counterpart while the praseodymium compounds show the

- to opposite behaviour (see Fig. 7). This still remains unexpected on the basis of
point charge considerations.

* dat
:entra-
o botheat for 3. Concluding remarks

a the
,ed for It follows from the results shown in the preceding section that substitu-

main tion of cobalt for iron in Pr2Fe, 4B leads to gradual changes of the crystal-
lographic and magnetic properties, the most prominent feature being the

, field minimum in the concentration dependence of the anisotropy field. The
evious occurrence of a minimum in the concentration dependence of B, in
isls is r 2(Fe|-.Co.)14B is paralleled by the occurrence of a similar minimum in

t earth the BA(x) curve of Nd 2(Fe, - Co.)14B, but we are unable to trace the origin
! of a of this behaviour.
TY"l- In the concentration range of practical interest (0 < x < 0.2) cobalt
relate substitution in R2Fej 4B leads to a fairly strong enhancement of the Curie
prop- temperature. While this might have a beneficial influence on the tempera-

4B for ture coefficient of the magnetization, it is unfortunately accompanied by a
n tem- small decrease of the anisotropy, which might lower the coercive force
ily the attainable in these materials.

5!

I
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In a previous study we addressed the problem of the origin of the
coercive force in permanent magnets based on Nd-Fe-B. We showed that
simple nucleation-controlled or pinning-controlled models are inadequate in
explaining the temperature dependence of the coercive force over the whole
temperature range considered [1]. The same problem was addressed recently
by Durst and Kronm iisr [2] who compared the temperature dependence of
the coercive force (jH,) with the temperature dependence of the anisotropy
constant K1 , experimental values for K, (and K2 ) being obtained on a
Sintered magnet body by means of the Sucksmith-Thompson method. From
the linear relationship between jH. and 2KIIJ. (J, is the saturation induc-
tion) observed in the range from about 280 K to 370 K, the conclusion
reached by these authors was the applicability of a nueleation-controlled
coercivity mechanism, changing to a pinning-controlled mechanism for tem-
peratures in excess of 370 K [3].

Since the temperature range in which the linear relationship between
.H. and 2K1 /J. (or between jH, and the anisotropy field HA) was observed
to be valid is somewhat restricted, we have extended our measurements to
lower temperatures. Apart from thg Nd-Fe-B magnet studied previously
we have included a magnet based on (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B in the present study.

The (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B magnet body was prepared as follows. Firstly, the
constituent elements were melted together, the approximate formula com-
position being Nd 13.sDyj.SFe7B8. Subsequently, fine powder particles were
obtained by milling under freon. The particles were aligned in a magnetic
field and compacted in a die. Liquid-phase sintering was performed in a
protective atmosphere for 1 h at 1050 C. A post-sintering treatment con-
sisted of heating for 1 h at 630 C. After magnetizing, the following charac-
teristic room temperature values were obtained: coercive force jH, = 1312
kA m - (O0o/e = 1.64 T), remanence B, = 1.04 T.

0022-5088/87153.50 0 Elsevier SequoiajPrinted in The Netherlands
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The values of the Nd-Fe-B magnet without dysprosium addition, ca b writtei
studied previously, were jH, = 593 k.A M-', B, = 1.24 T. The coercive forces spin reorienta
and the anisotropy fields H

M
A were measured in a pulsed field system from Coneuently

77 K up to the Curie temperature. We used the singular point detection small and wh
(SF1)) technique [4) to obtain the latter values. Results for the two magnets the anisotrop,
studied are shown in Fig. 1. Here we recall that the SPD method leads to a 200 K [2,
singularity at H -HA in experimental curves of d2M/ dt2 us. H (M is the mag- constants leai
netization) if the c axis is the easy magnetization direction. However, it is magnetizatioi
well known that a spin reorientation from an easy c axis to an easy cone was range and ji
found to occur in Nd 2Fe14B near T. = 135 K [5]. If the anisotropy energy referred to
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in an Nd-Fe-B magnet (bottom part). the lin(
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ion, can be written as E. = Klsin2O + K2sin 4o, a necessary condition for such a

fspin reorientation implies a change in sign of K, from positive to negative.
Consequently there exists a temperature range above T. where K, becomes

on small and where higher-order anisotropy constants determine the shape of
ts the anisotropy energy surface. Such a situation is found in Nd 2 Fe 4B below

sto a 200 K 12, 6, 7]. The change in relative magnitude of the anisotropy
i ng- constants leads to the occurrence of additional relative minima in Ea. The
r, it is magnetization vector can no longer rotate smoothly in this temperature
"e was range and jumps in M(H) can appear. This phenomenon is commonly
Marigy referred to as a first-order magnetization process (FOMP). A theoretical

description of it was given by Asti and Bolzoni [7]. A closer analysis of the
SPD data obtained by us for the Nd-Fe-B magnet (see bottom part of Fig.
1) made it clear that the cusps in the dN 2/dt 2 curves of this material no
longer reflect the value of HA below about 250 K, but rather reflect the
values of the critical field H. associated with the FOMP transition. For the
magnet material based on (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B we were able to measure simulta-
neously the values of H, and HA in a limitedtemperature range below about
200 K (see top part of Fig. 1).

In order to be able to analyse both the data of (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B and Nd-
Fe-B over an extended temperature range it is necessary to first discuss the
temperature dependence of HA in the latter material below 250 K. It was
mentioned above that the data points obtained by the SPD methods in this
temperature range reflect the temperature dependence of H., rather than of
HA. This interpretation of the SPD data agrees with the data obtained on a
Nd2Fe4B single crystal by Cadogan et al. 181. These authors measured the
field dependence of the magnetization in the [1001 direction and found a
jump in the M vs. H curve which at 4.2 K occurs at a critical field of about
16 T. Extrapolation of the lower branch of our SPD curve leads to the same
value at 4.2 K. Therefore, to obtain an estimate of HA in the lower temper-
ature region we have to use the higher branch of the SPD curve obtained by
extrapolation of the curve found above T 250 K to lower temperatures
(broken line in the bottom part of Fig. 1). The temperature dependence of
HA for Nd-Fe-B represented by the broken line is consistent with HA values
obtained by static measurements reported in the literature. The broken line
extrapolates to within 5% from the value HA - 30.5 T at 4.2 K reported by
Sinnema et al. [91 while the value of HA at 190 K is also within 5% of the
the value HA - 13 T reported by Pareti et al. [101. For both types of
magnets we are now able to compare H, (2) with HA(T) in a tempera*:'e
range extending over more than 400 K.

Plots of jH,(T) vs. HA(T) for both magnet materials are given in Fig. 2.
In both materials these plots can be characterized by extended regions where
the relationship between both quantities is linear:
al©= s H^ + H,ff (1)

'leld HA and

op p rt) and Here H.n, represents the intercept with the horizontal axis and s the slope of
the linear part of the curve. The field He.t can be regarded as an effective
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Fig. 2. Dependence of coercive field jHe on anisotropy field HA in an Nd-Fe-B magnet Daytc
and an (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B magnet. 7 G. Az

8 J.M.

9 S. Sit
demagnetizing field which depends on the magnetization and which J. MO
decreases with ncreasing temperature. This implies that the linear region 10 L. Pa
extends to much higher temperatures when jH, vs. sA + Hff is plotted and (
H.ff is taken to be proportional to the magnetization. The results described
above are reminiscent of an approach for describing the temperature of jHc
proposed by Durst and Kronmiler [2, 81. They considered the existence of
magnetically les hard regions within the Nd2Fe 14B grains or at the grain
boundaries which might serve as nucleation centres for reversed domains.
These imperfect regions are taken largely to determine the coercive field,
which in turn is determined by the nucleation field Ha. The results presented
in Fig. 2 are somewhat surprising since they show that a perfectly linear
behaviour extends for both types of materials to temperatures appreciably
below room temperature. In fact, the linear behaviour between coercive
force and anisotropy field seems to be valid even at 4.2 K. When using the
relation 0AjH e = 0.23 IgOFA -- 4.1 derived for Nd-Fe-B from the plot
shown in Fig. 2, in conjunction with the value pHA - 30.5 T found by
Sinnema et al. [91 at 4.2 K, one finds p0AjH, = 6.1 T. This value is in satis-
factory agreement with p03 /e = 5.9 T reported by Kuntze et al. (11] for the
same temperature.

In conclusion, experimental results obtained from measurements of the
temperature dependence of the anisotropy field and the coercivity together
with experimental results reported in the literature for Nd-Fe-B base
magnets show that the coercivity depends linearly on the anisotropy field in
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a very broad temperature range. The latter range seems to extend from
temperatures well above room temperature to 4.2 K, meaning that the
linear relationship between these two experimental quantities is not
affected by spin reorientation phenomena occurring below about 130 K.
Our data speak in favour of a coercivity mechanism in which the coercive
force depends linearly on the measured value of the anisotropy field, and
in which the individual contributions of the anisotropy constants KI, K 2
and K3, which may have temperature dependences of opposing signs,
become less directly apparent.
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ABSTHACl Metals Ltd. varying the heat treatment as well
as the concentration as described in tablet.

Sintered Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets
where either the Nd was partly substituteO by Tablet: Sample concentration and heat
Dy or the Fe by Co or both (Dy and Co) were treatment. pattern of all magnets.
studied with respect to their anisotropy field
H. and their hysteresis loop between lOOK and Samples Alloy
the Curie temperature. Dy increases H. and
consequently the coercivity zHe. Co reduces H^ Al-j Nd(Feo..eBo.aejs.e
only slightly, however zHc decreases strongly. A2-J (Ndo.e.yo.j(Feo.eBo.ae)s..
Substituting Dy and Co delivers a magnet with A3-j (Ndo.eOyo.&)(Feo.elo.o.)e.e
a temperature behaviour comparabel to a pure A4-j lNdo.,Dyo..)(Feo.&Bo.am)e..
Nd-Fe-B magnet. 82-j Nd(Feo.e.,Coo..a.o.a)%.m

82-j Nd(Feo.e&&Coa.oeBo.o&)m.&
INTRODUCTION 84-j Nd(Feo.vm*Co.ssBo.6e)s.s

Cl-J (Ndo..Dyo..J(Fao..eoCoo.a.eaB.o)..
Nd-Fe-S based materials exhibit excellent C2-j (Ndo.eDyo.e)(Feo.,seCoo.,..Bo..)s...

hard magnetic properties at room temperature. Heat treatment pattern:
Oue to the rather low Curie temperature of J-I as sintered (lO90eC 2 hours)
569K the behaviour above room temperature is J-2 1090C 2h and 900*C 2h then cooling at
not yet sufficient. For this purpose attempts 1.3*C/min
ware undertaken to improve the magnet J-3 1090C 2h and 900'C 2h then cooling with
parameters at elevated temperature. The main 1.3 C/min down to 600'C then quenched In
problems arise from the strong decrease of the water
coarcivity zHe with increasing temperature
(1,2). There exist two different strategies to From these samples the hysteresis loop and
enhance xHo(T): also the anisotropy field was measured between
1) Partial substitution of the Nd by a heavy 77K and the Curie temperature using a pulsed

rare earth element like Dy or Tb. Such a field system (pH-..-28T; pulse duration of a
substitution increases generally the sin half wave Sms). From the hysteresis loop
anisotropy field H. and consequently *H

0  
the remanence and the coarcivity field was

(3), which might improve *He at e.g. 1000 C determined. The anisotropy field was measured
also. using the 6PD (Singular Point Detection)

ti)Partial substitution of the Fe by Co. A Co technique (5).
substitution increases the Curie The magnetization was calibrated using Fe
temeprature (4) and therefore a better powder (grain size 10pm) which was fixed in
temperature behaviour is expected. Below epoxy in order to avoid eddy current troubles.
50% Co the reduction of H. is small; from It should be mentioned thst the accuracy of
this point of view only a minor decrease of magnetization measureme:its depends strongly on
zHo Is expected. Nevertheless a large the shape of the sample. Therefore for
decrease of zHe due to the Co substitution comparitive studies the sample geometry should
was found (3) which can only be explained be always identical.
by assuming a different microstructure The field calibration was performed by
compared with the pure Nd-Fe-B magnets. measuring xHe of well known samples (e.g.

barium ferrite and a YCoe single crystal). The
In order to study the responsible coercivity absolute accuracy for the magnetization as
mechanism in more detail a set of sintered well as for the field measurements Is
magnet samples with different heat treatments, approximately 5% (worst case) the relative
but also with various substitutions (Dy and/or accuracy is 1%.
Co), which might improve the magnet
parameters, were manufactured. As shown in RESULTS
tablel from each composition exist three
different heat treatments. The first aim of From Fig.l with Increasing Dy content
the present study was to investigate the increasing anisotropy is obvious. The ordering
influence of a partial Dy and/or Co temperature is naturally not affected by the
substitution on the magnet parameters like the Dy substitution. Fig.2 shows the influence of
coerclvity and the remanence but also on the a partial CO substitution. It is evident that
intrinsic magnetic anisotropy. Additionally small amounts of Co are of negligible
the effect of the usual heat treatment should influence on H.(T) below approximately 400K
be investigated in order to test its influence however the temperature where H^ disappears
on the coercivity mechanism, increases drastically due to the Co

substitution -indicating that Co really enters
EXPERIMENTAL into the 2/14/1 lattice. These results are In

agreement with an anisotropy study of the
A series of orientated sintered permanent mixed crystal serivi NdFe,...Co.8 (6). From

magnets of the composition (NdX)-(FeY)-B the above given data we know that Dy increases
with X-Oy and Y-Co was produced by Hitachi H^ but Co increases the Curie temperdturit. It

would be intere-ot irig to combine these twu

001-9464/18710900-2117SO1.00@197 IEEE



lub -t ilutioni o* en, dur-. 11, thp cIeP Vi. I*'xoJ .ho. Lihe temperdture-
CI1-i;i 3o. Oct2~ 7, j~InT ft~.~.'.......of th.. nni-.utropy fields of all
(Nd.6y;- ( V .H j i coeparo:d cilh that of 5gMIpf'. Car, f,,l comparing utdjP
carrtespv-di.' .. ', tt magnt-l s. Thb Jtzmon.trntrvi thit, ful, all .x.-gi,.ts tof the samt
result is similar as that shown in Fig.i!; tor.~,. ... L itLb varying h eat treatments
be-low 400K H^(T) isindependent of such sm-ll I 11) w identical ov,:r the whole temperature
Co, substitutions but the Corie temperatir, range. Tit ie. Ot a trivial result because
rises due to the Co. similar investigations pvrformed on Sm.Cn,,

20 a M based megnet . showed ,trong variations of
20 H^(T) with the hea. treatment (?). The above

+ given results are in general agreement with
& stochiometry studies of Nd-re-B based series.

13 which gave also H.(T) curves which were

Sindependen t ofsuvh variations (8). It should
be me ntionedoftha t all1 Nd containing samples
showed below TOOK an anisotropy anomaly which

IS generally, called a FOMP (First Order
to 1agnetic Phase ) transition. The physical

origin of suchpa transition is that higher
order anisotrop onstats can influance the
shape of the anisotropy energy in a manner
that additional relative minima occurs which
causes jumps in the M(H) curve. In NdeFe,.B
below 135K a spinreorientation from the c-axis
to aeaycne wa s found (9). This causes a

0 Change osgnof K, (first order anisotropy
0 5 TK 70constant) and consequently rises the

importance of Ke and Ks. At 4.2K a jump of
Fig.1: Temperature dependence of the M(H) in the basal plane of a single crystal ot

anisotropy field of the samples Al- j Nd*Fe,.B was recently detected (10). A similar
(*), A2-j (,a). A3-j (0) and A4-j tx) study performed on a sintered Ndt.e.,.,B.
(J-1,2,3). permanent magnet gave also such a jump at

ka(T) PaaH.,-16.3T at 4.2K (11). Therefore between
20 135K and 18OK a change of the shape of the

SPO-singularity" indicates the appearance of+ :~.e... suh a OP trniin t,eow 1lOK,..as bwas
A ~'%w..m'.m',.ShonainoMoretde~tai in (. Sometme oth

0 ~%.gS~mS.$"sigulrites, that of the FOGNP transition
x '.x...'. (H., ) and tha of the real anisotrop y field

(H.s) could be observed. Generally H... must be
smaller than H.; with decreasing temperature

10the difference between H-. and H. increases.
Sumiarising the above described measurement
demonstrates that HA increases due to the Oy
substitution strongly but it is nearly
Independent of the Ca substitution.
However the Co enhances the Curie temperature
which might tee Important for the temperature
behaviour of the magnetization.

0 As me:ntioned previously, the hysteresis loops
0 400 T (K) B00 as afunction of tempera ture w.re also

measured. F rom these measurements;' the
ig.2: Temperature dependence of the remanen ce N..(T) and the ...rivity 1H ) was

anisotropy field of the sample:s AI-j deduced. Fig.4 shows ,Hc(T) of the samples
(., 82-j (,a). B3-j (0) and Bj (x) A1-3, A2-3, A3-3 and A4-3. The coercivity
(.A-1.2.31. Increases with increasing Dy amount

2 ja(TI drastically. In this case a correlation

between the xHc and H^ behaviour can be
+ ..,'sxms.asumed. The remanence M..(T) Is reduced doe to
11.va~.sC.sm. the y substitution, as could be expected. I

13 Fig.6 the corresponding curves for the magnets
A1-3, 82-3, 83-3 and 114-3 are drawn. The
reeanence below 400K is nearly Independent of
the Co substitution but at higher temperatures

10 the influence of the Co is obvious. Therefore
'N.5  0,(T) reflects a real improvement due to the

C Co substitution. However regarding r~e (T) a
reduction due to the Co substitution is
evident, but this reduction is larger as could
be expected according to H^ (T). The sHe (T)

ureofthe Co containing magnets can be
subdvideod into icr regions- one below room

0 temperature with a large dxHc/dT and one above
0 400 T (K) a00 r oom temperature with a very small d.He /dT.

Tempratre epenenc of the The slope dsHc /dl generally decreases withVig.3: Tmkdue dpnec of te increasing Co substitution.
anisotropy field of the samples$ A3-j Fig.6 show's zHcTT) of the samples A3-3, C1-3
(4, Cl-i (a d~d C2-j (11) 1 j-1 .2,31. and C2-3.
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parameteri, wich 15, comp~srable with thdt of &
pure Nd-Fe- H magnet .Assuming a simpile

6correlation be~tween 3H and H,^ as demonstated
in manly coorcivity models (12,13) such a

Sdrastic reduction of .Me was not expected

0 ~ regarding H., of tthese materials. Therefore the
microstructure of Cn substituted magnets must
be much more unfavrourathle then in "normal"
Nd-Fe-B magnets. A solution of the problem of
bad Co effect" t,.em. only possible by

3 N searching for in fru adequete ticat, treatment or
\ to find additives which cuea u5eul

microstructure.

It should be mentioned that not only the
hysteresis of the samples w~ith the best heat
treatment were studied but also the materials

"which were only Tintered A,R,Ck-1 
as well as

thea material with an intermediate heat

0300 7 1K) 600 treatment characterised by the numbers
0 A,B,Ck-2. The temperature behaviour of .Me

Fig.4: Temperature dependence of the changes as a function of the heat treatment

coercivity field of the samples AK-3 but also as a function of the sample

(k-I (+),2 (.c),3 (13,4 (x).- composition. This might be an Indication of a
changed coercivity mechanism. A detailed

kilic (7) analysis of all data presented here will be
4 given in another work.
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Below approximately 400K M..(T) changes only

slightly due to the Co. at elevated
temperatures the Co Influence is obvious. The

reducing effect of Co on zMe is in the Dy
containing magnets more pronounced than in the
pure Nd-Fe-B samples. It Is worth to note that
these highly substituted samples exhibit a

temperature behaviour rf the magnet
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE COERCIVITY AND
THE ANISOTROPY OF Nd-Fe-B BASED MAGNETS

R.Grossinger. R.KrewenkO. F.Hoslinger,
M.Sgawa-), H.R.Kirchmy"

Inst. f. Eper entalphysik, Techn. Univ.
vienna, A--104U K, lspidte 13; Austria
-j Sumitomo Speci I Metals Ltd.

ABSTRACT EXPERIMENTAL

The temperature dependence of the coercivIty The following orientated, sintered magnet
zHo and the anisotropy field H^ from Nd-Fe-B samples, supplied by Sumitomo Corp., were
based sintered permanent magnets was measured studied: a pure Nd-Fe-B magnet ('sum 1"), a
from TOOK up to the Curie temperature. A heavy rare earth substituted material (Neomax
Pr~eFe8,Be magnet and a series of the 30H) and a pure Pr,.FeBe magnet.
compositions Nd.c.sOy.m(Fe-.-.Co.)B, Additionally a set of samples with the
(x-O,10.20) were studied in order to achieve composition Nd-m.mOy-.m(Fe,.-.Co.)B
Improvements of the temperature characteristic (x-, ,10,20) was available.
above room temperature. The Co substitution The hysteresis loops (from which the remanence
increases naturally the Curie temperature but M, and the coercivity xHc were determined) and
It chances H. at room temperature only H. were measured between lOOK and the Curie
slightly. The coercivity however is reduced so temperature using a pulsed field system
drastically, that the temperature behaviour of (pnmH... -28T; pulse duration of a sin half
the sample with x-20 Is comparabel to that Of wave is Bms). The anisotropy was measured
a pure Nd-Fe-B magnet. The best results In using the SPO (Singular Point Detection)
this respect were achieved with a heavy rare technique (5). The calibration procedure is
earth substituted material (x-O) and with the described in (6).
PreFe, ,B sample. Additionally it was tried
to correlate sHe(T) 'and HA(T) using two RESULTS AND OrsCUSSrON
different models in order to get information
about the coercivity mechanism. The results Fig.1 shows Hm(T) of the first series of
thus obtained are in general agreement with Nd-Fe-B based magnets. Hm(T) of the heavy rare
the usual picture of the coercivlty mechanism
valid in Nd-Fe-B based magnets. PAN

INTRODUCTION

Magnets based on Nd-Fe-B have reached a
standard, which is beyond that of Sm-Co
materials. At room temperature a high remonent
induction of more than 12 kG Is combined with
coercivity fields between TO and 20 kOe.
Consequently magnets with energy products
higher than 40 MGOe were achieved (see e.g.
(1)). The main restriction of Nd-Fe-B magnets
comes from the rather low Curie temperature of
570K. which is responsible for the strong
temperature dependence of the coercivity rHe
and the remanence at elevated temperatures X d9

(see e.g. 2.3). The temperature behaviour of
the remenence can be described by a Fig.1 Temperature dependence of the
Brillouin function similar as that of the anisotropy field of the Sumitomo-
saturation magnetization Me. For the magnets: "sum 1" (x), 30H (o) and
temperature dependence of the coercivity up to PrieFe- .B (A).
now no physically reasonable analytical earth substituted magnet (30H) lies above the
description exists. However in any model other H^(T) curves, whereas H.(T) of the
description of the coercivity field a rough Pr,eFe-B& magnet Is only slightly different
correlation between the anisotropy and sHe is from that of the pure Nd-Fe-B sample. At lower
assumed (4). Additional influences (as e.g. temperatures (T<200K) H.(T) of the pure as
the grain size, the occurence of impurity well as of the 30H magnet splits up into two
phases etc.) depending on the metallurgical branches. The upper branch represents the
process of the magnet (as e.g. the heat usual anisotropy field. The lower branch is
treatment) determine the coercivity mechanism the critical field due to a first order
and consequently the real type of the magnetization process (FOMP) as it has been
correlation between zHe and the anisotropy. observed for all compounds (R,Nd)-Fe-B

The aim of the present work is to (R-Y,La, Ce) containing Nd (7).The theoretical
investigate the temperature dependence of the background of such a transition was explained
coercivIty and the anisotropy field of Nd-Fe-B in (8). Below 135K a change of the easy axis
based magnets in order to test possible from the c-axis to an easy cone occurs in all
correlations betwefen these properties over an Nd containing samples, as was found for a
entire temperature range. Additionally the NdeFe,.B single crystal too (9). In a Pr.Fe.sB
highly substituted samples should be tested sample a FOMP anomaly was detected in pulsed
with respect to possible improvements, field measurements (10) but not believed
especially concerning the behaviour of the regarding the first anisotropy studies.
magnetic-parameters above room temperature. Nevertheless it was recently found at 4.2K

0I08.9464/87/OOO-211401.11987 IEEE
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Ill) in static high field resullu also. rig.2
shows the temperature dependence of zHc of the f.

above described samples. ;Hc(l) of the heavy a

rare earth substitueted magnet (30H) lies due

to the larger H. values above zHe(T) of the

pure Nd-Fe-H sample.

It is worthwhile to note that the coercivity

of the PrsFe-B,. magnet is 16kOe at room

temperature, a value which corresponds nearly

to that of the 30H specimen, inspite of the

xee

Fig.3 Temperature dependence of the
anisotropy field of the

Ndi..Oy.m(Fe.- .Co.jB9v magnets: x-B

(X), X-10 (0), X-20 (z).

Fig.2 Temperature dependence of the

coercivity field of the Sumitomo-
magnets: 'sum t". (x), 30H (o) and

PraFe,B. (a).

fact that HA(T-300K) of PrimFe,'.e is only

slightly larger than that of the pure Nd-Fe-B

magnet (see Fig.i).
For improving the temperature behaviour of
,He, substituted magnets of the composition

Ndia.eOys.m(Fe.-.Co.)8 were produced. In
Fig.3 the temperature dependence of the 0 30 40 50 00
anisotropy fields is drawn. At low
temperatures all curves show a splitting into
two branches. The situation is similar to that Fig.4 Temperature dependence of the

discussed for the Nd-Fe-B magnets above. coercivity field of the

Generally H^(7) decreases due to the Co Ndva.&.Dy@.&fFs.-.Co4)B magnets: x-O

substitution slightly as was found In the (x), x-10 (o), X-20 (4).

mixed crystal series NdaFe.-,.Co.B for the
Fe-rich side too (12). Consequently at room this does not lead to the high temperature,
temperature the anisotropy field is (within high quality magnet.

3kOe) the same for all these samples. Fig.4
shown the temperature dependence of the ANALYSIS

coercivity of these samples. It Is evident
that zHo(T) decreases with increasing Co As mentioned previously in any model the

substitution. At room temperature zHo coercivity Is related to the magneto-

decreases from 19.5 kOe (x-0) to 15 kOe (x-10) crystalline anisotropy. A first approach

and finally to 12 kOe (x-20). This value Is starts with a formula of the type (4):

approximately the same as that of a pure
Nd-Fe-8 magnet. Additionally, inspite of the sHa(T) proportional to (H.(T))' (1)
increase of the temperature where HA vanishes According to the fact that the nucleation
(x-O: T-554K; x-10: T-675K; x-20: W-)66K), sHe field Hn can be written as 2K,/K. we replaced
disappears always at approximately 580K H. by the anisotropy field H^, which we can
Independent of the Co substitution. The reason really measure. The power factor "k" can be
why H.(T) behaves near the Curie temperature 1/2, 1, 3/2 and 5/2 depending on the
different from sHa(T) is not yet clear. it is responsible coercivity mechanism. Consequently
evident that zHa(T) could not be improved by by plotting In(zHc(T)/zH4(T-300K)) divided by
these substitutions. ln(H.(T)/H. (T1-300K)) vs the temperature T
Summarising, it can be concluded that describes k(T) which Is correlated to the

attempts to Improve the temperature behaviour coercivity mechanism and Its temperature

by substituting Nd partly by Dy :nd by behaviour. If such a procedure is performed on
substituting Fe partly by Co were not the samples described here a 7(1) is obteined,
successfulJ. The reducing effect Of Co on which is nearly independent of the sample
sHa(Y) is so drastic, that the resulting composition. k(7) starts at low temperatures
material is as good as a pure Nd-Fe-B magnet, at approximately 3/2 and Increases with
Consequently this highly substituted compound increasing temperature approaching a value of
does not solve the above mentioned problems. 5/2 above room temperature. A similar

As mentioned previously, zHO can be improved behaviour was found for a series of Nd-Fe-B

either by using Pr instead of Nd or by based magnets from Colt Industries (13), but
substituting Nd partly by Dy. Unfortunately also for the second series of magnets with the

composition Nd,x.mOy,.m(F....Co.J0. k-3/2
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ws theoreL ic-ally obtui nitd Iv .j.mi a
pinning of the Jomnin wallj lth, nrs ' dl I q lt icl,:sr that these attempts to anaIyse
planar defect or Kruw bounlri', tigthe, s i',l aind H.(Tl are cnly first steps to get a0) where O 0d must be valid 14). from electron hel ter *Inderstanding o these properties.
microscopy studies contraversa values for 0 Ail liinnally it shnuld be pointed out that all
were determined which are either 2-3nm three models (formula 1, 2 and .1) are only
according to ,.14) or 10 and 50 n according to attempts to find a correlation between sHc and
(15), whereas the domain wall width is Up to now we believe that a fit procedure
approximately 5 nm (16). Ihis means that D<d where the measured zHe(I), Ha(i) dand M.(T) is
but also 5d is possible. k-/2 was obtained aoproached using formula 3 (c,k, and n are

for low coercivity magnets assuming that free fit parameters) would be the best
broader domain wails are pinned at statistical procedure. Such an analysis is in progress.

distributed defects ("volume pinning") (4). The meaning of k values unequal to one should
Additionally it should be mentioned that the be subject of further theoretical
influence of K which is not negligible at considerations.

low temperatures, makes the validity of a
model which uses H,,Hl-2K,/Me dcoubtfull. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Recently a more detailed model describing the

coercivity of Nd-Fe-B magnets appeared (17). This work was supported by the European Office
This model starts with a formula of the type: of the U.S. Army Contract number

eHe)=c(H,J-nM. (2) OAJA-45-86-C-0010.

HN is the nucleation field, however it was LITERATURE

calculated taking the influence of K. (K.... eecond order anisotropy constant) also into 1) J.O.Livingston

account. If K.>O.4K, H, is always smaller than Proc. of 8th Int. workshop on rare-earth

the onisotropy field H-(2Kvt2Ke)/Ms, which is magnets Dayton (USA) (1985) 423
valid especially for Nd-Fe-B magnets below 2) A.Grbssinger, A.Krewenka,

room temperature. Above room temperature H, K.S.V.L.Narasimhan, M.Sagawa
can be replaced by Ha . The constant "c" JMMM 51 (1985) 160
describes the exchange interaction across the 3) K.S.V.L.Narasiehan

graIn boundaries. Fori deaIly isolated grains J. Applied Phys. 57 (1985) 4081
c should apprbac to I, whereas if exchange 4) R.K6tterer, H.R.Hilzlnger, H.Kronmdller
coupling of neighbouring grains is dominant 4MMM 4 (1977) 1

c-0 is assumed. The term "-nM*" represents the 5) G.Asti, S.Rinaldi
local stray field at the grain boundaries. We 4. Applied Phys. 45 (1974) 3600
tried to combine the two above given model and 6) R.Grossinger, H.Harada, A.Keresztes,

used a formula of the type: H.R.Kirchmayr, M.Tokunaga
IEEE Trans. on Magn. (1987) same issue

zHa(T)'c(Na(T))r-nM. (3) 7) R.Grbssimger, X.IC.Sun, R.Eibler,

H.R.Kirchmayr
The parameters ck and the term "-nM. " were Proc. of 8th Int. workshop on rare-earth
determined by plotting xHe(T) vs Ha(T), taking magnets Dayton (USA) (1985) 553

all possible values of "k" (1/2, 1, 3/2, 5/2). 8) G.Asti, F.Bolzoni
In table 1 the best suited parameters are JNMN 15-18 (1980) 29
summarised. 9) 0.Givord, H.S.Li, J.M.Moreau, R.Perrier dv

la Bathie, E du Tremolet de Lacheisserie
Table 1: "k", 'c" and "-nM." of the studied Physica 1308 (1985) 323

magnets. 10) R.Grdssinger, X.K.Sun, R.Eibler,

K.H.J.Buschow, H.R.Kirchmayr
Sample k c -nM. (T) J. de Physique Tome 46 (1985) C6-221

I1) R.Grossinger, R.Krewenka, H.R.Kirchmayr,

sum1 5/2 0.12 0.4 S.Sinnema, Tang Fu-Ming, Huang Ying-Kai,
30H 1 0.31 1.0 F.R. de Boer, K.H.J.Buschow
Pr~eFe B. 3/2 0.21 0.53 4. Less Con. Met. (1986) submitted

12) R.Grdssinger, A.Krewenka, X.K.Sun,
Nd.s.sOys.s(Fen.-Co,), R.Eibler, H.R.Kirchmayr, K.H.J.Buschow

x=O 1 0.36 1.09 4. Less Coin. Met. 124 (1986) 185

x10 1 0.28 1.50 13) R.Grdssinger, R.Krewenka,
x20 1 0.30 1.26 K.S.V.L.Narosimhan, H.R.Kirchmayr

IEEE Trans. on Magn. MAG-22 (1986) 760

This new analysis gives a mean, temperature 14) K.Hirage, M.Hirabayashi, M.Sagawa,
independent power factor "k" which is in four Y.Matsuura
Of the studied samples equal to 1. According Jap. .1. of Applied Phys. 24 (1965) L30

to (4) k-I can be obtained assuming two 15) M.Tokunaga, M.Tobise, N.Meguro, H.Harada
different coercivity mechanisms: Proc. of Intermag (1986) Phoenix (USA]
s) nucleation of reverse domains in the 16) H.Szyecrak, E.Burzo, W.E.Wallace

magnetically soft phase J. de Physique Tome 46 (1985) C6-309
ii) pinning of domain walls (thickness d) at l?) G.Herzer, W.Fernengel, E.Adler

planar defects or at grain boundaries JMMM 58 (1986) 48

(thickness 0) if Od is valid.
For Nd-Fe-B based magnets the first
explanation is more probable. The coefficient

"c" is always close to 0.3 indicating a strong
exchange coupling between neighbouring grains.
The demagnetizing field "-nM*" is rather large

(IT) which points to irregulary shaped grains.

'AZ
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MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY IN THE SYSTEM La2Fe 14 _-CoB AND
ITS RELATION TO THE SYSTEM Nd 2Fel4-.Co.B

R. GR SbINGER and H. KIRCHMAYR

Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Technology, Vienna (Austria)

K. H. J. BUSCHOW

Philips Research Laboratories, 5600 JA Eindhoven (The Netherlands)

(Received June 22, 1987)

Summary

We have studied the system La2Fel4_5 CoB by means of X-ray diffrac-
tion, mignetic measurements and singular point detection (SPD) measure-
ments. We present experimental data on the concentration dependence of
the lattice constants, Curie temperatures, saturation magnetization and anis-
otropy fields. Attention is mainly given to the determination of anisotropy
fields, which were also studied as a function of temperature in the range
from 4.2 K to the corresponding Curie temperatures. The experimental
information obtained for the system La2Fe 14_Co5 B was used to distinguish
the relative anisotropy contributions of the neodymium sublattice and 3d
sublattice in Nd 2Fe1 4 _.Co.B.

1. Introduction

In a previous investigation [1] we studied the magnetic properties of
the system Nd2 Fel4 _.Co.B and showed that compounds with low cobalt
concentration give rise to only one spin reorientation below T,, whereas
compounds with high cobalt concentration exhibit two spin reorientations
below Ta. The additional spin reorientation in the latter compounds occurs
at fairly high temperatures and originates from the difference in sign and
the difference in temperature dependence between the contributions of the
neodymium sublattice anisotropy and the 3d sublattice anisotropy. In this
investigation we also addressed the question of how far substitution of

' •cobalt for iron in Nd 2Fet4B influences the anisotropy field and its temper-
ature dependence in concentration ranges and temperature ranges of interest
for permanent magnet applications of these materials. We showed that cobalt
substitution generally lowers the room temperature anisotropy field, without
offering a satisfactory explanation for this effect.

In the present investigation we have focused our attention on the mag-

netic properties of the system La 2Fe 4 _,CoB. Since lanthanum is non-

0022-5088/88/$3.50 0 Elsevier Sequoia/Printed in The Netherlands
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THE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUTION OF Al ON THE
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF Nd,ae-,.e PERMANENT
MAGNETS

R.Grbasilger. F.Haslinger. Zhang Shaugong )
R.Eibler, Liu Yinglim'). J.Schnsider 0), A.
Handstuin'), H.R.Kirchmayr

Inst. f. Experientelphyalk. L.U. Vienna.
Austria
1) Inst. of Physics, Chinse Academy of
Science; Sejing. China
1) Zsntr. Inst. f. Foatkdrperf., Akad. d.
Uissesch, Dresden, DOR

ABSTRACTpressed In a direction perpendicular to the

The temperature dependence of thle anisotropy alignemtent direction. The green compact* were
field H. and at the coeroivity ot the mixed sintered at about 1060-C tar I hour and then
crystal series Nd,&(Fo.-.AI..jeeB was annealed at 550-BSO =C tor 1-2 hours. The
meaured between IOOK and the Curie Curis temperature wae determined using a PAR
temperature T.. The Intrinsic properties vibrating sample magnetometer In a week
(like To(x). HA4x) but also the lattice field. The spinreorientetion temperature wee
41o0tento and the concentration dependence of determined from Initial susceptibility
the spinreorientation temperature) Indicate measurements between 4.2K end ro
thet a part of the At enter* Indeed Into the temperature. The anisotropy field and
2/14/1 lattice. The coercivity Increases with hystereis loop measurements ware Performed
Increasing Al content. The analysis. of a In a Pulsed field system between to=K and TI..
correlation between %He and N^ gies hints of The anisotropy field wee determined using the
a decouplis between the greoins due to the Al WO (Singular Puint Seteotiom) teohmiqmge (9).
but It shows also the limits of such
ottompts. 11EUTS AND DISUSISION

lINTRODUCTION IISTISIC PeoUTeS

WMi-m besed paramont megmete ex~hit IN order to understoo the offset of ^l
exeellent Gagmet properties at rel 5abetitetie cor imteret. wee founded me the
temPerature (e.g. 1.2). bet dee to the rather emetretm depeedoxcm of the IatrIfteic
low Curie temperature Tm tae ceereiwty Properties. FiS.1 shuse that the Carl

deeee tom feet With imorcml-tg tmperture To deeosw with Increasing At
tapstwo (33. Thoe aulet Variouse Assaut i.Uiidetig 40 wakmag of the esmg

attemts to solve thds Problem: ii Inceasbe due to thet Al-
of Tm by sabtttIng Cm (4). darrtme ly FIg.2 Ih. the with the Al asonrstidm
the *Mriit lm breas dome Mis to the Co docrmamim mpiml tti temrture Tm.
smbmettt (S). 11) Increase of shim b a it is well kose tht this epmmrietatime
heme vrr ftf sutitution. whi comma a I czetl field street or the Wi
rodotm or th mturations Magnetization me meblottime.
coomemmtlyV a ,edut~ow of the ows
prodi~ (53. with a egmetm Cm am ft
subtittm the beet results were obtaie
ap to now (a).

Ameto PmsBDility to same the mewmi
pump"tIees ms ombtitetme meoug small rGM)
conte.o af -e~ Is elmnts eam AIL,
Si. as efta. 71. ALlI theme clasmate ismomees
too mesewity at rom tomposetorm bwww S
the reGmdmble amemims is met yet clear. a
first littempt to mdrateed the eememtizetlm 34
psemee of Al substitued at wee
smtjly give.s (U). It Is the aim or theoa

p event study to am amigetie
iaeeetiatms a Additionl meotic
stadium io order to get a better
unerstaning of taw role of the AU in m L -_

Mi-Fe-U booed ameouts- -mML mw

The alley.p of the mial compoition oe

Mi.o(Fe...AI.),ens with X-3* 0..2 g.04.
00. 0.00 end 0.1 were prepared by ae
melting under purified argont atesphere- The Fig. 1: Camcestratimedpeee of T. of
Ingote mere first crashped and them Mmta.Al),3 (left& picture).
ball-milled to about 

3-"u in a protective FiS.2: Coucentretion depenence of the spin
liquid Of petrolewe ether. The po-d e "m reorientation temperature 1. of
aligned In a magnetic field of about IT and 1d.s(fC..Al..Sse (right picture).
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The crystal field is in a rough appr'oximationi does not determine the COarcivity; this gives
Influenced by the surrounding charges as wall evidence that a metallurgical effect must be
as by the interatomic distancies. It is worth responsible for the zHo enhancement.
to note that the lattice constant, eepcially
c, changes in a systematic monner with the Al
content (6). ,~~ T
For the coorcivity the magnetic anisotropy is
one of the most Important Intrinsic
properties. Fig.3 shows the tomperaturl
dependence Of "A Of all samples. It should be
mentioned that by applying the SPO technique
only the uniamxiel hard magnetic groins
deliver a singularity at IHHA. If additional
phases, which are soft magnetic or not 3
uniaxil, exist in the material they do not
contribute to the singularity.

T(K)

Fig.4: Temperature dependence of zHo of the
system Ndis(Fe~q..Al..),so~ (sc-O (o),
x-0.O2.() x-0.04 (13), x-0.06 (,A).
X-0.06 (0).

Searchimg for the coercivity mechanism of
Ud-Fs-6 based magnets different attempts
finding a correlation between zllo(T) and
06(T) mere performed (12,13). In principle
the following formulas can be taken:

szin prop. H."
H.-...mcleation field; H.-W1./M.-H can be
take" If Kw-D is assumed (14,15).

Fig.3: Tmeratures demde of Hf. of the The power fator "k" can be between I and 5/2
my~stow Uds(Fei-.AI. Jesge. dependimg on the different coercivity

The uper cuve Is 16s(T) feer &=O. HA(T) .mechanics
deermem with the cemstrata Simiatsimg xHw-oH..-n1.

= Am that a part of the Al e"ters Inds"d into a .. coupinmg factor;'-nU... ..dewognvtIzing
the21411 lattom- At linw tumeratersm field acting between neighbouring grains.

ffT00[ that wall Lowest FG1 (First Order The above given formula assumes a nucleation
11imew Wuij trotow. vlalbal an a jo- inco~ (16).
at arluca field 10-, oba is below W. Inzm(a())a

IU ussabmv (fin. dWtmils me 10.II3
1he cm W ith Mon AA omtrow o a ll I
hI0= Smartmd propetie -u oe toaw - a-on WMot a part at tMe Al soamtt

ooum. Sw two 21"W1 Battles. Cimws
wI'A WN, t et ttI of ft er mum
santa-36 iatimetmali cop m it Is
belsame" that Mt Al s so Fe asitman eeamt
-0 su ites (wsa eSg. Tm(x)). I

PE5UME PAWT5

The - -ciwity field of teebeicel permaneat
wageets Is met oly dotorilmed by the
moeleetwop bet oeo by mtaxllargal -
0mt swab paramtersar gath grelis -
=S1,. tae grei sur~fae. the existenc we
"MtimmJ Paeama eftc. Mmes aseetiow G#j ::
wells owell asw their moility tgeemW sall ______L_

tWes Imperection otswela tow mmiviloty 0 S p.*M1 (T) 16
mow" EFrt Wints Say ino the A0 a C +
tomeaetme' of~ma the m siwty as Fit.S: =141m we HMA of the samples Nd.o(Fe.-.

sonIn FIN.4. It shold ae =cutsm har AR.),mGe for s0O (a). x-0.02 (A) and
that the samples with x-0.09S eel x0.1 were x-0-04 (3
accerdimg to the hysteresis loop mo longe.
single phased. The hysteresis originates from In this case H. Is replaced by HA. and
a herd eel a soft magnetic phase. The with different coercivit y mechanisms are described
Increasing Al increasing s"*(TJ is obvious, by the power factor "k". Measuring zHo(T) end
Such a behaviour Is in agreement with (4). It "..(T) and determining the parameters c, k and
Is a strong proof that the anisotropy alone

A
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-nM. using a least square procedure may and H. over the whole temperature range. The
deliver information about the coercivity description of this nonlinearity, from a
mechanism. simple mathematical point of view, can be
For a first attempt xHa was plotted versus H^ performed In different ways. One Is a power
(sse Fig.5). A nonlinear relation between factor k~l. Another possibility would be to
these two parameters is obvious, use a temperature dependent demagnetizing
In en intermediate temperature range a linear field term "-nM.(T)". Both fits can give a
relation between sHe and H. can be assumed. good description of the measured points
This leads to the in table I given however it is difficult to decide which
parameters obtained using a formula of the desription is physically correct. Including
type: zH.(T)-c(H(T))-nM. the temperature dependence of the

magnetization M.(T) looks not reasonable for
Table I Coefficients c and "-nM." in the these samples because not all of them are

series Nd.a(Fes-.Al.),eB.. single phased. It should be mentioned that
electron probe micro analysis studies showed

x c -hn. (T) T. (K) that with increasing amount of Al an
enrichment of Al in the Nd rich boundary

0.0 0.259 0.929 320 phase was found. Consequently the volume of
0.02 0.310 1.02 380 the main phase decreases a little bit with
0.04 0.33 0.993 380 increasing Al.
0.06 0.37 1.00 420 Another much more important point is that in
O.Oh 0.35 0.38 300 all attempts to analyse zHo the nucleation
0.08s 0.1 0.16 500 field H was replaced by the anisotropy field
0.10h 0.359 0.424 300 H.. If Ke cannot be neglected-as Is the case
0.10 0.08 0.13 500 in Nd-Fe-a based magnets below room

temperature- the use of H instead of H.
The values indicated with "h" are due to the causes a with K. increasing error. A
herd magnetic phase that indicated with "" better analysis Is only possible if Kd(T) and
are-due to the soft magnetic one. Ke(T) for the real composition of the hard
Tv.. .tempereture up to-which the linear fit magnetic grains is known. In the present case

seems to be possible. the amount of Al which enters indeed into the
2/14/I lattice is unknown. Consequently the

Am mentioned before another fit was also xHo-H. correlation cannot be solved exactly.
applied describing the coorcivity mechanism
with the power factor "k". The results of REFERENCES
this fit procedure are summarised in table
it. 1) J.J.Croat, J.F.Herbst, R;W.Lee, F.E.

Pinkerton
Table II Coefficients c.k and -nff. in the J. Appl. Phys. 55 (1984) 2078

system Nd,.(Fe-.Al.)..Be. 2) M.Saogwa, G.Fujimura. M.-Togawa, H.
Yamamoto, Y.Matsuura

x c k -nM.(T) J. Appl. Phys. S5 (1984) 2083
3) R.Grossinger, H.R.Kirchmayr, R.Krewenka,

0.00 0.2 1.2 0.64 K.S.V.L.Narosimhan, M.Sagawa
0.02 0.19 1.38 0.39 Proc. of 8th Int. workshop on rare- earth
0*04 0.18 1.65 0.2 magnets (Dayton; USA) (1985) p.565
0.06 0.26 1.24 0.56 4) Zhang Maocai, Ma Deqing, Jiang Xiuling,
0.08h 0.28 1.11 0.00 Liu Shiqiang
O.Ose 0.11 0.89 0.25 Proc. of 8th Int. workshop on rare- earth
0.1Oh 0.27 1.15 0.00 magnets (Dayton; USA) (1985) p.541
0.lOe 0.07 1.30 0.00 5) M.Sagawa, S.Fujimura, H.Yamamoto, Y.

Matsuura, K.Hiraga
The linear relation fits below the IEEE Trans on Magn. MAG-20 (1984) 1584
temperature Tv quiet well but the more 6) A.Grdssinger. H.Harada, A.Keresztes, H.R.
complex analysis as shown in table It gives a KIrchmayr, M.Tokunaga
smaller error. There are now the following Proc. of Intermeag; Tokyo (1987)
explanations possibe: The linear but also 7) M. Endoh, M.Tokunaga, H.Harada
the fit using the power factor "k" gives a Proc. of Intermag; Tokyo (1987)
with increasing x increasing c indicating 8) A.Handstein, J.chneider, U.Heinecke, A.
decoupling between the grains. The trend Grossinger, Zhmng Shougong
between T. and x is similar to that between c Proc. of 9th Int. workshop on rare -earth
end x. These trends can be taken as a hint magnets (Bad Soden; FrI. Rep. Ger.)(1987)
that the nucleation mechanism becomes valid 9) S.Asti. S.Rinaldi
over a larger temperature range by J. Appl. Phys. 45 (1974) 3600
substituting Fe by Al. The demagnetizing 10) G.Asti, F.Bolzoni JMMV 15-18 (1980) 29
field "-nM." increase also with x applying 1i) F.Bolzoni, O.Moze. L.Pareti
the linear fit; the reverse would be J. Appl. Phys. (1987) in print
expected. According to table II "-nM." 12) O.Grssinger. R.Krewsnka, K.S.V.L.
decreases but the trend is not so clear. The Narasimhan. H.R.Kirchmayr
lest x values are out of the series because IEEE Trans. on Magn. MAG-22 (1966) 760
these in spies are not single phased. If sHo 13) R.Grossinger, R.Krewenka, F.Haslinger, M.
of the soft magnetic phase is used for the Sagawa, H.R.Kirchmayr
anlysis it is clear that the correlation does Proc. of Intermag; Tokyo (1987)
no longer hold. 14) R.Kutterer, H.R.Hilzinger, H.Kronmuller
Nevertheless regarding Fig.5 it is evident JMMM 4 (1977) 1
that a nonlinear relation exists between zHo 15) G.Herzer, i.Fernengel, E.Adler

JMM 58 (1986) 48
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THE EFFECT OF SUBSTITUTION IN Nd2 Fe1 4 -,ZXB (Z =Al, Si, Ga, Co, Ni)
COMPOUNDS

P, Grbesinger (1), X. C. Chou (2) , R- Krewenka ('), G. Wiesinger (',R- Eibler (1), X. KC. Sun (2)
and Y. C. Chuang (2)

(I.?- F. Stperimentalphyuik Tech,. Univ. Vienna, Austia
(2) Inst. of Metal Research, Amemia Stats, Shenyes, Chie

Abstract. - Almost every element w betituting Fe in Nd2 Fe14 13 lowers the magnetocrystallined anisotropy. The effect on
the ordering temperature T., is differeit: in particular Al and Ni reduce T.,, whereas Si, Gs. and Co increase T2.. llsesbauer
experiments show that the Fe stoms are substituted in a non random manner. This is supported by the different magnetic
properties due to the various substituents.

Introduction Ga and Si are nonmnagnetic substituents. In the case
of Si this finding was explainisd by a preferential sub-

Since the discovery of Nd2Fei4B ini 1983 by Sagwa stitution of Fe by Si (12].
at at [1], great efforts have been undertalan in order~ Nd*Fel4B exhibita a spin reorientation at about
to understand the physical origin of its high coercvit 13 K 113]. This fat is generally explained by comn-
(2], but also to further Improve the properties ofmg peting terma of the Nd-sublattice crystal field. The
nets based on this compound IS]. The mandsav substitution of Fe commonly cautses a reduction of T.
tagp of Nd2AeuB is its rather low Curie temperature up to 30 K as shown in table L
of 58 K which results in anupper lirilof 10) C
for efficient operation of Nd-FeB magnets meeoe Table L - Spin reorientation terupcru*rare T.,,
attempts to improve the temperature behaviour hae n arso-p eld p JoHA at rorn tempemutitre

been. made by substituting various elements. Co an (22 :k 0.5 -C) of Nd2Fe23ZB.
Si Were found to increase T,,but to decrease theasat- elements Z Fle Co Ni Si Al G&
uration magnetization 14, 5]; Mn, Rn and Al lower

fi the ordering temperature (6-8. Nevertheless, magnets T2. (K) 135 133.5 115.5 112.5 105.5 110.5
with sa" amounts of Al exhibit a remarkable higher t~HA (T 6.99 6.88 7.04 7.33 6.32 7.2
coercivity field i~o [9] compared to the pure ternary aDMrcIl T-2959
compound. A similar effect was found by substitut-
Ing small amounts of Ga (10]. In order to clarify the
role of the different substituenta, we systematically in--_______
vestigated saPle" Of the Composition, Nd2Fes,...Z*B r--,---
(Z =Al, Si, a, Co, Ni) inthe preset work. e

Experimental procedure_______

The samples were prepared from 99.9 % pure start- C)1
ing materials under purified argon gas in an arc fur- L *

me.Subsequently they were annealed for three
weeks at 900 *C under vacuum. The spin reorienta,- Ci4vi
tion temperature T2., was deduced from the temper- <S
ature dependence of the initial susceptibility X(; (T).
The anisotropy field was determined by applying the
SPD-method (Singular Point Detection) in a pulsed .
field system [111. The 

5
7Fe M6ssbauer spectra were

recorded at room temperature.

Results and discussion
-a *4 -4 .2 a 2 4 G a

In the systems R2Fe 14-.. a.B (R = Nd, Pr, Gd, Y) VELOCITY (mm/s I
the magnetic ordxing temperature 22. increases aloing Fig. 1. - Mdsbauer spectrum. of Nd 2Fel3SiB recorded at
with z (x < 1) up to about 30 K. A similar behaviour room temperature; (x x x x xx) - experimental points,
is found for Si substitution which is remarkable, since (-) computer fit.
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The effect of different substitutions on the the substitution of Fe on T. and HA. Other physical
anisotropy field is also summarised in table 1. Due to properties, such as the electronic structure or the lo-
uncertainties in the demagnetizing field the error in cal interatomic distancies might be the reason for the
HA is ±0.1 T. Consequently HA for the samples with specific role of substituents.
Z =Fe, Co. Ni is equal within the experimental error. Comparing tables I and II a hint may be obtained for
Al causes a drop in HA. whereas Si and Ga lead to an the enhancement of the anisotropy field: a preference
increase. The rise in iHc which for Al and Ga sub- of the suhetituent for the k sites and a preference of Fe
stituted magnets is more than 50 % compared to pure for the jsites favours larger HA values.
Nd-Fe-B cannot be explained by such small changes Careful lattice parameter determination and further
of the anisotropy. It is therefore supposed to be of theoretical calculations [16] would be most helpful in
metallurgical origin (pinning effects). improving the understanding of this complex substitu-

In order to claif the role of the different sub- tion process.
stituents, systematic 57Fe MWssbauer studies were car-
ried out. In figure 1 Nd2FeraSiB is shown as a typical
spectrum. The bars on the top of the spectrum. indi- [1] Sagaws, M., Funjimura, S-, Togawa, M., Ya-
cate the line positions. The two uppermost represent mamoto, H., Matsaura, Y., J. Appl, -Phys. 55
an impurity ferromagnetic phase (presumably binary (1984) 2083.
Fe-Si) and a nonmagnetic one (Ndx.iFeeB4). The bi- [2) Grassinger, R., Harada, H., Keresztes, A., Kirch-
nary precipitations are larger for Z = Ga (6 % ) and mayr, H. R., Tokunaga6, M., IEEE 2luus. Magn.
Ni (8 % ). for the remainder they occur to an amount MA -2 (Q987) 2117.
less than 4 %6. The Nd-rich phase remains below 3 %. 13FusCD.HebtJ..,AonE..,.Ma.
Ln table 11 the results of a least square analysis of the 13FutCDHestJ..,AoE..,.Man
spectra are summarised. Magn. Maier. 54-7 (1986) 567.

[4] Huang, M. Q., Boltich E. B., Wallace W. E., J.
Meg.. Magi. Maier. 60 (19W6) 270.

Table 11. - Re~avte 6nsa~es athk-nd e [5] Jurcayk, M., Kowalczyk A., Wrecono, A., Proc.
lattice sites and avesuge kyhperjne field of the comn- th lot. workshop on rare earth magnets. (Bad
pounds- Sodeu) F.L.G. (1987) 1, p. 701.

Compound ki k2  j, ill Bff(T) (61 Huang, M. Q., Boltich, E. B., Wallace, W. E.
Nd2&14B 1 1 0.5 0.5 30 Oswald, E., J. Less Common Met. 1L24 (166)i

Nd2Fet3CoB 1.05 0.95 0.5 0.55 29.45.
Nd2AlerNiB 0.85 0.85 0.55 0.55 27.9 (1PdiitA . ~a .EJ atNdaFeraSiB 0.9 0.8 0.65 0.65 24.3 Ma7] Med iwi r. T.1 Wa1lace W7 . EJ u
Nd2 FerAIB 1.1 0.9 0.55 0.45 24.8 Mg.Mtr 118)13
Nd2 FezaGaB 1.1 0.6 0.75 0.55 26.4 [8] Yang Ying Chang, Xu Li-Gang, Acta Phys. Sin.

Considering the analysis of the MWssbauer pattern 35(9610.
with respect to a deviation from a random Fe substi- [9] Thang Maocai, Ma Deqing, Jiang Xiuling, Liu
tution, attention is focused to those subspectra, arising Shiqiangn Proc. 8th Int. workshop on rare earth
from the lattice sites with the largest occupation num- magnets. (Dayton) U.S.A. (1988) p. 541.
bers, i.e. ki, k2 , ki, il, i2- AS Can be seen from table i [10] Tokunaga, M., Koruge, H., Endoh, M., Harad,
for the kand jsites astrong preference in either direc- H., IEEE 2hz... Magn. MAG-23 (1987).
tion can be found; in any case the ki site is preferently 11]1 Asti, G., Rinaldi, S., J. Appi. Phys. 45 (1974)
occupied by Fe, the k2 site by the substituent. As a 3600.
whole the k sites are prefered by the substituent; in 112] Xing Feng, Ho Wen Wang, Proc. 9th Int. work-
the case of Z = Ni, Si a preference of Fe for the j41ites shop on rare earth magnets. (Bad Soden) F.&G.
is found. A distinct difference between the 3-sites is (1987) 11, p. 47.
obtained for Z = Al and Ga (Fe prefers the jr site, Z 111GsaneROichP.Su,.K, blrP,the j2 site).[1]GeineRbichP.SuXK.Eber ,

In the case of Co substitution a deviation from ran- Kirchmayr, H., Rothwarf, F., Sassik, H., Maier.
dom occupation has already been found by neutron Lett. 2 6 A& B (1984) 539.
diffraction experiments of Herbst and Yelon [14], their [14] Herbst, J. F., Yelon, W. B., J. Appi. Phys. 60
results agreeing sufficiently well with the present one. (1986) 4224.
Further evidence in this direction has been given by [15] Van Noort, H. M., Buschow, K. H. J., J. Less
van Noort and Buachow [15]. Common. Met. 113 (1985) L9.

The ahove discussion shows that just a preferen- [16] Szpunar, B., J. Less Common. Met. 127 (1987)
tial occupation cannot cause the different effects of 55.
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A NEW ANALYSIS OF Nd-Fe-B BASED PERMANENT MAGNETS

R. Grdainger ('), R. Krewenka ('), H. Buchner (1) and H. Harada (2)
(1) Inst. f. HRpeinenelphysik, Tech. Univ. Vienna, A-1040 Wiedner Hauptst. 8 Vienna, Austria
(2) Htachi Metal. Ltd, Japan

Abstract. - A large number of sinered Nd-Fe-B based magnets with three different heat treatments and also substituted
samples (Nd by Dy, Fe by Co or both) were investigated by meaauring the temperature dependence of both coercivity and
ansotropy field. Additionally the ratio between Nd and (Fe, B) was varied sstematically. Then data were analysed using
a nucleation modes dcription. The reliahility of this model was proved by comparing the analysis with that performed
on A Sm2Cot based magnet.

Introduction the SPD-technique [6]) was measured between 100 K
The main problem in the field of permanent magnets and the Curie temperature. The aaisotropy field was

is the development of a generally applicable coercivity measured in order to get an estimate for the nucleation
model. Up to now exist two important models [1]: field H..

i) nucleation. Walls whenever present move easily;
ii) pinning at distortions (which can be impurities in Analysis

the grains or the grai boundaries or precipitates). The temperature dependence of the coercivity field
The oocivity mechanism determine its temperature was explained using a model based on the assumption
dependenc A comparison between thta t iHc (T) can be fitted using a general formula of
and & theoretical temperture dependence canh the type:
the validity of a cartaiinodel"

For Nd-Fe-B based sintered magnets a nucleatiM The idea here was to get information about the dif-
dominated coercivity mechanism was found, which ferent coercivity mechanism by fitting especially the
could be described by the following simple formula [2]: power factor V . The coupling constant e' isap-

H= c.HR. - n.M. proximately 0.25. In the Dy and Dy, Co substituted
samples k is close to one. The only Co substitutedH. is the nucleation field (If the second order sample gave a k value of 1.25. The temperature de-

anisotropy constant is negligible H. can be replaced pendnce of k was found to be negliible. The de-
by the anisotropy field HA). -nM. is the demagne- magnetixing factor is between 0.7 and 0.9. The heat
tising field due to the neighbouring grains. in the treatment influences the demagnetizing fwtr N but.
present work the validity as well as the limitations of not k.
this model should be tested. The demagnetizing field acting between the grns
Experimental should be sensitive to a variation of the distance be-

tween the grains. In order to varify this we investigatedIn two previous papers the influence of heat treat- the second set of aintered magnets with a continuous

ment but also the effect of a Dy and a Co substitution vriation of snr .

on the temperature dependence of both coercivity and Figure I shows HA (T) and figure 2 shows Hc (T)
anisotropy field of highly substituted, sintered Nd-Fe- of these sples.
B magnets, was described [3, 4]. The samples used for The temperature dependence of HA was found to be
this study had the following compoition: nearly independent from ".e , which is a consequence

Nd (Feo.s2BBo~s) 5.5  of the small homogeneity range of the Nd2FeiB com-
(Ndj_.Dy.) (Feo.s2Bo.es).s z = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 pound. The temperature dependence of the coerciv-

Nd(Feo.a2-.Co.Bo.s).. z = 0.046, 0.092, 0.184 ity field was again analysed using the above developed
model. The formula contains four free variables: c, k,

(Ndo.sDyo.2 )(Feo.2-.CoBo.e) X=0.092, 0.184. a (a is the temperature coeflicient of k) and N. k deter-
Each sample existed in the sintered state, but also in mines the coercivity mechanism. Holding one of these
two stages of heat treatment [3]. parameters constant and fitting the others showed that

Additionally a set of sintered magnets of the com- they depend strongly on each other. The most reliable
position: results using this procedure were obtained with the

Nd (Feo.s2 Bo.os). z = 4.4, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.2 following set of parameters:
c=0.209-0.26; )- 1-.2;

was studied. The parameter l"e causes an increase of

the distance between the grains as was shown by elec- N 0.5- 0.74; a 1 X 10
- 4.

tron microscopy [5]. From all samples the temperature Up to now no correlatiou between the fitted parame-
dependence of the hysteresis loop (from which M, (T) ters and the variabel "Y' could be found. A Sm2CoIT
and 'Hc (T) can be deduced) and also HA (T) (using based magnet was analysed with the same model in

70
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14kHa (T) 2 oeHcm (T)

7#

01 300 T(KW 600 Me0s1re p.5Ilcr,(TI 2~

Fig. 1.HA (2 ofNd (ea2tBo~s).; 3 4 (.),4.5 (&), Fig. 3. Mesue Coercivity (H-,) Were..caclae
6.2(+).eidvity (H-,) of a pure Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet. The

order to test it. It is well known, that the Coercivity in standard deviation a, (dotted line) hsal sttsiccar-
these type of magnyts is caused by ping at precp-
itsae [71. T7he analsis is pedrmed in the folowing NmHco (TI
manner.~ i) the measured vaines of the coercvity field *

are plotted as a function of the coercivity calclae
in the framework of the Iresent model ii) then they
are fitted assuming alinear relaticsa between then. Ft.
nafly plig the corresponding standard deviation a
as a function of the coadevity a remarkable behaviour
becomes visible comparing the different magnets: --

a) the fit works good for a pure Nd-Fe-B based mag- 1.

net (especially at higher temperatures). Thle 7'(H)
curve shows a statistical spread (--Fig. 3);

b)iMEte caneof aprecpitation hardened 2f17 magW

net as well as in a Dy substituted Nd-Fes-B magnet the
a (H) curve has a monotonic functional character (see
Fig. 4). cs
This indicates that in the latter case the fit becomes 0I.5SO~r T

killc (T) coeravity (H-,) Of&a Dy substituted Nd-Fe-B based sintered
4 magnet. The standard deviation or (dotted line) shows a

determined character.

[I] Becker, J. J., IEEE Thins. Magu MJAG-is
(](1982) 1451.

H2erHer, G., Fernengel, W., Adler, E., J. Maga
Moars. Mater. 58 (1986) 48.

2 [3] Grdssinger, R-, Harada, H., Keresates, A., Kirch-
2 * a mayr, H. ft, Tokunaga, M., IEEE Trans. Magu.

MAG-23 (1987) 2117.
[4] Grdssinger, R., Kerestes, A., Harada, H.,

Shougong, Z., Proc. of 9-th hInt, workshop on
tat rare earth magnets (Bad Soden, F.R.G.) (1987)

I/p. 393.
01 *1tI~.L. (5] 'Ibkunaga, M. (private communication).

0 300 T(KW 600 360
Fig. 2. - jHc (T) of Nd(Feo.eaBo.o);z..4 (-),4.5 (A), [7] Fidler, J., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 30 (1982)

S(-,e=5.5 ()6.2 (A).58
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Improvement of Nd-Fe-B Magnets

R.Grassinger

Inst. f. Experimentalphysik; Techn. Univ. Vienna; Austria

1) Introduction

The quality of modern permanent magnet materials are
characterised by:
a) High energy products (BH) . This is a value which

determines the achievable miniaturisation of magnetic
components.

b) Coercivity field XHc. XHc is important for the stability

of the magnetized state; especially in dynamic
applications.

c) Curie temperature T . T determines the temperature range
C C

where the magnet can be used.
Nearly all these requirements were achieved by the
development of magnets based on rare-earth - 3d compounds.
All these compounds have a uniaxial crystal structure
(hexagonal, tetragonal). The 3d-elements (Co or Fe] ensure a
high ordering temperature; the rare earth elements cause a
high (uniaxial) anisotropy (of Single Ion type). A uniaxial
anisotropy is necessary for the formation of a reasonable
coercivity. It is clear that additionally the "right"
microstructure is important for a high coercivity also. This
is the general concept of rare-earth-3d permanent magnets.
Table I summarises the magnet parameters (typical values at
room temperature) of the three magnet families in use.

Material Tc (K] M (kG) H A(kOe )  Hc (kOe) (BH)MaxGMGOe)

SmCo5  1828 11.2 300 28 25

Sm2CoL7 1195 12.8 65 12 38

Nd Fe B 58 16 75 18 48
2 i4

M .. .saturation magnetization; H A... anisotropy field.

It is evident that the Sm-Co magnets have according to its
high ordering temperature an excellent thermal stability.
However the high costs of the raw materials are prohibitive
against industrial large scale applications of these
magnets.
With the invention of the new Nd-Fe-B magnets it was
possible to produce a Co-free, cheaper, high quality
permanent magnet (1,2). The room temperature data are
excellent but the rather low Curie temperature causes a with
increasing temperature fast decreasing IH (3). For many

;; : ma mi i III II l / mxc



technical apglications (e.g. motors) a working temperature
of up to 150 C is necessary. It should be mentioned that for
a high temperature application the with temperature changing
optimal working point has to be taken into account. The
IH c(T) behaviour is only a rough approximaLion. Additional

the irreversibel losses which can occure in such a magnet
are of importance if the magnet should be operated fur
longer time at elevated temperatures.
Therefore the work was focused on the search for
improvements of the high temperature properties of high
quality permanent magnets.

21 Concepts of improvements.

Nd-Fe-B magnets are based on Nd Fe B. This is a2 d4

tetragonal compound (space group P4 mnm) with an ordering

2
temperatute of Tc - 580K and an easy c-axis between 135K and

TC (for deteails see e.g.4,S). At low temperatures an easy

cone is formed. There exist the following possibilities to
improve the high temperature properties:

2.11 Substitutions increasin2 T

When Fe is partly substituted by other metallic elements
the ordering temperature T can in- or decrease as is

according to (6) shown in Fig. 1. Ni and Si and also Ga
increase Tc slightly, but not Al. Mn and Cr might introduce

an antiferromagnetic component. The most effective element
is here Co. Therefore the mixed crystal system Nd (Fe,Co) 1B

was studied intensively (?,8). The magnetic phase diagram of
this system is given in Fig.2. The Co suolattice preferes an
easy plane. This causes on the Co-rich side a second spin
reorientation above room temperature from the c-axis to the
plane. From the phase diagram it can be seen that e.g. a
compound Nd (Feo. Co .)14B has a reasonable high T of more

than ?00 K. However producing a sintered Co substituted
magnet IHc decreases due to the Co substitution (see e.g.

(9)). The reason is not a reduction of the anisotropy field
which is nearly constant on the Fe-rich side (?). A
comparison with the behaviour of rapidly quenched
Nd-(Fe,Co)-B, where H stays constant with small amounts of

IC

Co substitutions (10), shows, that the Co changes the
microstructure (intermediate phase) in the sintered magnets
unfavourable, thus reducing H .

AC
Additionally becomes the temperature dependence of H

IC
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(dHc/dT) worse with the Co substitution (9). A similar

behaviour was observed in the temperature characteristic of

the anisotropy field (dH /dT) (?).

As mentioned above small amounts of elements like Si or Ga
cause a slight increase of T (11). It is believed that this

is a consequence of a preferential substitutions of some Fe
sites (12). However Si substituted sintered magnets showed a
strong decrease of 1% (13). Ga substituted sintered magnets

gave a large increase of IH (11). This behaviuor cannot be

explained by the magnetic anisotropy; it must be an effect
of the microstructure.

2.2 Substitutions increasing H

These substitutions can be subdivided in elements causing
an intrinsiQ increase of the magnetic anisotropy and that
which enhances IH due to a metallurgical effect. To the

first group belong mainly Tb or Dy. the latter group is
formed by elements like Al or Ga.

2.2.1 Substitutions increasing HA

The substitution of Dy cause a remarkable increase of HA

(9), which is followed by a with the Dy concentration
enhanced H as is shown in Fig. 3a. In pure Nd-Fe-B as well

as in Co substituted magnets the coercivity is formed after
a heat treatment only (9). The idea that the improvement of
xHc is due to the larger H values is supported by the fact

that for highly Dy containing magnets a coercivity is formed
where the influence of the heat treatment becomes
negligible.
Because of the antiparallel coupling between Dy and Fe the
remanence M decrease with increasing amount of Dy as is

seen in Fig. 3b. Dy substituted magnets have a high
coercivity at room temperature (agproximately 20 kOe) and
can therefore be used also at 150 C but the price for this
improvement is a reduced energy product ((B.H). is prop.

to 2r/4).

Some investigators tried now to combine the advantage of the
Co sunbstitution (increase of Tc) with that of the Dy

substitution (increase of IHc ). In Fig. 4a the temperature

dependence of H of a set of samples of the composition

Nd 1. Dy 1. (Fe .5xCox) 7 is shown. Between 208 and 496K

HA(T) is quiet similar. Only at higher temperatures (T >

7/



408K) the effect of the increasing amount of Co becomes
visible. Unfortunately this is not the case for the
temperature dependence of H as shown in Fig 4b. The higher

IC

Co content is of now influence on H (T)! This means that at

elevated temperatures the coercivity reducing effect of Co
overweights the coercivity enhancing role of the Dy. The
temperature dependence of the remanence can be roughly
described to be proportional to a Brillouin function. This
means that the increase of T due to the Co substitution

C

causes an improved temperature character of Mr(T). Therefore

in summary a Dy and Co substituted material (which is more
expensive) show a better temperature behaviour up to 15@0 C,
butthe magnet parameters at room temperature are nearly the-
same than that of a pure Nd-Fe-B magnet (especially with
respect to (B.H)max). This way is therefore also not very

convincing.

2.2.2 Nonmannetic substitutions

Nonmagnetic substitutions such as Al or Ga cause also a
remarkable increase of H . Values of 16 kOe are reached

XC

with Al (14) and 29 kOe with Ga (11). According to a simple
picture the coercivity H can be described in the following

manner (15):
H c(T) - c.H n(T) -n.M (Tj

c.. .coupling parameter (9<c<1); H .. .nucleation field (ifn

only the first order anisotropy constant K is imoportant HI n
is equal to the anisotropy field H ); -n.M ... demagnetizing

A 8
field caused by the neighbouring grains.
The addition of nonmagnetic elements might increase the
thickness of an intermediate, nonmagnetic phase between the
grains, thus decoupling the grains, consequently reducing
the demagnetizing field causing an increase of H .

IC

2.2.3 New compounds

There are two new copmounds to mention:
a) R Fe 4C. (R.. .rare earth elements). These compounds are

isostructural with that which are formed with 8 (16). The
anisotropy field is remarkyble higher than that of the B
compounds. Unfortunately T is slightly lcwer (AT c m 38K)

than in the case of the 8 compounds. Therefore a magnet
based on this compound will not solve the temperature
problem.

b) Magnets based on the Th Mn compounds (17). There only

the Sm containing material is of interest (uniaxial

!I



anisotropy); however the highest Curie temperature found
in this group of materials is 2000C which is again too
low for a high quality permanent magnet.

3 Summary

Nd-Fe-B based magnets have good dagnet values at room
temperature. Substitutions increasing IH at room

temperature (like Dy,Al,Ga) make a magnet possible which can
be handled in temperatures up to 1210 C. A Co substitution
which cause a remarkable increase in T cause an improvementC

of the magnet parameters in rapidly quenched material only.
Up to now no new compounds were found which have magnetic
properties which can solve the problems -at elevated
temperatures really. Therefore further research on this

field is still necessary in order to achieve a high quality
permanent magnet with a reasonable low price which can be
handled at 15)*C also.

Acknowledgement: This work was partly supported by the
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New Developments in the Field of Permanent
Magnetic Materials

Josef Fidler and Peter Skalicky, Wien*)

Dedicated to the 80"1 birthday of Prof. Dr. Franz Lihi

The increasing importance of newly developed permanent of the new materials. The influence of the microstructure of the
magnetic materials in many electro-, magnetomechanical and magnets on their magnetic properties will be discussed in this
electronic applications can be attributed to the drastic impro- review paper.
vement of the magnetic energy density product and coercivity

Neue Entwicklungen aut dem Gebiet dauermagnetischer Werkstoffe

Die zunehmende Bedeutung von neu entwickelten dauerma- atfirke zur0ckzufflhren. Der Einflug der Mikrostruktur der Ma-
gnetischen Werkatoffen in zahtreichen elektro-, magnetome- gnete auf ihre magnetischen Eigenschaften wird in diesem
chaniachen und elektronischen Anwendungen ist aut eine Ver- bersichtsartikel diskutiert.
besserung des Energiedichteproduktes und der Koerzitivfeld-

Prodults nouveaux dans Is domain. des almants permanents

L'importance croissante des aimants permanents nouvelle- du champ coercitif. On r6sume at on discute dans cat article
ment developpis. dens de nombreuses applications 6tectro- )'influence de Ia microstructure des aimants sur leurs pro-
at magnitontkaniquea et blectroniques, dolt 6tre attribu6e i priet6s magn6tiques.
I'am6ioration du produt de densitA d'6nergie at de l'intensitb

Introduction second world war hard magnetic materials based
on ceramic hexaferrites were developed particu-

The history of permanent magnetism reaches to lary in Holland.
the ancient Greece, where the ability of the load- Since the 1960s most of the developments of
stone to attract iron having been discovered. With
the development of special alloy steels the mo- the improvment of the magnetic properties. The
dern history of permanent magnetic materials search for new materials has been shifted from
starts with the end ofthe last century. The intrinsic shape anisotropy to crystal anisotropy. The new
coercivity and the erergy density product of such shpanotpyocrtlaiorp.Tenwhard magnetic materials based on rare earth inter-
magnetic steel materials were rather low compa- metallic compounds exhibit a considerably higher
red to recently developed hard magnetic mate-
rials. Table 1 shows the historical development of
the intrinsic coercivity and the magnetic energy
density product of hard magnetic materials. In the Table 1
year 1931 Mishima discovered in Japan an alloy Historical development of coercivity and energy
of 58 wt% Fe, 30 wt% Ni and 12 wt% Al with a density product of hardmagnetic materials
coercivity of about double that of the best magnet
steelmaterial(30-4Owt%CoplusWandCr)which magnet coercivity energydensity year,
was available at that time. Soon it was discovered I - product

that the addition of cobalt and copper impr')ved m agneti
the propertif s of the Mishima alloy leading to var- magnetic
ious types f AlNiCo magnetic materials. After carbon-steel I kA/m 2 kJ/m 1890

AlNiCo 10 kA/m 15 kJ/m1 1940
AlNiCo 100 kA/m 90 kJ/ml 1955
hardierrites 200 kA/m 20 kJ m 1960

SUniv.-Doz. Dr. Josef Fidler, o. Prof. Dr. Peter Skalicky, SmCo 1:5 1000 kA/m 200kJtm- 1975
Institut fur Angewandte und Technische Physik. Tech- SmCo 2 17 2000 kA/m 260 kJ/m3 1982
nische Universitat Wien, Karlsplatz 13, A-1040 Wien. NdFeB 2000 kiA/rn 400 kJ/m

3  
1985

Austria
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coercive force and energy density product than Table 2
the traditional AlNiCo-alloys and hardferrites. In Magnetic properties of commercial hardmagnetic
the late 1960s the high magnetocrystalline aniso- materials
tropy, the basis for a good permanent magnet (at room temperature)
material, was discovered in the USA under the
leadership of K. S t r n a t (1) in several rare earth magnet (B - H),_, , sH ei l Tc
- cobalt intermetallic compounds. Soon it was kJ/rm T kA/m kA/m 'C
discovered that the combination of the high mag-
netic moments of iron and/or cobalt with the high hardferrites 25 0.35 280 320 450
magnetic moment of heavy rare earths leads to AlNiCos 60 1.30 60 62 850
high magnetocrystalline anisotropy and retains FeCrCo 60 1.30 60 62 850
the high magnetic ordering temperature particu- AlNiCo8  55 0.85 140 145 850
larly in the system samarium - cobalt. The rare Smco 1:5 200 0.90 720 2500 720
earth permanent magnets were discovered in the SmCo 2:17 260 1.15 920 3000 820
USA, but recent developments in this field have NdFeB 400 1.25 1000 2000 310
come from Japan, especially by the invention of
rare earth - iron based permanent magnets (2)
having the best magnetic properties so far value of the anisotropy-field, or by the strong pin-
achieved, in the year 1983. vleo h nstoyfed rb h togpn

ning of domain walls at crystal lattice defects and

The magnetic hardness of permanent magnet ma- precipitates during the magnetization reversal (3).
terials depends critically on the microstructure o, Analytical investigations for the characterization
the individual magnets. In the light of the historical of the microstructural parameters, such as grain
development of the coercivity and the energy den- size distribution, phase determination, chemical
sity product of hard magnetic materials the impro- homogeneity of the grains, crystal lattice defects
vement of the energy density product is closely and precipitates, are necessary for a better know-
connected with a better understanding of the ledge of the limiting factors of the coercivity.
mechanisms leading to higher coercive forces of
the magnets. The coercive force of hard magnetic As it has been the tradition for many years, special

materialsisdeterminedeitherbythenucleationof emphasis of our institute has been laid on the

reversed magnetic domains at magnetic fields measurement of the hard magnetic properties and
which are lower than the theoretical maximum on the investigation of the microstructure of newly

developed hard magnetic materials. Using high
resolution and analytica! electron microscopy to-
gether with X-ray microanalysis and metallogra-
phy the microstructure of various magnetic mate-

1 Hardferrites B rials were characterized.

2 AINiCo 5, FeCrCo 1.2 T
3 AlNiCo 8 1. New hard magnetic materials

4 SmCo 1:5 Commercially available permanent magnet mate-

5 SmCo 2:17 1.0 rials may be divided into seven groups. Fig. 1

6 NdFeB shows the demagnetization curves of hardferri-
tes, AINiCo, rare earth permanent magnet mate-

(7) MnAIC 0.8 rials and MnAIC magnets. The corresponding

magnetic properties, such as energy density pro-
duct, remanence, coercive forces and Curie tem-

0.6 perature are summarized in Table 2. Magnets ba-
4 sed on samarium-cobalt intermetallic compounds

have gained an increased importance for the last
3 '10 years and are strictly speaking not only limited

0.4 to samarium. Depending on the producer a mix-
ture of one or more rare earth elements with cobalt
is used for the preparation of the magnets. In the
following we distinguish two types of rare earth -

0.2 cobalt magnets: the SmCo 1:5 and the SmCo 2:17
magnets, according as the main phase of the mag-

net exhibits the SmCc, :. the Sm 2Cop-structure.

Nevertheless, from the point of view of mass pro--1000 -800 -60 -400 -200 duction the hardferrites and AINiCo-magnets are

-- kA/m H the most important ones. Fig. 2 shows the esti-

Fig. 1 mated amount of Hardferrite, AlNiCo. REPM (rare
Room temperature demagnetization curves of commercial earth permanent magnets) and other magnet md-

hardmagnetic materials terials to the western world production (Japan,
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AINi:o ? U %

AINiLo 4.9 % W PI 16.5 %

Hard HI FM i.' % others ., %

ferrite 94.5 % others 0.1 % Hardfei-rit 60 %

167 000 IL 870 millicn LJS$

Fig. 2
Western world production of permanent magnet materials

in the year 1984

USA and Europe) in the year 1984. Because of dominant commercial permanent magnet mate-
high raw material and production costs the cobalt rials for many years (fig. 2). The hexagonal crystal
based rare earth permanent magnets share only structure of the hardferrites imparts a strong mag-
less than 20% of the annual total turnover, where- netocrystalline anisotropy. Magnets are made by
as the annual growth of this group has been in the sintering of aligned particles of about 10-100 ,m
order of more than 30% for the last few years. in diameter. Metallographic investigations show
Through the invention of rare earth - irti based that the shape of the demagnetization curve and
magnets which are less expensive from the raw therefore also the coercivity strongly depends on
material point of view, the annual growth of rare the grain size of the final magnet (4). The coercivity
earth permanent magnets is expected to be in- is controlled by the nucleation of reversed do-
creased worldwide. The production of the inex- mains at low anisotropy regions. After the abrupt
pensive ceramic Hardferrites increases annually reversal of the magnetization in the individual
in the order of 20%, whereas the one of AlNiCo grains after applying of an opposite external mag-
magnets is slightly decreasing. netic field, the further expansion of the reversed

The drastic increase of the energy density product magnetic domains might be hindered by the pin-
of newly developed hard magnetic materials ning of domain walls at the grain boundary region.

(Table 2) enabled the invention of many new ap- Finally, the coercivity of the individual magnet

plications of permanent magnets. Permanent depends on the processing parameters (milling

magnets are primarily used in magneto- and elec- and annealing) and is directly correlated to the
tromechanical applications and increasingly in microstructure of the material.
beam guiding systems. Generally the magnetic The AlNiCo magnets are hard and brittle and are
field strength in the air gap of a magnetic circuit, manufactured by casting of a liquid alloy, leading
containing a permanent magnet, is proportional to to the large grain size up to the order of millime-
the energy density product and to the volume of ters, or by pressing and sintering metal powders
the magnet, according to: leading to small grain sizes. Fig. 3a is an optical

micrograph showing a large grain size of a cast

V (B . H). • . AlNiCo 5 magnet. The transmission electron mi-
ai, g[1] crograph of this magnet (fig. 3b) shows a duplex

Vair gap microstructure of Fe-Co rich a,-phase and a Ni-Al

rich a2-matrix phase. Depending on the type of the
It is evident that the increase of the energy density AINiCo magnet different multi-stage heat treat-
product reduces besides the volume also the ments, including magnetic field anneals, are ne-
weight of the permanent magnet containing de- cessary to produce optimum properties. The ef-
vice and new designs of dynamic devices (motors, fect of adding small amounts of Ti, Nb or Ta is to
generators, etc.) and static devices (charged increase the coercivity but to decrease the rema-
beam guiding systems) are possible. nence (AINiCo 8). Depending on the cooling con-

dition rodlike, coherent precipitates of the
2. Microstructure and properties of bcc-crystal structure type are formed parallel to

permanent magnets the external magnetic field direction during cool-
ing. The cause of the magnetic hardness of AINiCo

2.1 Conventional magnets (Hardferrlte magnets is primarily the shape anisotropy of the
and AINICo magnets) rod-shaped and strongly magnetic Fe-Co rich

a,-phase and the difference of the magnetization
Besides the barium- and strontium-hardferriteq between the two phases. The rods of the a,-phase
the group of AINiCo magnets have been the most of the AINiCo 5 magnet of fig. 3b are of the order
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Fig. 3
Optical (a) and electron (b) micrographs showing the graineize distribution and the duplex microstructure of a cast AlNiCo 5

magnet

Fig. 4
Transmission electron micrograph, J, a cast AINICo 5 magnet. Magnetic domain wells are visible within the weak magnetic Al-Ni

rich matrix phase in the defocused Fresnel image (b)

of 30x30x 120 nm3 . From the Lorentz electron mi-
crograph of fig. 4b showing magnetic domain
walls within the weakly magnetic a2-matrix phase,
it is evident that the influence of the Ni-Al phase
on the moving domain walls during the magneti-
zation reversal must be taken into account. Elec-
tron microscopic investigations (fig. 5) show that
titanium additions change the shape of thea,-rods
and decrease the volume fraction of the strongly
magnetic Fe-Co rich a,-phase and therefore
change the coercivity and remanence. The inter-
pretation of the coercivity of AINiCo magnets is
based on the combination of magnetization rever-
sal models of single domain particles with domain
wall motion models of interacting domains (5), (6),
(7).
Ductile permanent magnet alloys based on the Fig. 5
Fe-Cr-Co system have received considerable at- Transmission electron micrograph of a cast Ti-containing
tention to be hot or cold worked into wire, sheet AlNiCo 8 magnet
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or other forms. The magnetic properties and the PRODLCTION-STEPS
microstructure are quite similar to AlNiCo 5 mag- OF SINTERED REPr1
nets. During cooling the alloy decomposes spino-
dally into the Fe rich a,-phase and the Cr rich
a 2-phase. Similar to the AINiCo magnets the par-
ticle morphology (shape anisotropy) of the strong- ALLOV PREPARATION
ly magnetic a,-phase predominatly determines
the coercivity. The magnetic characteristics have t
been gradually improved by adding various minor-
ity elements such as Mo-Si, Nb, Al, V, T, and Cu GRIINJDING

.8), (9). BLENDING

2.2 Rare earth permanent magnets (REPM)

According to the phase diagrams of rare earth PARTICLE ALIGNVMENJT
intermetallic compounds five compounds (RECo2 ,
RECo 3, RE 2Co?. REs19 1q and RECo 5) appear in the PRESSING

composition range 66.7-83.3 at% Co (10). The
crystal structures of these phases are closely I
related with each other and are based on e regular s INTERIN G
stacking of two kinds of layers, one is a layer of
SmCo2-laves phase structure and the other is that
of SmCo-structure. There exist two groups of I
REPM, the RE-cobalt magnets and the recently HEAT TREATMENT
developed RE-iron magnets. The RE-cobalt mag-
nets can be divided Into five types depending on
wether the magnet has a single-phase or a two-
phase microstructure. The ideal microstructure of MACHINING
the single phase magnets consists of aligned
single-domain particles with a SmCos- or frAGNETIZING

Sm 2Co,7-crystal structure. Two types of precipita- Fig. 6
tion hardened magnets can be distinguished: the Main process steps for the production of sintered rare earth
one type contains 2:17-precipitates in a 1:5-ma- permanent magnets

trix, the other type has 1:5-precipitates in a
2:17-matrix. Besides these magnets there are the general production steps include alloy prepara-
bonded magnets, in which the single domain par- tion, milling, composition control and adjustment,
ticles are embedded in a non magnetic phase. particle alignment and pressing, sintering and
Rare earth-cobalt magnets are produced by a aging, machining and final magnetizing. Besides
powder metallurgical process, whereas rare the parameters which determine the composition
earth-iron magnets can be produced either by a of the phases within the magnets there are also
powder metallurgical process (11) or derived from processing parameters, particularly during sinter-
rapidly solidified melt-spun ribbons (12). The main ing and annealing steps such as sintering temper-
process steps for the production of sintered rare ature, cooling rate, aging temperature and time
earth permanent magnets are shown in fig. 6. The (fig. 7), which must carefully be controlled in order

SmCo 1:5: T• 115*C

SINTERING 
Ta 900-800°C.1 ' h

IsHtOGENZING SmCo 2:17: Ts - I20'C

T a 850-40C,5-30 h

NdFeB: T- 1 100[

ISOTHERMAL AGING T a - 900-65 tC.1-3 h

STEP AGING

Fig. 7 IMI
Schematic sintering and post-sintering heat treatment curves

of rare earth permanent magnets
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to achieve maximum magnetic properties. Fig. 7
shows a typical schematic heat treatment curve
of SmCo 1:5 SmCo 2:17 and NdFeB magnets. The
heat treatment sequence to sinter multi-phase
SmCo 2:17 magnets is more complicated and time
consuming than the ones for sintering SmCo 1:5
or NdFeB magnets. The reason for different heat
treatment sequencies for the different materials is
due to the formation of different microstructures
(13). The different types of initial magnetizing be-
haviour of demagnetized single phase SmCo 1:5,
multi phase SmCo 2:17 and NdFeB magnets and
the dependence of the coercivity on the magne-
tizing fields is shown in fig. 8. The different behav-
iour of the SmCo 1:5, SmCo 2:17 and NdFeB mag-
nets is caused by different microstructures.
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Fig. 8 Fig. 9
Initial magnetization curves and dependence of the coercive Electron micrographs showing a grain with densly
force on the magnetizing external fields of different types of packed planar faults (a) and small precipitates

rare earth permanent magnet materials (b) of a sintered SmCo 1:5 magnet
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For the understanding of the different magnetiza-
tion behaviour of demagnetized SmCo 1:5, SmCo
2:17 and NdFeB magnets we have used transmis-
sion electron microscopy and X-ray microanalysis
together with optical metallography to character-
ize crystal defects, precipitates and different
phases and to study the magnetic domain struc-
ture and their interaction with crystal lattice de-
fects and precipitates. The microstructure of
single phase SmCo 1:5 magnets consists of
grains oriented parallel to the alignment direction,
of precipitates with diameters comparable to the
grain size and of precipitates with diameters up to
500 nm (14). Most of the SmCo5 grain interiors
show a low defect density and their grain diameter
exceeds the theoretical single domain size (1:2
,um) and is in the order of 5-10/um. Except isolated
grain boundary inclusions, partly identified as a
CaO-phase, our electron microscope investiga-
tion does not show a preferential segregation of
a second phase at grain boundaries. Besides
1:5-grains also grains with densly packed, parallel

Fig. 11
Electron micrograph showing the cellular precipitation

structure of a sintered SmCo 2:17 magnet. Rhombic cells -
phase A - are separated by a cell boundary phase B. in high

coercivty magnets a platelet phase C is found

___ _ Sstacking faults perpendicular to the hexagonal
c-axis are observed (fig. 9a). Such basal stacking

- -b faults correspond to a transformation of the
1:5-crystal structure into the Sm-rich Sm2Co7 and

_ Sm5Co j , structure types. Using high resolution
electron microscopy together with X-ray STEM
microanalysis the different polytypes and struc-
tural modifications of these Sm-rich phases can
be distinguished (15), (16). In all of the single

I - phase SmCo 1:5 sintered magnets incoherent
precipitates with diameters up to 0.5 jum were
found (fig. 9b). Some of these precipitates show
only intense Sm-peaks in their X-ray spectra

C (fig. 10). These precipitates were identified as
Sm2 0 3-particles. Occasionally some of the X-ray
spectra of grains and especially of grain bound-
aries and precipitates an additional Si-peak was
found. In some of the CaO- and Sm 203-particles
sulphur could be detected. In single phase SmCo
1:5 sintered magnets the coercivity is determined

by the nucleation field of reversed domains which
is lower than the coercive force of a magnetically

, .. L J ,saturated particle with a single domain structure.
s C I C The nucleation of reversed domains takes place

in regions with low magneto-crystalline aniso-

Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of a hard magnetic grain G. tropy. Rare earth-rich precipitates mainly deterio-
of a rare earth-rich phase I and of a rare earth-oxide phase P rate the coercivity of the final magnet. The reason

of a sintered SmCo 1:5 magnet for the formation of these phases is due to the
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Fig. 12
Optical micrographs show no difference in the grain size distribution in the as-sintered and after an optimum poet-eintenng heat

treatment of a SmCo 2:17 magnet

addition of a rare earth-rich sintering aid phase dure increases the coercivity of the final magnet
before the sintering process. The coercivity can (fig. 7). The optical micrographs of fig. 12 show no
be improved by adding small amounts of transition difference in the grain size distribution after sinter-
metal powders or transition metal oxides. Micro- ing and after the postsintering heat treatment,
structural investigations on (CeMM,Sm)Co 5 and whereas in the corresponding electron micro-
(Pr,Sm)Co5 sintered magnets showed similar re- graphs of fig. 13 the formation of the cellular pre-
suits as in the case of single phase SmCo5 sin- cipitation structure after the heat treatment is
tered magnets (16), (17). The corresponding X-ray shown. Contrary to high coercivity magnets which
spectra of the different phases showed a mixture contain large crystallographic twins (fig. 14a) in
of rare earth elements due to their ratio of the low coercivity magnets (<500 kA/m)a microtwin-
nominal composition of the magnet. Our analytical ning within the cell interior phase A is observed by
electron microscope study shows that the chem- high resolution electron microscopy (fig. 14b). By
ical composition, the size distribution and the im- means of Lorentz electron microscopy (fig. 15) we
purity content of the starting powder material are have shown that the cellular precipitation struc-
important factors for the magnetic properties of ture acts as attractive pinning centre for magnetic
SmCo 1:5 sintered magnets. domain walls (21). We found that maximum coer-
Copper containing cobalt rare earths with a com- civities (-2000 kA/m) occurred in magnets with
position of Sm(Co,Fe,Cu,TM)6_ TM = Zr,Ti,Hf cell diameters of about 200 nm. The compositional
show a tine scale, cellular microstructure (18), difference between the cell boundary phase B and
(19). Rhombic cells of the type Sm(Co,Fe,TM)1 7 - the cell interior phase A determines the coercivity.
phase A - are separated by a Sm(Co,Cu,TM)G cell The platelet phase C predominately acts as diffu-
boundary phase - phase B (fig. 11). In magnets sion path for the transition metals and leads to a
with high coercivities (> 1000 kA/m) thin platelets better chemical redistribution after the isothermal
are found perpendicular to the hexagonal c-axis. aging treatment and therefore to a higher coer-
Our high resolution electron microscope investi- civity of the magnet. Impurities, primarily such as
gations (18) show that the crystal structure of the oxygen and carbon, lead to the formation of ma-
platelet phase C is close to the hexagonal croscopic precipitates of the Sm20 3, ZrC, TiC etc.
Srn 2Co1 7 structure with a c-crystal parameter of
0.8 nm, which is in agreement with metallurgical
considerations (20). The development of the cel- Table 3
lular precipitation structure of highest coercivity Phases in sintered NdtrFe 1 B8 magnets
magnets is controlled by the growth process and
the chemical redistribution process and is deter-
mined by the direction of zero deformation strains MH
due to the crystal lattice misfit between the diffe- A NdFe,48 tetr. a = r.88nm.c t.22nm 950
rent phases (21). Growth occurs primarily during B Nd, ,Fe4B. tetr. a = 0.71 nm.c = t4.5nm 1430
the isothermal aging procedure and involves the C Nd-rich f.c.c. a = 0.52 nm 360
diffusion of samarium. The cellular precipitation D Nd-oxides hex a = 0.38 nm.c 060nm
structure is formed during the isothermal aging E cr- Fe b.c.c. a = 0.29 nm 190
procedure, whereas the chemical redistribution of I.. .. -.
the transition metals during the step aging proce- Not detected: Nd-.Fe,,, NdFe2 ' MH microhardness
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and therefore impede the formation of the platelet structural investigations an identical microstruc-
phase C and finally impede the chemical redistri- ture in various magnets, supplied by different pro-
bution process. ducers, was observed. The following phases were
Sintered NdFeB magnets with a nominal compo- detected by analytical electron microscopic tech-
sition Nd15Fe77B8 exhibit the highest energy den- niques and are summarized in table 3. The optical
sity products sofar(3). These magnets showmag- (fig. 16a) and the electron (fig. 16b) micrographs
netization curves according to the nucleation of show three different types of phases, each with a

reversed domains (fig. 8). As result of our micro- different chemical composition, occurring in sin-

aI HC 42 kA/m

1nm

Vb "  
Kc 765 kA/z

1-1000C 3ro C.' A'o 1100 nm
Fig. 13

Electron micrographs showing the influence of the heat treatment on the cellular microstructure and therefore on the coercivity
of the magnets of fig. 12
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Fig. 14
Bright field (a) and high resolution (b) electron micrographs

showing the twinning In high coercivlty (1000 kA/m) and low
coercivity (400 kA / m) SmCo 2:17 magnets

tered NdFeB magnets. Phase A is always found to is limited by the nucleation and expansion field for
be free of crystal lattice defects and corresponds reversed domains. The layer phase, separating
to the hard magnetic boride Nd 2Fe14B. In the the hard magnetic grains, contributes also to the
energy dispersive X-ray spectrum of phase A coercivity. Replacing neodymium by dysprosium
(fig. 17a) the FeKB-peak lies between the NdLA- (Nd:Dy = 10:1) increases the coercivity, but does
and NdLB-peaks. Phase B is Nd-richer than not show any drastic effect on the composition of
phase A. In the corresponding X-ray spectrum the the different phases, whereas generally the grain
FeKB-peak is smaller than the NdLBI-peak size of such magnets is considerably smaller than
(fig. 17b). The ratio of the Fe- to the Nd-concentra- in magnets without dysprosium.
tion (in at%) was found to be in the range 3.6 to 3.9.
Our high resolution electron studies revealed a
crystal lattice periodicity of 0.4 nm, 4.8 nm and
14.5 nm (22). Both results, obtained by X-ray
STEM microanalysis and high resolution electron
microscopy, are in agreement with structural and
compositional data of the phase Nd ,0qFe 4B4 (23).
The grain interior of phase B shows a high crystal
defect density, which explains the large value of
the microhardneas (see table 3). Phase C is found
to be a Nd-rich sintering aid phase. The ratio of the
Nd- to Fe-concentration (in at%) determined by
X-ray microanalysis is about 8 corresponding to
about 85 at% Nd. This phase may also occur with
some content of oxygen and / or boron. Phase C is
mainly found as isolated inclusions near grain A
boundaries or as layer phase along grain boun-
daries. It should be mentioned that depending on
the raw material used by the producer various
impurities such as silicon, chlorine, phosphorR,
niobium, platinum, tin etc. are found in all of the
phases listed above. As result of our investiga-
tions of sintered NdFeB magnets, produced by a Fig. 15
powder metallurgical process, the coercivity is Foucault electron micrograph showing the pinning of a
primarily determined by the magnetization rever- magnetic domain wall at the continuos cellular precipitation
sal within the hard magnetic Nd 2Fe,4 B grains and structure

i
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3. Conclusions

Newly developed magnetic materials such as rare
earth permanent magnets are increasingly used
in many magneto- and electromechanical and
electronic applications. One of the reasons is a
better understanding of the microstructure of the
materials which determines besides the process-
ing parameters the magnetic properties of the
magnets (fig. 18). Effectively the magnetic energy
density product and the coercivity could be im-
proved drasticly during the last ten years. As re-

- - suit of analytical investigations it is evident that
the coercivity is closely related to the individual
microstructure of th,- magnets. In the case of
shape anisotropy materials (AlNiCo, FeCrCo) the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy is relatively small

- and the coercivity is controlled by shape aniso-
tropy, the volume fraction of the strongly magnetic

- phase and the difference of the magnetization of
the different phases. In hardferrites, SmCo 1:5
and NdFeB magnets the high coercive forces are
primarily obtained by the high magnetocrystalline

PHASE A FCA

244
PHASE B b

PHASE C c4 Nd qrich__

1 130 n m i I Iil

Fig 17
Fig. 16 Energy dispersive X-ray spectra taken by

Optical (a)and transmission electron (b)micrographs showing STEM-microanalysis of the various phases of a sintered
various phases in a sintered Nd,..FerB magnet Nd,.,FeB, magnet
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anisotropies and are limited by the tucleation and determined by the domain wall pinning at a Qon-
expansion of reversed domains. in precipitation tinuous precipitation structure during the magne-
hardened SmCo 2:17 magnets ihe coercivity is tization reversal process. The newly develop-

ed NdFeB permanent magnet materials exhibit
high remanences, energy density products and

I-~I/STLLI Ii~r ~coercive forces at room temperature (table 2), but
I~I~uIC.Fs~I ~due to the low Curie temperature the maximum

operation temperature is limited at present to
about 1200C. It can be expected that this upper
limit of the operation temperature can be increas-
ed by a further magnetic hardening in the next few
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The microstructure of a niobium-containing (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B alloy has been investigated using transmission electron
microscopy, STEM and SEM X-ray microanalysis and optical microscopy, Magnetic measurements showed an increase in
coercivity when niobium was added to a (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B magnet. The microstructure was found to be similar to that of a
ternary Nd-Fe-B magnet but with two additional phases, a Laves Fe2Nb compound and a finely dispersed niobium
containing coherent precipitate found in the magnetically hard phase. Lorentz microscopy indicated domain wall interactions
with the fine precipitates which may be responsible for the enhanced coercivity of the niobium doped magnet.

1. Introduction Nd, Dy-Fe-B magnet. We have used electron
microscopy and X-ray microanalysis to identify

High energy product sintered magnets based on the different phases present and to gain an under-
the composition Fe77NdlsB8 [1] are well estab- standing of the coercivity mechanism.
lished as replacements for SmCo and ferrites.
Magnets with energy products approaching 40
MGOe are commercially available and energy 2. Experimental
products of up to 50 MGOe have been achieved in
the laboratory. The origin of the coercivity in this
magnet has been the subject of many studies and The magnets investigated were fabricated by
is thought to result from the difficulty of nucleat- Mullard Magnetic Components and were pre-
ing reverse domains [2]. pared from 99.5% pure cast material supplied by

The application of these magnets has been Rare Earth Products. The compositions of the
limited by the low Curie temperature (= 3000C) alloys were Nd 14 5 Dy1.5 Fe 76.0 B7.Nb 1 .0 and Nd16.0
of the hard magnetic FeI4Nd 2 B phase. To extend Dy 1Fes B7 . The powdered alloy was pressed
the temperature range over which these magnets parallel to the alignment direction prior to sinter-
can be used, attempts have been made to increase ing at 10800C and then heat treated for 1 h at
the room temperature coercivity so that reasona- 630°C. Due to the purity level of the cast material
ble properties are still maintained at elevated tern- and the parallel pressing the magnets did not have
peratures. The addition of Dy to the ternary alloy optimum properties. Specimens for electron mi-
[31 is known to increase the anisotropy field of the croscopy were prepared by electropoishing using
Fe1 4Nd 2 B phase and hence the coercivity of the a 10% perchloric/90% glacial acetic acid electro-
magnet. An alternative approach is to introduce lyte followed by ion thinning using 5keV argon
small precipitates or interfaces into the hard mag- ions. They were examined with a JEOL 200CX or
netic phase to produce domain wall pinning. Our a Philips EM430 electron microscope both
measurements have shown that an increase in equipped with X-ray microanalysis fascilities.
coercivity is produced when Nb is added to a Scanning electron microscopy was performed on

0304-8853/87/$03.50 qCl Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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polished samples using a Cambridge Stereoscan
604 equipped with an X-ray microanalyser.

3. Results and discussion

Hysteresis properties were measured using a
pulse magnetometer to saturate the specimen
which was then transfered to a permeameter to
trace the demagnetising curve. The values ob-
tained for the Nb containing magnet are as fol-
lows: B, = 10.5 kG, Hi5 = 16.0 kOe, (BRH). = '
24.8 MGOe. The values obtained for a
Nd, Dy-Fe-B magnet fabricated under identical Fig. 2. Transmission etectron micrograph showing small Nb
conditions were: Br - 10.5 kG, Hi, = 12.8 k~c. containing precipitates in phase A.
(BH)ma, = 19.8 MGOe. These are obviously not
optimum magnetic properties but they do show
that the addition of Nb to the Nd, Dy-Fe-B same indicating that Nb was replacing iron in the
magnet produces a significant increase in coerciv- Fe14Nd 2 B phase. However, because of the small
ity. size of these particles it was impossible to avoid a

In our study of the Nb containing magnet we contribution to the X-ray spectrum from the sur-
observed four other phases in addition to the main rounding matrix. Convergent beam diffraction
Fe1 4Nd 2B phase. There distribution is shown in showed a small rotation of the zone pattern as the
an optical micrograph, fig. 1. Phase A is the hard beam was moved through the particles but the
magnetic phase, most grains of this phase con- lattice constants of the particles and matrix were
tained small precipitates of 200-500 A diameter very close. The substitution of Nb for Fe at over
and a density of 1021 nuclei/m, fig. 2. X-ray 15% of the Fe sites will presumably result in a fall
microanalysis of these particles, fig. 3, showed in magnetisation. A Lorentz micrograph, fig. 5,
them to be richer in Nb than the surrounding taken from the hard magnetic phase shows the
matrix, fig. 4, but the ratio (Fe + Nb)/Nd was the domain walls changing direction as they pass

through and near the precipitates. These precipi-
tates are therefore acting as domain wall pinning

-'sites although it is not possible to say whether
they contribute significantly to the coercivity of

the magnet.
Phase B is the tetragonal Fe4 B4Nd phase which

is thought to be non-ferromagnetic and is usually
present, at least in the ternary FeNdB magnet [41,
at a volume fraction of 5%. STEM X-ray micro-4, Fanalysis of this phase revealed a variation in iron

content between different grains. It was found
that the grains with the highest iron content (5-6
at% Fe/Nd) had a larger lattice constant co = 48

10 A m D A and were more heavily faulted. Fig. 6a is a TEM
micrograph showing a lattice fringe image with a
48 A spacing corresponding to the (001) lattice

Fig. 1, Optical micrograph showing four phases A. B. C. 1) in planes in the B-phase and fig. 6b is its associated
the sintered magnet. X-ray spectrum.
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Fig 3. STEM X-ray microanalysis of a Nb containing precipitate in phase A.

Phase C is the Nd rich sintering aid phase. Phase D was identified as a Laves phase Fe2 Nb
TEM specimens showed little of this phase, possi- having a MgZn 2 structure (5] and lattice parame-
bly as a result of preferential etching during sam- ters (a0 = 4.82 A, co = 7.87 A). Fig. 7a shows a
pie preparation. SEM specimens showed this phase TEM micrograph of this phase with its associated
to be located mainly around the grain boundaries
of the A-phase at a volume fraction of around
10%. The presence of this phase made the prepara-
tion of optical and SEM specimens difficult as it
tended to oxidise rapidly and break out of the
surface to leave pores.

FeK.

NdL.

2 6 8 1"0
Fig. S. Lorentz micograph showsing Nh containing precipitates

Fig. 4. STEM X-ray microanalysis of phase A in phase A
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Fig. 6. (a) Transmission electron micrograph showing lattice Fig. 7. (a) Transmission electron micrograph; (b) associated
fringe image of B phase; (b) associated X-ray spectrum. X-ray microanalysis of phase D.

4. Conclusion

diffraction pattern ([011] zone axis). Fig. 7b shows The microstructure of the Nb containing mag-
X-ray microanalysis of the Fe2Nb phase. The Nb net was found to be similar to that of a ternary
content of this phase can vary from 22-44 at% FeNdB magnet [2] but with the addition of two
and above 33% Nb this phase is found to be Nb containing phases which were found inside
non-ferromagnetic [51. The Fe2Nb phase was pre- grains of the hard magnetic phase. The larger
sent as small inclusions of 2 psm diameter in the inclusions were identified by electron diffraction
hard magnetic phase. It was found to contain and X-ray microanalysis as the Laves phase
small amounts of Nd probably occupying the same FeNb. The absence of domain walls within this
atom sites as the Nb since there exists a Laves phase suggest that it is probably non-ferromag-
phase of the type Fe2Nd. Domains have not been netic but the relatively large size of these inclu-
observed in this phase indicating that it is prob- sions, of the order 2 lFm, means they would not
ably non-magnetic unlike the smaller Nb contain- form sites for domain wall pinning. However, the
ing precipitates also found in the hard magnetic smaller Nb containing precipitates are of a size
phase. (200-500 A) which could produce domain wall

-'
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pinning. If these precipitates do produce Strong UK Science and Engineering Research Council
pinning then their preseiice would explain the and the Concerted European Action on Magnets
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Microstructures of (NdDy) ,Fe77B. prepared by alloying with Dy, and using Dy2O3 as a sintenng additive, have been deter-
mined using electron microprobe and transmission electron microscopy. A two-step, post-sintering heat treatment has been applied
to both systems in order to improve the coercivity. The results show that the second-step eat-treatment temperature is lower for
the oxide-doped magnets for an optimum intrinsic coercivity. In a typical Dy2O3-doped sample, a high concentration of Dy was
found close to the grain boundary ofthe hard 2-14-I phase. In contrast, Dy was found uniformly substituted in a magnet to which
Dy was added in the alloying step. It is proposed that a high concentration of Dy at the surface of the (NdDy)2Fe,B improves
the coercivity by increasing the required field for domain reversal nucleation at or near the grain boundaries.

I. Introduction employed to develop the coercivity which is also
compared for the two systems.

Magnetic hardness of a permanent magnet results
from the inherent magnetic crystalline anisotropy of Table I
the material and the structural changes, in particu- Intrinsic coercivity of Nd I3.sDyI sFe,,Bs as a function of post-
lar, those occurring at the grain boundaries. The sintering heat treatment (all samples were sintered at 1070C for

coercivity enhancement of NdjsFe, 7 B, by Dy sub- I h)

stitution has been attributed to the higher magnetic Sample Post-sintering heat 'H (Oe)
crystalline anisotropy of the magnetic phase treatment
(NdDy) 2Fe 4B 1]. It has also been shown that Dy
can be introduced by the reaction of Dy20 3 with Tt C) I(h)
Ndt5 Fe77 Bs powder during the sintering [2]. In I 900 2 13500
addition, the Dy intensity profile from X-ray spec- I 900 2
trometer has shown an uneven distribution of Dy 630 I 13800
across several grains in the Dy2O 3-doped magnets. I 900 2

In this study, we have prepared magnets by Dy sub- 630 I 15100
stitution in the alloying step, and by Dy20 3 doping 680 2
prior to sintering. The resultant microstructures have 2 900 2 13600
been compared by scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) and electron microprobe. 2 900 2
Finally, a two-step post-sintering heat treatment was
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Table 2 "
Intrinsic coercivity of Dy2O,-doped Nd ,FeB, as a function of
post-sintering heat treatment (all samples were doped with 4 wi%
DyO,nd sintered at 10701C for I h)

Sample Post-sintering heat 'H (Oe
treatment

T('C) I (h)

1 900 2
610 1 17000

2 900 2
590 I 17500

3 900 2
570 I 15400

4 900 2
630 I 16300

5 900 2
570 1 17000

6 900 2
550 1 14800

7 900 2
600 1 16200 *ntno.)

8 900 2 Fig. I. Demagnetization curves of a Dy2O3-doped Nd, FeB 2
610 I 16900 (sample 2 from table 1).

9 900 2
590 I 15200

10 900 2 typically 0.5 to 0.6 wt% oxygen prior to pressing and
620 1 15600 sintering. 4.0 wt% Dy20 3 (3.5 wt% Dy equivalent)

was hand mixed with the former, and both types of
magnets were sintered at 1070°C for I h and

2. Experimental annealed in two steps [ 3 1. The first step of the
annealing process consisted of 900 0 C for 2 h and the

Powder samples were prepared from a nominal second step varied between 550 and 680°C for I h.
Nd1sFe7 7 B8 , and an alloy in which 3.5 wt% (approx- Samples were rapidly quenched in a cooler part of

imately 10 atomic %) of Nd was replaced by Dy in the furnace in between the two steps. After the mag-
the alloying step. Both of these powder samples were netic measurements, the sintered samples were ana-
prepared under identical conditions and contained lyzed for 02 by a vacuum fusion technique. Boron,

Table 3
Chemical analysis of a Dy-alloyed and a Dy20-doped Nd,FeB, sintered magnet

Sample '!!, (e) Elements (wi%)

Nd Dy Fe B 0.

Dy-alloyed 15000 27.7 3.13 70.0 1.36 0.5
DyO,-doped 17500 29.8 3.51 65.2 1.22 1.2

Sample 2 from table I. 50 Sample I from table 2.
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Nd, Dy and Fe were analyzed chemically by induc- equipped with a high-take-off-angle X-ray detector.
tively coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy. Wave- The quantitative X-ray analysis was carried out using
length dispersive spectrometer was employed with the k-factors and standards from the software system.
the electron microprobe to scan for Dy.

Samples for TEM analyses were mechanically
thinned to 200 urn and electropolished using a solu- 3. Results and discussion
tion of perchloric acid and methanol, The surfaces
of the thin foils were cleaned by ion milling and were Tables I and 2 show the intrinsic coercivity of the
examined in a JEOL 200 CX microscope at 200 keV magnets prepared by Dy-alloying and by Dy2O3-

C)

Fig. 2. Dy line scan of (a) Dy203-doped Nd,,Fe,,B. magnet and (b) Nd,,,Dy, Fe,,Bs magnet: (Al Scan line; (B) lVy intensity profile

from X-ray spectrometer, (c) Transmission electron micrograph of a Dy 2O,-doped Nd.,Fe,,Bk. Region A, near the grain boundary
shows a higher concentration of Dy thtan region A, in the middle of the grain.
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doping, respectively, as a function of the second-step a higher Dy concentration is found in the Nd-rich
post-sintering heat treatment described above. Table phase of the Dy 201-doped magnets (see fig. 2). This
3 compares a chemical analysis for two samples leads to a higher concentration of Dy close to the
selected from tables I and 2. The optimum second- grain boundary region of the hard magnetic 2:14:1
step post-sintering heat treatment for the Dy2O 3- phase. The domain reversal at the substituted 2:14:1
doped magnets is lower by about 50 to 90 ° C while sites near the grain boundaries is expected to be more
affording a higher intrinsic coercivity (see tables I difficult to nucleate. The added oxide concentration
and 2). As expected, the Dy20 3-doped sample (table at the grain boundaries, as by-product Nd20 3 [ 2],
3) has a higher oxygen concentration than the Dy- can account for the lowering of the second-step post-
alloyed magnet. About 0.5 wt% oxygen is introduced sintering heat treatment of the Dy2O 3-doped mag-
in the sample as a result of adding 4 wt% Dy20 3 to nets (see tables I and 2). During this heat treatment
the magnet powder in these experiments. It is also the Nd, Dy-rich phase around the grain boundary is
noted that the Dy 20 3-doped sample of table 3 has a homogenized. A uniform NdDy-rich phase along the
slightly higher Dy content. This, however, does not boundaries of the 2:14:1 grains leads to a better sep-
fully account for the observed difference in the 'H, aration of these grains. This can delay the expansion
values between the two systems. The control samples field of the reversed nuclei, across the non-magnetic
in the absence of Dy20 3 showed an 'He increase of grain boundaries, which in turn can account for a
about 2000 Oe for I wt% Dy. The chemical analyses higher intrinsic coercivity.
of table 3 are accurate within a relative error of ± 3%.

Remanence, B, and the energy product, BH,,
were not affected significantly by the added oxide Acknowledgement
concentration. A typical demagnetization curve for
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squareness and a characteristic energy product, for agement for permission to publish this work. Useful
the magnets of this type. discussion with Dr. R. Ramesh of the Department of

Dy line scans of the samples shown in figs. 2a and Materials Science, University of California, Berke-
2b indicate that Dy is distributed unevenly in the ley, is also acknowledged.
Dy20 3-doped magnet. Consistent with this result, fig.

2c shows a TEM of a Dy2Odoped magnet indicat-
ing a higher Dy concentration near the grain References
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a Sintered Ndl5-Fe77-B8 magnets contain a microanalysis was performed on a JEOL 200 CX analytical
aultiphase microstructure. Our analytical transmission microscope fitted with a LaBs filament and an EDAX high
electron microscope study reveals that the Nd-rich take off-angle energy dispersive X-ray analyzer. A
phase, which is an essential part of the liquid phase beryllium double tilt specimen stage was used to reduce
sintering process can be divided into at least 4 sub- background intensities. All X-ray spectra were taken
types with different Nd:Fe-ratios. Impurities of the under [0001]-orientation of the specim ens and were
raw material such as Nd-oxides and Nd-chlorides are analyzed using the EDAX 9100 quantitative software
randomly found in magnets, partly in the form of small program for thin samples.
inclusions up to 500 nm diameter within 2:14:1-hard-
magnetic grains and partly in the form of large grains
up to several microns diameter. As consequence of this Results and Discussion
analytical study a high concentration of boron va-
cancies as well as iron vacancies, especially in grain In sintered Ndl5-Fe77-B8 magncts three cat.7ories of
boundary regions is proposed. We have found that the phases occur (1]. Besides the hardmagnetic Nd.FelB-
degree of continuity of the intergranular Nd-rich phase boride phase (A) grains with a composition Ndi.#FeB4
is proportional to the intrinsic coercivity of the (B) and Nd-rich phases (C) preferentially at grain
magnet. The intrinsic coercivity of sintered Nd-Fe-B boundary junctions and extending to grain boundaries
magnetis determined by the nucleation of reversed are detected by optical metalloraphy and microprobe
domains and by the expansion of the reversed muclei, analysis. Due to the multiphase mcrostructure only the
which is hindered by the non-magnetic Nd-rich oxide hardmagnetic 2:14:1-phase (A) contributes to the magne-
grain boundary layer phase. tic properties of the magnet. The volume fraction of

this phase vA determines the remanence and therefore
the maximum energy density product of the magnet. The

Introduction composition of phase (C) and the volume fractions of
the boride phase (B) vB and of the Nd-rich phase (C) vC

The magnetic hardness of recently developed rare earth- are given by the following formulae, caking into
iron-boron based permanent magnets is primarily de- account a nominal starting composition of NdlSFe7788
termined by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the and that phase (C) is deficient in boron:
hard-magnetic phase, but is limited by metallurgical
parameters. In sintered and "magnetquench" Nd-Fe-B aC = (12.78 - 10.16 vA) / (0.818 - 0.866.vA)
magnets a multiphase microstructure is found (1-9]. bC = (69 - 76.4.vA) / (0.818 - 0.866-vA)
Measurements of magnetic parameters, such as crystal
anisotropy, maGnetlzation etc. do not explain quantita- VB = 0.18Z - O.134'vA
tively the dependence of the intrinsic coercivity on vC = 0.818 - 0.866"vA

the grain size and heat treatment parameters. In fact,
metallurgical parameters, such as distribution of aC and bC are the Nd- and Fe-concentrations of phase
phases, chemical composition and crystal structures of (C), respectively.
phases determine the value of the coercive force of the
sintered magnets. The purpose of our work is todeter- If phases (B) and (C) are nonferromagnetic at room
mine the significant phases which occur in a series of temperature the volume fraction vA of phase (A) can be
magnets prepared by various producers. Special emphasis determined from the ratio of the saturation magnetiza-
of this paper is laid on the characterization of the tion of the magnet (sl.35 T) and the value of the
Nd-rich phase, which is an essential part in the liquid single 2:14:1-phase (1.63 T) as vA = 0.83. From the
phase sintering process of Nd-Fe-B magnets. equations above the volume fractions of phases (B) and

(C) are calculated as vB = 0.07 and vC - 0.10. Further,
the composition of phase (C) is dertermined as to be

Exoerimental Nd43,Fe,&.a with the ratio Fe:Nd = 1.3:1. This, in

fact, is not in accordance with analytical electron
Optical metallograpy, microprobe analysis and trans- microscopic investigations. Energydispersive X-ray
mission electron microscopy together with STEM X-ray spectra especially taken from particles, which appear
microanalysis have been used to identify the multiphase as dark to black in electron micrographs, show a ratio

microstructure of a series of more than 20 sintered in at% of Fe:Ndl. From the characterization of more
magnets with a nominal composition close to Ndl5-Fe77- than 100 Nd-rich (C)-phases, the following various Nd-
B8, but prepared under different conditions and partly rich subtypes of (C) with different Fe:Nd-ratios were
containing small amounts of dysprosium, aluminium and found:
niobium. The intrinsic coercivities of these magnets (a) I : 1.2-1.4
ranged from 300 kA/ till 2000 kW/s. The magnets were (b) 1 : 2.0-2.3
produced by standard powdermetallurgical processing (c) I : 3.5-4.4
techniques by various producers under different post- (d) ) 1 : 7
sintering beat treatments. Sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets are
very sensitive to electron and ion bombardments (101. According to the ternary phase diagram after Matsuura
To avoid radiation damage especially of some of the et al. (11] the phases which we detected, can be attri-
metastable Nd-rich phases special care was taken to the buted: (b) to NdsFeB3, which coexists with phases (A)
specimen pLeparation for transmission electron micro- and (B) within the ternary Nd-Fe-B phasediagram: (c) to
scopy. All specimens were electropolished using a the ternary eutectic point E2 (11] and (d) to the Nd-
perchloic acid-methanol solution. Ion milling was used rich phase U12 11]. Three different forms of Nd-rich
only for cleaning the surfaces from contamination. phases are found by transmission electron microscopy.
Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) X-ray First in the shape of particles with diameters up to

0018-9464/87/0900-2106501.0001987 IEEE
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several microns embedded between hardmagnetic 2:14:1- exactly be identified, since ligth elements such as

grains. Second as intergranular phases at grain junc- boron and oxygen are difficult to be quantitatively

tions and extending to grain boundaries. Figures I and analyzed by an energydispersive detector with high

2 show typical examples of the NdFeB3 and the ternary spatial resolution using STEM. X-raymicroprobe analysis

eutectic phases, respectively. Note that the interiors of large Nd-rich particles show a big' oxygen content

of many of sutch particles show individual dislocations, and electron diffraction patterns can partly be indexed

which were probably formed under high pressure and high by the hexagonal lNdsOs crystal structure. Therefore it

temperature conditions. In fig.2 the sintering neck is assumed that most of the Nd-rich phases including

between the hardmagnetic grain and the Nd-rich particle the "fcc Nd-rich" phases also found by other authors

is shown. Third, in the form of randomly distributed [3,5.6,7] contain oxygen.

precipitates with diameters up to 500 nm within the
2:14:1-grains. Figure 3 show two different precipitates
within a hardmagnetic grain. The composition of the
larger one is found to be close to the (B)-phase and
the smaller one is found to be Nd-rich.

Besides the Nd2FeB3 phase the exact composition and
crystal structure of the other phases could not yet

Fig.3: Electron micrographs of two hardmagnetic grains
showing a spherical (1+i):4:4-precipitate B and
small NdO -inclusions (marked by arrows) with-
in the hardmagnetic grain A.

Especially the randomly distributed Nd-rich precipi-
tates within the 2:14:l-grains were identified as hex.
Nd20 -inclusions, which were already formed before the
sintering process. The melting point of NdO is about
2270'C, whereby the sintering temperature is below

Fig.l: Transmission electron micrograph and X-ray 1100'C. Oxide impurities and other inclusions may

spectrum of a NdzFeB3-grain containing a high origine from impurities of the starting material.

density of dislocations. A is a hardmagnetic Actually, we frequently detected besides the oxides in

2:14:1 grain, different magnets also Nd-chlorides (fig.4) such as
NdCla, Nd-chlorate and Nd(OH)2Cl and iron-phosphate-
sulfate phases up to several microns in diameter.

It should be mentioned that most of the Nd-rich phases
occur in the ferm of metastable phases with unknown
chemical composition and crystal structure. The ex-

perimental observation of Nd-rich phases cannot be
explained by the previous estimate of the volume frac-
tioas of different phases. So far, Fe-rich phases of
the type (Nb,No)Fes [121 and close to NbFeB4 we only
detected in niobium-containing magnets. Optical metal-
lographic investigations show large grains of phase (B)
113]. As shown in fig.3 spherical precipitates with a

S composition close to (1+f):4:4 are detected within the
2:14:1-grains. it is difficult to determine the volume
fraction of phase (B) experimentally, but the calcula-

tad value of vB - 0.07 seems to be too small.

.During sntering a liquid Nd-ricb phase is formed in
Nd-Fe-B compacts. The densification is probably due to
the heavy alloy liquid phase sintering mechanism and is

- accelerated by the presence of vacant iron and boron
lattice sites. Interdiffusion between phases and the
capillary pressure is responsible for the movement and
dist. ibution of the liquid phase. Our investigations
show that each individual magnet contains a variety of

Fig.2: An individual Nd-ricb grain C is linked by a grain boundary structures with different thickness and
sintering neck to the hardmagnetic grain A. The completeness. A high amount of grain boundaries does
composition of C (Nd:Fe-4.4:l) is close to the not show any intergranular phase at all. Besides the
ternary eutectic E2 (11]. presence of boron vacancies also a high concentration

of iron vacancies in 2:14:1-grains especially near

t
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daries. whereby a high concentration of iron and boron
vacancies is demanded. From metallurgical reasons the
liquid phase between the 2:14:1 grains has to be a Nd-
rich phase with probably a high amount of oxygen. The
nucleation of reversed dosains primary determines the
coercivity mechaniam of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets. The
expansion of reversed domain-nuclei is hindered by the
existence of a continuous non-magnetic Nd-0 rich inter-
granular phase. The coercive force is proportional to
the uniformity and completeness of the intergranular
phase in the magnet.
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Summary

As result of our analytical electron microscopic inve-
stigations of a series of more than 20 sintered Nd-Fe-B
magnets several, probably metastable. MS-rich phases
are formed during the sintering and post-sistering
treatments. Interdiffusion takes place hy lattice and
surface diffusion processes especi'ly near grain boun-
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TABLE IB

INTRINSIC COERCIVITY OF Dy203-DOPED NdIsF0 7 7BO AS
A FUNCTION OF POST-SINTERING HEAT TREATMENT
ALL SAMPLUS WE DOPED WITH 4 WM% Dy20 AND SINTIURED AT 1070°C FOR I HOUR)

POsT41fltImO HEh TIIMINT

SMPLE TH(c) 'K. 0 6)
4 9002

640 4 17.000
2 90 2

590 4 17,500

3 900 2
570 45,400

4 900 2
630 4 46,300

5 900

670 1 17,000
6 900O

550 q 14,600

7 90 2
600 4 46,200

6 900O
610 1 16,900

9 900
590 15,200

40 90o 2
620 45,600

TABLE M

CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF A Dy-ALLOYED AND A
DY203-DOPED Nd1 sFe 77B8 SINTERED MAGNETS

ELEMENTS (wt%)

Sample It (0.) Nd Dy Fe B 02

Dy-ALLOYED 15,000 27.7 3.13 70.0 1.36 0.5

DyV2O-DOPED 17,500 29.8 3.51 65.2 1.22 1.2
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Metallurgical Factors Determining the Coercivity of
Nd-Fe-B Magnets

Josef Fidler* and Peter Skalicky

Institut Cur Angewandte und Technische Physik, Technische Universit~t Wien, Karlsplatz 13,
A-1040 Wien, Austria

Abstract. In Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets a high magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy of the hardmagnetic phase is necessary for a high
intrinsic coercivity. In fact, metallurgical parameters (distribution of
phases, chemical composition and crystal structures of phases) and
processing parameters (alloy preparation, size and shape of particles.
sintering and annealing treatments) determine the value of the coercive
force of each sintered Nd-Fe-B magnet. Our analytical electron micro-
scope study shows that "melt-spun" and sintered Nd-Fe-B based
magnets contain more or less a distribution of nucleation centres for
reversed domains, such as iron-rich phases and a-iron precipitates
within the hardmagnetic 2: 14:1-grains. A continuous non-magnetic
layer phase between the hardmagnetic 2:14:1-grains increases the
expansion field of reversed domains and increase the coercivity. In
"melt-spun" magnets the contribution of the pinning of magnetic
domain walls becomes effective during the magnetization reversal
process.

Key words: permanent magnets, electron microscopy, coercivity.

The hardmagnetic properties of permanent magnets based on Nd-Fe-B are
controlled by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the hardmagnetic phase
and by metallurgical factors, such as the nominal composition of the
starting alloy, purity, particle size distribution, grain size and precipitates.
The nature of the raw material and processing parameters, such as
quenching rates, sintering and annealing conditions, have a major effect on
the final hardmagnetic properties. Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets
exhibit outstanding magnetic energy density products at room temperature
but due to the low coercivity at elevated temperatures and, therefore, the
low operating temperature this potential permanent magnetic material has

To whom correspondence should be addressed
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not yet become a replacement for the SmCo 1 : 5 and SmCo 2: 17 perma-
nent magnets [1, 2]. In principle there are two different types of magnets
based on a nominal composition of the starting alloy close to
Ndl5-Fe77-B8: The "magnequench" magnets, prepared by rapidly
quenching and new compacting techniques [3], and the sintered magnets,
prepared by conventional powdermetallurgical techniques [4]. Much
progress in our understanding of the reasons for coercivity has been
achieved since 1983, when Nd-Fe-B magnets were discovered, by studying
the magnetic properties and by the examination of the microstructure. In
sintered and "magnequench" Nd-Fe-B magnets a multiphase micro-
structure is found [5, 6]. Optical metallography, microprobe analysis and
tiansmission electron microscopy together with STEM X-ray microanalysis
have so far widely been used to identify the multiphase structure of
Nd-Fe-B based magnets [5-291. The purpose of this paper is to show the
progress in understanding the microstructure and coercivity mechanism of
Nd-Fe-B based magnets during the last two years.

Experimental

The magnets investigated were commercial grade magnets in peak aged
condition of the general nominal composition Nd15-Fe77-B8, but prepared
under different conditions and partly containing small amounts (< 1 wt.%)
of dysprosium, aluminium, niobium, zirconium and magnesium, respec-
tively. The intrinsic coercivities of these magnets ranged from 300 kA/m to
4000 kA/m. The magnets were produced by various producers under
different processing and post-sintering heat treatment conditions. A series
of more than 20 sintered magnets, supplied by Hitachi Met., Shin-Etsu
Chem. Comp. and Sumitomo Spec. Met., Japan, CISRI Beijing, China,
Crucible Materials and Unocal, USA, was studied by means of optical
metallography, microprobe analysis and transmission electron microscopy
together with STEM X-ray microanalysis in order to identify the multiphase
microstructure. Thin slices perpendicular to the magnetic alignment
direction were cut from each of the demagnetized magnets. The specimens
were thinned for TEM by electropolishing using a perchloric acid-methanol
solution. Ion milling was used only for cleaning the surfaces from contami-
nation in order to avoid ion beam damage. Scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) X-ray microanalysis was performed on a JEOL 200 CX
analytical microscope fitted with a LaB6 filament and an EDAX high take
off angle energy dispersive X-ray analyzer. A beryllium double tilt
specimen stage was used to reduce the background intensities. All X-ray
spectra were taken under [0001]-orientation of the specimens and were
analyzed using the EDAX 9100 quantitative software program for these
samples.

Results and Discussion

The analytical electron microscope investigation of Nd-Fe-B based magnets
revealed in all of the peak aged magnets the same multiphase micro-
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Fig. 1. Transmission electron micrograph of a slightly underquenched "melt-spun" Nd-Fe-B
magnet
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structure with three categories of phases [5]. Besides the hardmagnetic
Nd,Fe14B boride phase (A) also grains with a composition
Ndl,,:,Fe4B4-phase (B) and Nd-rich phases (C) preferentially at grain-
boundary junctions and extending to grain boundaries are detected by
optical metallography and microprobe analysis. Grain size and grain size
distribution are important criteria for the intrinsic coercivity of the final
magnet.

"Melt-Spun " Magnets

The average grain size of magnets derived from rapidly solidified ribbons
(about 50 nm) is approximately 100-300 times smaller than the one of
sintered magnets (5-15 lrm). Fig. 1 shows a transmission electron micro-
graph of a slightly underquenched "melt-spun" magnet. The uniform
microstructure consists only of hardmagnetic grains, partly separated by a
thin layer of a Nd-rich phase [6]. Melt-spun materials with maximum prop-
erties do not contain grains of phase (B), individual Nd-rich precipitates
[30] or NdO3-inclusions. The nominal composition of the starting material
and the quenching rate are important criteria for the precipitation of a-iron
and Nd-rich phases within Nd 2Fe14B-grains. The electron micrographs of
Fig. 2 a and b show small a-iron precipitates with diameters of < 5 nm
(black dotty background) and Nd-rich precipitates, respectively, of an
underquenched melt-spun material. In the darkfield image of Fig. 2 a taken
in the reflection of the a-iron phase the precipitates clearly show up as
bright dots.

Sintered Magnets

We extensively studied the microstructure of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets by
means of analytical electron microscopy [2, 27-29]. The presence of
Fe-rich precipitates was first found in sintered magnets showing a slight
kink in the demagnetization curve, a-iron precipitates were also found in
many other sintered magnets with a nominal composition close to
Ndl5-Fe77-B8. The dark filed micrograph of Fig. 2 c shows a-Fe precipi-
tates within a hardmagnetic 2 : 14: 1-grain.

The sintering of Nd-Fe-B magnets is primarily determined by the liquid
phase type of the sintering mechanism which involves the presence of a low
melting, viscous Nd-rich eutectoid [17], and secondly by the solid state type
of sintering. During sintering the driving force for the densification of
Nd-Fe-B magnets is the capillary pressure and the surface tension. Both
surface diffusion along grain boundaries and volume diffusion also play an
important role during densification. Liquid phase sintering occurs most
readily when the liquid thoroughly wets the solid particles at the sintering
temperature. The liquid in the narrow channels between the particles results
in substantial capillary pressure. The particle size, sintering temperature
and time, the uniformity of particle packing, the particle shape and the
particle size distribution are extremely important parameters. Fine particle
size powder can be sintered more rapidly and at lower temperature than

I.%t
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PIS b

nm

Fig. 2. Electron micrographs showing a-iron precipitates in a "melt-spun" and c sintered
magnets and b dislocations and inclusions in an underquenched "melt-spun" material
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coarser powder. If particle packing is not uniform in the pressed ,,green"
compact, it will be difficult to avoid porosity during sintering. The scanning
electron micrograph of Fig. 3 a shows the formation of agglomerates of
irregular shaped particles with different size, which is a common source of
nonuniformity of the powder. The schematic drawing of Fig. 3 c shows the
difference between particles, individual grains and agglomerates of the"green" powder. Smaller particles exhibit a higher driving force for densifi-cation (higher capillary pressure and higher surface energy) than coarser
particles. The rate of liquid phase sintering is strongly affected by the
sintering temperature. A small increase in temperature results in a
substantial increase in the amount of liquid present, but on the other hand,
this increase causes an excessive grain growth, which deteriorates the
magnetic hardness. The transmission electron micrograph of Fig. 3 b shows
various grains of a sintered magnet. Grains appearing dark in electron
micrographs and marked by arrows in Fig. 3 b, were characterized as
Nd-rich phases [29]. It is obvious that the pores in the "green" compact are
filled by Nd-rich grains after sintering. Depending on the cooling rate and
post-sintering heat treatments various Nd-rich phases (C) occur in the final
magnet. This is in good agreement with our analytical electron microscopic
investigations which show that the Nd-rich phase (C) can be divided into at
least four subtypes with different chemical compositions [29]. According to
the ternary Nd-Fe-B phase diagram [17, 31, 321 we detected the NdFeB,
phase, ternary eutectic phases and other Nd-rich phases in sintered magnets
[29]. Three different forms of Nd-rich phases including NdO 3-inclusions
are found by means of transmission electron microscopy. Firstly in the
shape of grains with diameters up to several microns embedded between
hardmagnetic 2: 14:1-grains. Secondly, as intergranular phases at grain
junctions and extending to grain boundaries. Thirdly, in the form of
randomly distributed precipitates with diameters up to 500 nm within the
2: 14: 1-grains.

Since an agglomeration of several particles is always observed (Fig. 3 a),
it can be shown that some of the larger particles also contain individual
grains. In this case two types of grain boundaries will be formed after
sintering (Fig. 3 d). In the first case, grain boundaries (GB1), separating
particles will exhibit a Nd-rich layer phase between the grains, whereas in
the second case the grain boundaries (GB2), originally separating grains
within particles will be high-angle grain boundaries with virtually no
Nd-rich layer phase. The composition and particle size of the alloyed and
blended powder mainly determines the shape and distribution of the grains
in the sintered magnet. Our investigations show that each sintered magnet
contains a variety of grain boundary structures with different thickness and
degree of completeness. A high amount of grain boundaries does not show
any intergranular phase at all [33].

The individual microstructure of each magnet is already influenced
during the alloy preparation, grinding, blending and pressing process
before sintering. For instance, the oxygen content of the sintered magnet is
proportional to the milling time and indirectly porportional to the particle
size of the powder. The microstructure of the final magnet also strongly
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C d

GD2

Fig. 3. a Scanning and b transmission electron micrographs showing agglomerates (A),
particles (P) and grains (G) before sintering and Nd-rich (C) grains (marked by arrows) after
sintering, respectively. Two different types of grain boundaries occur in sintered Nd-Fe-B
magnets

iI
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a0n

Fig.4. Transmission electron micrographs showing Nd20 1 inclusions (1), in sintered
magnets with a small grain size ( < 5 pim). In the Lorentz micrograph b the magnetic domain
structure surrounding an inclusion is shown
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depends on the purity of the raw material which was used for the prepa-
ration of the starting alloy.

Reasons for Coercivity of Nd-Fe-B Magnets

Metallurgical factors primarily control, besides the magnetocrystalline an-
isotropy of the 2 : 14: 1-phase, the intrinsic coercive field of the individual
magnet. Generally speaking. the coercive field is indirect porportional to
the grain size, and the hot ogeneity of the distribution of the Nd-rich
phases along grain boundaries can be correlated to the coercivity of the
final magnet. Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets belong to the group of "nucleation
controlled" permanent magnets [34, 35). A non-magnetic layer phase
between the hardmagnetic 2: 14: 1-grains increases the expansion field of
reversed domains and increases the coercivity.

It seems that in melt-spun magnets, besides nucleation, the pinning of
magnetic domain walls also controls the magnetization reversal process.
Individual softmagnetic precipitates, such as a-iron, extremely deteriorate
the intrinsic coercive field of magnets.

Studying sintered magnets with an extremely small g-ain size of
3--5 g±m, but with a high coercivity of iHc> 2000 kA/m we found a high
amount of hex. NdO 3 inclusions within the 2: 14: 1-grains (Fig. 4 a). Finely
dispersed inclusions act as an obstacle for the migration of grain boundaries
and grain growth during sintering. The Lorentz electron micrograph of
Fig. 4 b shows the magnetic domain structure surrounding a non-magnetic
NdO-inclusion in the demagnetized state.

During the last two years attempts were made to increase the coercivity
by adding small amounts of elements, such as Al, Nb, Zr, Mo, Si, Mg, Ga,
etc. Since the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is not affected by these addi-
tions there must be an influence on the microstructure of the magnet. If the
addition is less than appoximately 1 wt%, the elements are mostly homo-
geneously distributed in all phases and possibly influence the magnetic
properties of softmagnetic precipitates. Under certain conditions (i.e. heat
treatment) the Nd-rich phase (C) and therefore the grain boundary layer
phase gets enriched by the dopant. This depends also on the type of
dotation, whether during the alloying or during blending [361. The effect of
various alloying elements on coercivity strongly depends on the processing
conditions of the individual magnet. Recently Tokunga et al. [371 reported
on a magnet with nominally containing seven (!) elements (Nd-Dy-Fe-Co-
B-Nb-Ga) showing a reasonably high coercivity and remanence. From our
electron microscope investigation we assume that each individual, sintered
Nd-Fe-B based magnet contains a distribution of nucleation centres for
reversed domains. For a better understanding of the coercivity mechanism
of Nd-Fe-B magnets further microstructural investigations have to be made.
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THE ROLE OF THE MICROSTRUCTURE ON THE COERCIVITY OF
ND-FE-B SINTERED MAGNETS

Josef Fidler

Institut ffir Angewandte Physik, TU Wien, Vienna, Austria

ABSTRACT

Besides the magnetocrystalline anisotropy also the micro-
structural parameters determine the coercive force of the sinter-
ed magnets. Measurements of magnetic parameters, such as crystal
anisotropy, magnetization etc. do not explain quantitatively the
dependence of the intrinsic coercivity on the grain size and heat
treatment parameters. In fact, metallurgical parameters, such as
distribution of phases, chemical composition and crystal structu-
res of phases determine the value of the coercive force of the
individual sintered magnet. Our analytical electron microscope
study revealed at least five different categories of phases in
addition to the hardmagnetic 2:14:1-phase in sintered Ndl5-Fe77-
B8 magnets. Iron-rich phases and0L-iron precipitates within the
2:14:1-grains were found in several magnets. Also other possible
nucleation sites for reversed domains were also detected inside
the grains, such as precipitates close to the composition of the
(1+j):4:4-phase. Magnets with an increased coercivity due to the
dotation by small amouts of Al, Nb, Mg, Zr, Ga and other refra-
ctory elements showed a homogeneous distribution of these ele-
ments in all phases, resulting in a change of the magnetic pro-
perties of possible nucleation centres. In several cases, the
Nd-rich phase and single precipitates are found to be enriched by
these elements. In magnets with extreme small grain sizes of 3-5
pm and threfore with coercivities up to ilc= 2000 kA/m we found a
large number of inclusions with a high melting temperature within
the 2:14:1-grains. A large volume fraction of such inclusions and
a small inclusion size (( lpm) is very effective in retarding
grain growth during the sintering process. In conclusion the more
homogeneous the composition and the distribution of the hardmag-
netic and the Nd-rich phases are, the higher will be the
coercivity.
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1. Introduction

The intrinsic magnetic coercivity of recently developed rare
earth-iron based permanent magnets is primary determined by the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the hardmagnetic phase. But in
fact, the microstructure and metallurgical parameters,
respectively, limit the magnetic coercivity of this class of
permanent magnets. Nd-Fe-B based permanent magnets exhibit
outstanding magnetic energy density products at room temperature,
but due to the low coercivity at elevated temperatures and
therefore the low operating temperature this potential permanent
magnetic material has not yet become a replacement for the SmCo
1:5 and SaCo 2:17 permanent magnets. Originally the coercivity of
Nd-Fe-B magnets was increased by replacing Nd with small amounts
of Dy or Tb [1,2] resulting in a higher magnetocrystalline
anisotropy but at the expense of a lower saturation
magnetization. Sintered magnets with a composition close to
Nd7DySFe77B8 exhibit intrinsic coercivities iHc a 4000 kA/m but
show only (B.H)max - 160 kJ/m3 at room temperature [3]. Since
the last RCO-Meeting in Dayton 1985 numerous suggestions have
been reported to increase the intrinsic coercivity, especially of
sintered Nd-Fe-B based magnets. In most of these cases the
coercivity could be increased by the addition of small amounts
of

* aluminium
* niobium

* magnesium
* zirconium
* gallium
* dysprosium-oxide

to magnets close to the nominal composition Ndl5-Fe77-B8. In many
cases the addition of small amounts of refractory elements did
not affect drasticly the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. The
reason for the increase of the coercivity is the influence of the
changed microstructure on the magnetic domain structure and
magnetization reversal process, respectively.

Besides the addition of small amounts of various elements,
also the post-sintering heat treatment procedure has been
modified in order to maximize the coercivity, which is very
sensitive to aging temperatures, annealing times, quenching- and
cooling rates [21.

Rare earth-iron based magnets can be divided into two
groups, the sintered magnets, prepared by conventional
powdermtallurgical techniques, and the "magnequonch" magnets,
prepared by rapidly quenching and now compacting techniques. In
sinterod and "magnequench" 3d-Fe-B magnets a multiphase
microstructure is found [41. Optical metallography, microprobe
analysis and transmission electron microscopy together with STEM
X-ray microanalysis have widely been used to identify the
multiphase structure of Nd-Fe-B based magnets so far [4-13].
Special emphasis of this tutorial lecture has been laid on the
influence of alloying parameters on the microstructure and
therefore on the coercivity of sintered Nd-Fe-B based magnets.
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2. Experimental

The material used for the microstructural investigation was
commercial grade sintered magnets with a nominal composition
close to Ndl5-Fe77-B8, but prepared under different conditions
and partly containing small amounts of dysprosium, aluminium,
niobium, zirconium and magnesium, respectively. The intrinsic
coercivities of these magnets ranged from 300 kA/m till 4000
kA/m. The magnets were produced by standard powdermetallurgical
processing techniques by various producers under different post-
sintering heat treatments. A series of more than 20 sintered
magnets, supplied by Hitachi Met., Shin-Etsu Chem.Comp. and
Sumitomo Spec.Met., Japan, CISRI Beijing, China, Crucible
Materials and Unocal, USA was studied by means of optical metal-
lograpy, microprobe analysis and transmission electron microscopy
together with STEM X-ray microanalysis in order to identify the
multiphase microstructure. Thin slices perpendicular to the
magnetic alignment direction were cut from each of the demag-
netized magnets. The specimens were thinned for TEN by electro-
polishing using a perchloric acid-methanol solution. Ion milling
was used only for cleaning the surfaces from contamination.
Scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) X-ray micro-
analysis was performed on a JEOL 200 CX analytical microscope
fitted with a LaB6 filament and an EDAX high take off angle
energy dispersive X-ray analyzer. A beryllium double tilt

B C

B 4

Fig.1: Schematic drawing of the multiphase microstructure found
in sintered 3d-Fe-B magnets.
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specimen stage was used to reduce background intensities. All
X-ray spectra were taken under [0001]-orientation of the
specimmens and were analyzed using the EDAX 9100 quantitative
software program for this samples.

3. Results

In sintered Ndl5-Fe77-B8 magnets three categories of
phases occur [4,5,13]. esides the hardmagnetic Nd2FeI4B
boride phase (A) also grains with a composition Nd(I+E)Fe4B4 -
phase (B) and Nd-rich phases (C) preferentially at grain
boundary junctions and extending to grain boundaries are
detected by optical metallography and microprobe analysis. Figure
1 shows a schematic drawing of the microstructure obtained in
most of the sintered magnets. Irregular shaped grains with
different grain sizes are separated by grain boundaries which
only partly contain a Nd-rich phase (C). Within the hardmagnetic
grains there is always a special amount of randomly distributed
precipitates and inclusions, respectively, with diameters up to
0.5 Um. In some of the magnets, especially in the ones which show
a kink in the demagnetization curve a high amount of Fe-rich
phases (D) and V- Fe precipitates (S) are found. Actually , we
frequently detected mostly in a large number of production grade
magnets large inclusions up to several microns in size of "exotic
phases" (F) such as Nd-chlorides, NdCl2, Nd-chlorate and
Nd(OH)2C1 and iron -phosphate-sulfate phases (13]. Table 1
summarizes the phases detected in Nd-Fe-B based sintered magnets
by means of analytical transmission electron microscopy.

Table 1: PHASES IN SINTERED ND-FE-B MAGNETS
DETECTED BY ANALYTICAL STEM

(A) HARDNAGNETIC BORIDE (2:14:11 different grain size

different orientation

(B) BORON-rich 1(i+ ):4:41 big grains, precipitates

(C) NEODYMIUM-rich grains, precipitates, grain boundary layer
(Cl) Nd:Fe (at%)- 1 : 1.2-1.4
(C2) 1 : 2.0-2.3
(C3) 1 : 3.5-4.4
(C4) > 1 : 7

NEODYIU-OXID grains, inclusions

(D) IRON-rich precipitates

(E) 0 - IRON

(F) "EXOTIC PHASES" grains, inclusions
(Fl) Nd - Cl
(F2) Nd - P - S

3. S



Hardmagnetic 2:14:1 phase (A)
Due to the multiphase microstructure only the hardmagnetic
2:14:1-phase (A) contributes to the magnetic properties of the
magnet. The volume fraction of this phase determines the
remanence and therefore the maximum energy density product of the
magnet. Using transmission electron microscopy together with
X-ray microanalysis precipitates with diameters up to a few
hundreds nm of phases (B), (C), (D) and (E) within the
hardmagnetic 2:14:1 grains have been identified. Our microscopic
investigations did not reveal any significant evidence of other
crytal lattice defects besides the precipitates and inclusions
within the hardmagnetic grains (fig.2). Determining the Fe/Nd -
ratios revealed that most of the additions (Al, Nb, Zr, etc.) are
partly replacing the Fe-sites in the 2:14:1-grains. In production
grade magnets this was also found for silicon. It should also be
mentioned that the misorientation between alignment direction and
c-axis of the individual grains is found by electron diffraction
in the order of 100, which is in good agreement with values
measured by x-ray diffraction [5]. Moreover our analytical
investigations revealed a distribution of different Fe:Nd-ratios
in 2:14:1-grains even in the same magnet material [131.

200hm1 -

Fig.2: Lorentz electron micrograph showing boron-rich (B) and
neodymium-rich precipitates together with magnetic
domain walls within a hardmagnetic grain.
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(1+0j:4:4-phase (B)
Transmission electron micrographs of grains of phase(B) show a
high defect density of dislocations and planar defects especially
in larger grains up to 15 pm (fig.3). Phase (B) occurs in the
form of individual grains as well as in the form of incoherent
precipitates within 2:14:1-grains (fig.2) We have a strong
evidence that phase (B) occurs in different metastable modi-
fications in sintered magnets and is still under certain con-
ditions ferromagnetic at room temperature which is in contrary to
measurements of the Curie temperature of (i+C):4:4- crystalline
material [14,15]. The heavily faulted phase (B) mostly differs in
the chemical composition especially in the content of other
elements, such as silicon, aluminium, zirconium etc.The ratio of
the Fe- to the Nd-concentration (in ate) was found to be in the
range 3.6 to 3.9. By means of high resolution electron microscopy
and elctron diffraction, crystal lattice periodicities of 0.4 nm,
4.8 nm and 14.5 nm were found [16].This is the reason why the
density and the type of the modification of the (B) phase within
the 2:14:1-grains could be a contribution in limiting the
coercivity. The nucleation of reversed domains can easily take
place at such ferromagnetic precipitates. The defocused Lorentz
electron micrograph of fig.1 shows a magnetic domain structure.
Domain walls are visible as bright and dark lines. In one of the
(1+E):4:4-phase domain walls also occur within the precipitate.

Fig.3: High resolution electron nicrograph showing faulted
regions within a (1+t):4:4-grain.



Nd-rich phases (C)
Another result of our analytical electron microscopic investi-
gations (13] is the fact that the Nd-rich phase (C) can be
divided into at least four subtypes with different chemical
composition. From the characterization of more than 100 Nd-rich
(C)-phases, the following various Nd-rich subtypes with different
Fe:Nd-ratios were found:

(a) 1 1.2-1.4
(b) 1 : 2.0-2.3
(c) 1 3.5-4.4
(d) > 1 : 7

According to the ternary phase diagrams by Y. Matsuura et al.
[17], G. Schneider et al. (18] and D.S. Tsai et al. [19] we
detected the Nd2FeB3 phase, ternary eutectic phases and other
Nd-rich phases, whereby some of them could not yet be exactly
identified. Three different forms of Nd-rich phases are found by
transmission electron microscopy (fig.4). First in the shape of
grains with diameters up to several microns embedded between
hardmagnetic 2:14:1-grains. Second ,as intergranular phases at
grain junctions and extending to grain boundaries. Third, in the
form of randomly distributed precipitates with diameters up to
500 run within the
2:14:1-grains.

X-ray microprobe analysis of large Nd-rich particles show a
high oxygen content and electron diffraction pqterns can partly
be indexed by the hexagonal Nd203 crystal structure. Especially
the randomly distributed Nd-rich precipitates within the 2:14:1-
grains were identified as hex. Nd203-inclusions, which were
already formed before the sintering process. The melting point
of Nd203 is about.2270oC, whereby the sintering temperature is below
11000C. Oxide impurities and other inclusions may origine from
impurities of the starting material. It should be mentioned that
most of the Nd-rich phases occur in the form of metastable phases
with unknown chemical composition and crystal structure and it
must be assumed that oxygen plays an important role in these
Nd-rich phases.

Iron-rich phases (D) and (E)
The presence of Fe-rich precipitates was first found in
Nb-containing Ndl5-Fe77-8 magnets. The microstructure of such
magnets was found to be similar to that of the ternary magnets,
but with the addition of two Nb containing phases which we found
inside grains of the hard magnetic phase [20]. The larger
precipitates were identified by electron diffraction and X-ray
microanalysis as Laves phase NbFe2. The absence of domain walls
within this phase suggest that it is probably non-ferromagnetic
but the relatively large size of these inclusions, of the order
of several microns, means they would not form sites for domain
wall pinning. However we also found smaller Nb-containing
precipitates of the size up to 50 am which could produce domain
wall pinning. If these precipitates do produce strong pinning
then their presence would explain the enhanced coercivity of the
Nb-containig magnet.
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Fig.d: Electron micrographs showing a 34-rich grain (a),
separated by two grain boundaries 01 from hardmagnetic
grains with a high dislocation density inside. and box.
Xd203-inclusions in a high coercivty magnet with a small

grain size.



Taking into account the nominal composition Ndl5-Fe77-B8 and
considering the values of the volume fractions of phases (A), (B)
and (C) [5], it is evident that in sintered magnets Fe-rich
phases or pure iron precipitates have to be formed, which is also
in agreement with M8sbauer measurements of sintered Nd-Fe-B
magnets (21]. The electron micrographs of fig.5 show c-Fe
precipitates within a hardnagnetic grain. Special care has to be
taken in order to study the iron precipitation. Sample
preparation, especially long ion-milling and extended electron
bombardment under observation in the microscope, may origine the
formation of hex. Nd203 and iron-rich regions within the
2:14:1-grains (10].

Fig.5: Bright field electron micrograph and electron diffraction
pattern showing a high density of O(-Fe precipitation
within a 2:14:1-grain of a magnet showing a slight kink
in the demagnetization curve.

Exotic phases (F)
In most of the Md-chlorine phases a high density of dislocations
was found (fig.6). The role of these phases on the coercivity has
not yet been fully clarified, since the magnetic properties and
crystallographic properties of these partly motastable phases are
unknown. These inclusions nay origine from impurities of the
starting material.
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Fig.6: Electron micrograph and X-ray spectrum of a large Nd-Cl
phase containing dislocations

Grain boundary regions
Our investigations do not agree with other electron microscopic
investigations showing a new, so called "bcc" phase" near grain
boundary regions and we do not agree with their conclusions upon
the coercivity mechanism [22,23]. Scanning electron microscope
micrographs of pressed powders show irregular shaped particles
with different particle sizes (fig.7). The agglomeration of
several particles is always observed. It can be shown that larger
particles contain individual grains. In this case two types of
grain boundaries will be formed after sintering. In the first
case, grain boundaries, separating particles will exhibit a
Nd-rich layer phase between the grains, whereas in the second
case the grain boundaries, originally separating grains within
particles will be high-angle grain boundaries with more or less
no Nd-rich layer phase. The composition and particle size of the
alloyed and blended powder mainly determines the shape and
distribution of the grains in the sinterd magnet.

Our investigations show that each individual magnet
contains a variety of grain boundary structures with different
thickness and degree of completeness. A high amount of grain
boundaries does not show any intergranular phase at all. The high
resolution electron micrograph of fig.8 shows a 37O-high angle
grain boundary of a magnet with iHc-1500 kA/m without a grain
boundary layer phase.
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Fig.7: Scanning electron micrograph showing the irregular shaped
particles of a green compact, before sintering.

As result of X-ray microanalysis we found a gradient of the
concentration from the centre of a hardmagnetic grain in
direction to the grain boundary. The ratio of the doped elements
(Dy, Al, Nb) and silicon to iron is higher in regions near grain
boundaries than in the middle of grains. Chen et al. found by
nanoprobe x-ray microanalysis an enrichment of Al within the
Nd-rich grain boundary layer (243. Dysprosium additions increase
the coercivity, because of the higher magnetocrystalline ani-
sotropy of the hardmagnetic phase (A). The type of the Dy-
dotation (as Dy-metal or Dy-oxide) (25] and the post-sintering
heat treatment strongly influence the final coercive force. This
effect can be explained by the change of the composition of the
(NdDy)-rich grain boundary phase leading to a magnetocrystalline
"surface hardening" of the hardmagnetic grains in oxide doped
magnets (261.
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Fig.8: Lattice fring image showing a 370 high-angle grain
boundary with no Nd-rich layer phase between the
2:14:1-grains

4. Discussion

Our microstructural investigations have shown that the
microstructure of sintered Nd-Fe-S magnets is more complicated
than the one of single phase SmCol:5 magnets, which is also a
typical example for a "nucleation controlled" magnet. The
individual microstructure of each magnet is already influenced
during the alloy preparation, grinding, blending and pressing
process before sintering. For instance the oxygen content of the
sintered magnet also depends on the milling time and therefore on
the particle size of the powder. The microstructure of the final
magnet also strongly depends on the purity of the raw material
which was used for the preparation. Thus, the microstructure of
"laboratory" grade magnets differs from "commercial" grade
magnets. In fact metallurgical and processing factors,such as

* AVERAGE PARTICLE SIZE
* PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
* PARTICLE SHAPE
* PARTICLE SURFACE (OXIDATION)
* PARTICLE CHEMISTRY AND STRUCTURE

* GRAIN SIZE, MISORENTATION & TEXTURE
* DISTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITION OF PHASES
* GRAIN-BOUNDARY LAYERPEASE

* ANNEALING PARAMETERS (teip., time, cooling rate)
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primary control , besides the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
the 2:14:1-phase, the intrinsic coercive field of the individual
magnet. Generally speaking, the coercive field is indirect
proportional to the grain size, and the homogeneity of the
distribution of the Nd-rich phases along grain boundaries can be
correlated to the coercivity of the final magnet. This is also
the reason of the fact why different post-sin ering heat
treatments have an influence on the coercivity. The more
homogeneous the composition and the distribution of the Nd-rich
phases (C) in the magnet are, the higher will be the coercivity
of the sintered magnet. A non-magnetic layer phase between the
hard magnetic 2:14:1-grains increases the expansion field of
reversed domains and increases the coercivity.

As result of the study of the microstructure of a magnet
with an extreme small grain size of 3-5 pm and a coercivity of
iHc= 2000 kA/m we found a high amount of hex. Nd203 inclusions
within 2:14:1-grains ifig.4.b). The problem of migration of grain
boundaries and grain growth during sintering of rare earth
permanent magnets is well known and the presence of finely
dispersed inclusions can act as obstacle for such processes. A
given volume fraction of inclusions is much more effective in
retarding grain growth when the particles are very small (< 1
Pm).

There is a twofold influence of the addition of small
amounts of elements, such as Al, Nb, Zr, Mo, Si, Mg, Ga etc. on
the microstructure. First, if the amount of addition is less than
approximately 1 wt%, the elements are mostly homogeneously dis-
tributed in all phases (A), (B) and (C), but might influence the
magnetic properties of the softmagnetic precipitates, especially
of phase (B) within the hardmagnetic grain interior. Under
certain conditions (i.e. heat treatment) phase (C) and therefore
the grain boundary layer phase gets enriched by the dopant. This
depends also on the type of dotation, whether during alloying or
during blending. On the other hand, if the amount of addition
exceeds a critical value, individual grains of new phases are
formed, such as A113Nd23Fe64 [10] or NbFe2 (20]. Between these
extreme cases there is also the possibility for the formation of
precipitates. The influence of such precipitates on the
magnetization reversal and therfore on the coercive force is not
yet clear. Attempts to find a textured precipitation structure
within the hardmagnetic phase are made, thus the pinning force
for magnetic domain walls could overcome the nucleation fields
for reversed domains within the 2:14:1-grains. in
zirconium-containing magnets needle shaped precipitates are found
by transmission electron microscopy (27).

The porosity in the "green" compacts is non-interconnected.
During sintering a liquid Nd-rich phase is formed in Md-Fe-B
compacts. The Gensification is probably due to the heavy alloy
liquid phase sintering mechanism and is accelerated by the
presence of vacant iron and boron lattice sites. Interdiffusion
between phases and the capillary pressure is responsible for the
movement and distribution of the liquid phase.
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Interdif fusion. takes place by lattice and surface diffusion
processes especially near grain boundaries, whereby a high
concentration of iron and boron vacancies is demanded. From
metallurgical reasons the liquid phase between the 2:!4:1 grains
has to be a Nd-rich phase with a high amount of oxygen.

The nucleation of reversed domains primary determines the
coercivity mechanism of sintered Nd-Fe-I magnets. From our
electron microscope investigation we assume that sintered Nd-Fe-B
based magnets contain a distribution of nucleation centres, such
as precipitates of type (B), (D) or (K), for reversed domains
within the harduagnetic 2:14:1-grains. The expansion of reversed
domain-nuclei is hindered by the existence of a continuous
non-magnetic Nd-0 rich intergranular phase, separating the
hardzuagnetic grains. For a better understanding of the coercivity
mechanism of Nd-Fe-B magnets further microstructural
investigations have to be made.
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Abstract:
We have extensively studied the microstructure condition and the magnetic properties are as
of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets by means of follows: Br=12.1 kG, ilc=13.6 kOe,
analytical electron microscopy. The presence (B.H)...=34.8 MGOe and squareness=95.1.
of Fe-rich precipitates was first found in The hysteresis curve (fig.l) clearly shows a
magnets showing a small kink in the slight kink in the demagnetising curves. In
demagnetization curve, which is an evidence addition to this magnet material we also
for soft magnetic nucleation centres for studied commercial grade Nd-Fe-B sintered
reversed magnetic domains within the magnet. magnets with intrinsic coercivities in the
a-iron precipitates ocurred outside as well as range between 8 and 12 kOe for the presence of
within the hard magnetic 2:14:1 grains and iron precipitation.
were also found in other commercial grade The specimens were thinned for TEM by
magnets with a nominal composition close to electropolishing using a 17% perchloric acid /
Ndl5-Fe77-BB. 83% methanol electrolyte. Ion milling was used

only for cleaning the surfaces from conta-
mination. Scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) X-ray microanalysis was per-

Introduction formed on a JEOL 200 CX analytical microscope
equipped with a LaB6 filament and an EDAX
high take off angle energy dispersive X-ray

The coercivity of rare-earth iron based analyzer. A beryllium double tilt specimen
permanent magnet materials is determined by stage was used to reduce background inten-
the high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the sities.
hard magnetic boride phase REzFeiqB
C1]. The nucleation of reversed domains at
regions with low magnetocrystalline anisotropy
is the reason why the theoretical coercive Results and Discussion
forces are not obtained in practice in Nd-Fe-B
sintered magnets. This type of magnet usually The analytical electron microscope investi-
contains a multiphase microstructure. The gation of Nd-Fe-B based magnets revealed in
intrinsic nucleation of reversed magnetic all of the peak aged sintered magnets the same
domains in Nd-Fe-B magnets has already been multiphase microstructuxe with three cate-
treated theoretically including the effect of gories of phases (4,5]. Beside the hard-
second order anisotropy constant and oblique magnetic NdzFe14B boride phase (A)
applied magnetic fields on the nucleation also grains with a composition
field of uniaxial single domain particles (2]. Nd(I.)Fe4 B4 - phase (B) and
Besides the theoretical models and magnetic Nd-rich phases (C) preferentially at grain
measurements [3], microstructural studies are boundary junctions and extending to grain
also necessary for the understanding of the boundaries were detected. Grain size and grain
coercivity mechanisms and magnetization size distribution are important criteria for
reversal in sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets. Although the intrinsic coercivity of the final magnet.
optical metallography, microprobe analysis and The presence of Fe-rich precipitates was
transmission electron microscopy together with first detected in Nb-containing Ndl5-Fe77-B8
STEM X-ray microanalysis have widely been used magnets. The microstructure of such magnets
to identify the multiphase structure of was found to be similar to that of the ternary
Nd-Fe-B based magnets so far [4-28], no magnets, but with the addition of two Nb con-
electron microscopic characterization of taining phases which we found inside grains of
softmagnetic precipitates or inclusions in the hard magnetic phase (28]. The larger pre-
Nd-Fe-B magnets has been reported so far. The cipitates were identified by electron dif-
purpose of this study is to identify soft- fraction and X-ray microanalysis as Laves
magnetic centres for reversed domains within phase NbFe:.
Nd-Fe-B based sintered permanent magnets. Taking into account the nominal composition

Ndl5-Fe77-B8 and considering the values of the
volume fractions of phases (A), (B) and (C)

Experimental [4], it is evident that in sintered magnets
Fe-rich phases or pure iron precipitates have

The magnet which was primarily investigated to be formed, which is also in agreement with
in this study was fabricated by conventional NMssbauer measurements of sintered Nd-Fe-B
powder metallurgical processing technique, magnets (30]. Special care has to be taken in
using a powder which was prepared by the cal- order to study the iron precipitation. Sample
ciothermic Co-reduction process (29]. The preparation, especially long ion-milling and
composition of the alloy was close to extended electron bombardment under obser-
NdisFeisBeAli. After vation ii the microscope may cause the
pulverization using jet milling the pressed formation of hex. NdtO and
compact was sintered at 1070oC and then heated iron-rich regions within the 2:14:1-grains
at 6200C. The studied magnet was in peak aged (25].

001-9464/ /03,1951IS0.O0© I98 IEEE 5i
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I In order to detect iron precipitates we diffraction image shows a .cc. ring pattern
Started with a magnet material showing a with some degree of texture. In the corres-
slight kink in the demagnetizing curve ponding X-ray spectrum only FeKA and FeKB
(fig.1). This is an evidence for a high peaks are visible. The interior of this iron

phase is heavily faulted and contains a high
density of dislocations. Second, iron pre-

M [ ] cipitation is found within individual
2:14:1-grains. The bright field (fig.3a) and
dark field (fig.3c) electron micrographs of

tsuch a grain show precipitates with diameters
up to 10 nm. The electron diffraction pattern
(fig.3b) shows overlapping diffraction spots
of the hardmagnetic phase and the b.c.c. ring

6 pattern of the precipitates. In the dark field
image (fig.3c), taken with the [011]-reflexion

4of the iron phase, the precipitates are

[kel 1i 12 11 1 6 4 2 -

Fig.l: Hysteresis curve of a sintered Nd-Fe-B
magnet containing softmagnetic iron
precipitates .

density of softmagnetic nucleation sites for Q
reversed domains occuring in the magnet. Mean-
while we also detect iron precipitation in
commercial grade Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets.
Three different forms of a-iron precipitation
in sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets were observed.
First, we detected separated a-iron regions
outside of 2:14:1-grains with diameters less
than 1 pm, as shown in fig.2. The electron

* Fig.3: Bright (a) and dark (c) field electron
micrographs showing a-iron precipitates
within a hardmagnetic 2:14:1-grain.

bright. Besides the hardmagnetic grain A also
a neighbouring Nd-rich grain C is visible in
fig.3. Third, we found individual
2:14:1-grains with a high density of iron
precipitation, as shown in fig.4. In the
two-beam case at the exact Bragg condition a

-! very strong contrast of these precipitates is
observed. The reason for that a* probably the
homogeneous deformation strains of the mis-

- ". fitting precipitates. The exact nature of thisFig.2: Transmission electron micrographs and type of precipitation is not yet clear and isassociated X-ray spectrum showing a still under investigation.
bright field image and diffraction
pattern of an iron precipitate outside
of hardmagnetic grains.

___________________________
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Electron microscopy in the development of new magnetic materials
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ABSTRACT: Electron microscopic techniques including the observation of
magnetic domains have become more important for the characterization of
soft and hard magnetic materials in both, university and manufacturer
laboratories. For the development of new magnetic materials the know-
ledge of the interaction between the magnetic domain structure and the
microstructure is important for a better understanding of the magnetic
properties. In newly developed permanent magnets with outstanding hard
magnetic properties microstructural parameters limit the coercivity of
the magnet material.

1. INTRODUCTION

A ferro- or ferrimagnetic body consists of uniformly magnetized regions,
i.e. the magnetic domains. The magnetic domains are separated from each
other by magnetic domain walls. Micromagnetic models revealed different
types of magnetic domain walls (Hubert 1974). New transmission electron
microscopic techniques were developed in order to study the macnetization
QistiiDution and the domain wall character in detail and the existence of
asymmetric domain walls was proved (Zepper and Hubert 1976). Using these
techniques, the character and thickness of a domain wall can accurately be
determined. The size and shape of the magnetic domains are determined by
the total free energy (magnetic stray field energy plus domain wall en-
ergy) and depend on the magnetic properties (magnetization, magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy and magnetostriction) and on the geometry of the
magnet. The mobility of domain walls in an external magnetic field deter-

e th, sh f I Lc nanetic .Ystertsis cirve. -,e inr ' ,- cce ci t
force ic, which is a characteristic parameter of the hysteresis curve,
strongly depends on the interaction force between domain walls and the
microstructure of the material. In order to improve the magnetic proper-
ties of soft magnetic materials with a low coercive force and of hard
magnetic materials with a high coercive force investigations of the micro-
structure and the domain structure are necessary.

Electron microscopy is widely being used to study and characterize mag-
netic materials in both, university and manufacturer laboratories. This
paper is intended to be a brief, general introduction in this field.
Numerous articles on this topic have been published in international
journals and conference proceedings within the last years. In summary, the
typical applications of electron microscopy in the field of the develop-
ment of new magnetic materials are divided into three categories:

(Y i



(a) Soft magnetic materials:
amorphous iron-rich materials

(b) Magnetic information-storage materials:
magnetic particles (g-Fe203, Cr02, metallic),
recording disc - materials (Co-P, Co-Ni, Co-Cr, Rare Earth-Co/Fe),
magnetooptic and bubble domain materials (amorphous Rare Earth-Co/Fe,
garnets, ortho- and hexaferrites)

(c) "Supermagnets":
Rare Earth (RE) - Co/Fe

The purpose of this paper is to briefly discuss the different electron
microscopic techniques to study magnetic materials and to show, as an
example, transmission electron microscopic results on new hard magnetic
"supermagnets", since in the light of the historical development of hard
magnetic materials the improvement of the coercivity is closely related
with a better microstructural understanding of the mechanisms leading to
higher coercive forces.

2. ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC METHODS TO STUDY MAGNETIC MATERIALS

The oldest and most commonly used techniques for magnetic domain obser-
vation are the light optical techniques. The lack of the poor spatial
resolution leads to the application of electron optical techniques for
domain and microstructural investigation. The different microscopic tech-
niques for microstructural and magnetic domain observation are listed in
Table 1. The electron optical methods (Lorentz electron microscopy) for
domain observation are based on the fact that electrons are deflected
because of the Lorentz-force of the magnetic strayfield outside the speci-
men or the magnetization inside the domains (Grundy and Tebble 1968,
Jakubovics 1964). Two types of techniques are distinguished in the case of
conventional scanning electron microscopy. The magnetic contrast is pro-

Table 1: Comparison of microscopic techniques used for microstructural and
magnetic domain investigations of magnetic materials

METHODS HICROSTRUCTURE MAGNETIC DOMAINS

Light optical Grain boundaries Bitter technique
microscope Large precipitates Kerr technique

(LOM) and inclusions Faraday technique

Scanning electron Grain boundaries Strayti io te.-iqu , il

(SEM) X-ray microanalysis Electron polarization techn.

Scanning transmission Defect analysis Double or quadrant detector
electron microscope Precipitates technique

(STEM) X-ray microanalysis

Convent. transmission Defect analysis Fresnel technique
electron microscope Precipitates Foucault technique

(CTEM) X-ray microanalysis Holographic interference techn.

Field ior ricroscope Phase analysis
(FIM)

Atom probe analysis
(AP)



duced whether by external stray fields (Type 1) or by internal magnetic
induction (Type 2). These techniques are widely used to study the surface
domain structures of magnetic recording materials and soft magnetic
materials (Wones 1987).

Differential phase contrast together with STEM is a new method for domain
observation (Chapman et al 1978, Tsuno and Inoue 1984). The advantage of
this method, where double or quadrant detectors are used, is the possibi-
lity to study the domain wall thickness very accurately. kn advantage of
conventional TEN is to identify crystal lattice defects or small precipi-
tates and the magnetic domain structure simultaneously. The magnetic con-
trast is produced whether by defocussing (Fresnel technique) or by shift-
ing the objective aperture diaphragm (Foucault technique) (Grundy and
Tebble 1968). Examples for the interaction between crystal lattice defects
and precipitates, respectively, and magnetic domain walls are shown in
Figure la. The defocussed micrograph shows besides dislocations, stacking
faults and grain boundaries the pinning of magnetic momain walls (marked
by arrows) at microtwin-boundaries in a Mn-Al-C permanent magnet material,
which was produced by an extrusion process. The interaction force and the
density of such pinning centres for magnetic domain walls determine the
coercive force. Maximum interaction between domain walls and precipitates
occur, when domain wall thickness and diameter of precipitates are com-
parable Taylor 1980a). Crystallization centres in amorphous, soft magnetic
alloys deteriorate the magnetic properties. Such an interaction in a part-
ly crystallized Fe-Ri-B ribbon is shown in Figure lb. The crystallization
and the chaage of the magnetic domain structure was studied in-situ by
heating the specimen within the electron microscope (Fidler and Skalicky1981 -

sho~~~st o a i.dofotanmgetcIFI

ig.ce defects d magnetic
domain walls (marked by arrows) in an Mn-Al-C magnet (a) and in a partly
cryrtallized, amorphous Fe-Ni-B ribbon (b).

Special care has to be taken in order to study the magnetic domain struc-



ture under controlled conditions, and the specimen has to be shielded from
the high magnetic field of the objectiv pole piece. In top-entry gonimeter
stages the specimen must be withdrawn to a position of a low magnetic
field (Valdre 1964, Taylor 1980b), and in side-entry stages shielded
objective pole pieces have to be used (Tsuno 1983). The electron optical
techniques for domain investigation, described so far, can be performed on
conventional electron microscopes after being adapted for domain observat-
ion. Such optional attachments are commercially available from electron
microscope manufacturers. Other electron optical techniques need a more
expensive and intricate instrumentation. Holographic interference electron
microscopy, together with a field emmission gun, have been used for mag-
netic domain investigation (Tonomura et al 1980). Lines according to the
direction of magnetization are directly observed as contour fringes which
overlap individual bright field micrographs. The recent development of
scanning electron microscopy with polarization analysis (SEKPA) has made
the direct observation of magnetic structures with submicron spatial reso-
lution possible (Koike and Hayakawa 1985, Unguris et al 1986). Other
microanalytical techniques based on field ion microscopy and atom probe
analysis have recently been used and were reported to analyze the dif-
ferent phases of permanent magnetic materials, such as AlNiCo-, FeCrCo-
and RE-cobalt/iron - magnets (Hftten and Haasen 1986, Hetherington et al
1986, Zhu et al 1986).

3. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF NEW "SUPERMAGNETS"

The outstanding hardmagnetic properties of permanent magnets based on
RE-Co/Fe are controlled by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the hard
magnetic phase and by metallurgical factors, such as the chemical compo-
sition, crystal structure and distribution of phases. Besides other ana-I -

11 SmLA CoKA
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Fig. 2. In sintered SmCo 1:5 (a) and Nd-Fe-B (b) magnets rare earth rich
inclusions are found which deteriorate the coercivty.
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lytical techniques, such as chemical analysis, magnetic measurements,
X-ray analysis and X-ray diffraction, dlectron microscopy is increasingly
used to characterize such materials after different steps of processing
(i.e sintering, annealing). Commercially available RE-Co/FE permanent
magnet materials can be divided into three groups. SmCo 1:5, SaCo 2:17 and
Nd-Fe-B magnets and are produced by a powder metallurgical process with
complicated post-sintering heat tratment procedures. The ideal micro-
structure if SmCo 1:5 and Nd--Fe-B magnets, in which the coercivity is con-
trolled by the nucleation field for reversed magnetic domains, consists of
aligned single-domain SmCos- and Nd2Fel4B-grains , respect-
ively. In fact, analytical electron microscopy shows inclusions and pre-
cipitates of other phases, which deteriorate the magnetic hardness (Figure
2)(Fidler 1982,1985). The distribution of these RE-rich phases, which are
magnetic in the case of SmCo 1:5 and non magnetic in the case of Nd-Fe-B,
determine the coercivity of the magnet material. The coercivity of SmCo
2:17 magnets is controlled by the pinning field of magnetic domain walls
at a continuous, cellular precipitation structure (Figure 3a) (Fidler et
al 1983, Hadjipanayis 1984, Livingston 1978, Mishra et al 1981, Rabenberg
et al 1982). In high coercivity magnets (ic > 1000 kA/m) the microstruct-
ure consists of three phases, the cell interior phase A, the cell boundary
phase B and the platelet phase C, whereby the optimum cell size for high-
est coercivity is in the order of 100 to 200 na. In contrast to this no
platelet phase is found in low coercivity magnets (ic < 800 kW/e) and
high resolution electron microscopy and electron diffraction patterns show
a high density of microtwins within the cell interior phase A and an
increased value of the c/ re 3b

Fig.. E ncrographs showingthe celular precipitation structure
of precipitation hardened SmCo 2:17 magnets (a). In low coercivity magnets
a high density of microtwins is found within the cell interior phase (b).

The Foucault micrograph of Figure 4 shows that the cellular precipitation
structure acts as attractive pinning centre for the magnetic domain walls
during the magnetization reversal.

I



Fig. 4. Magnetic domain wall pinning at the continuous precipitation
structure in SmCo 2:17 sintered magnets.
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The microstructure andl the coercivity of sintLred A], (x =0, 2.5)
permanen magnets are influenced by dhe Al concentration. In Al-containing magnets we
found a homogeneous distribution of Al in the bad magnetic phase ant! the occurrence of an
intergesnular Nd(Fe, Al)2 phase between the hard magnetic grains. Our analytical IBM study
revealed that in 'A 202 -doped" magnets the crystal structure of the Nd-rich intergrantilar
phase party changes from fcc (a = 0.52 am) to bop (a =0.39 nm. c -0.61 mm),
whereas the content of iron simultaneously decrease from 5-10 at.% to 1.5-4 at.%. A
platelet-shaped phase, embedded in the Nd-rich intergranular phase, was determined as a
NdsFe2 (B. 0), phase. The influence of the microstnacture on the coercivity in Al-doped
magnets is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION ropy decreases slightly.Y-' In the so-called -two-phaWe
The high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the Nd-Fe-B sinztered magnets the boride: phase: n is sup-

NdZFCmB phase primarily deterinesa the intrinsic co-r pressed by choosing a suitable nominal composition of the
civity of this new class of permanent magnets. It is gen- anita ' in order to decrease dhe high volume fraction of
erally agreed that die nucleation hardening mechanism is die 8nmagnetc phases.
effective in sintered magnets." The formulae describing The present study wait undertaken to determine die in-
the coercivity of sintered magnets in general contain fluence of die Al-doping on the microstructur and cnter-
micromagnetic parameters, which, however, have not been cility of two-Pae-Nduftwsla.sitere~d mant.Two
reted quantitatively 1o special microatatue so far. In "a of doping have been used:* doping of the prealloy
fact, microstructural parameters (distribution of phases, with Al or adding A10, powder to the Nd-Fe-B powder
chemical composition and crystal structures of phases, before simeuing. Changes of t intergranlar phases have
gran size distribution) and processing parameters (alloy ba fon oafc the intrinsic coercivity. The incrase
prepaation, size and sape of gains, alignment of grains, of the aerclivity is discussed in terms of the nucleation
scattering and anniealing treatments) dettermine die value of hadesilng niechamasm.
the coercive field of sintered magnets. NdiFemllB based
permanent magnets exhibit a complex, muitiphase micro- L EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
structure. Optical metailography, icroprobe analysis, and The samples investigated were optimally sintered
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) tegedier with magnets (in the peak aged condition) which were prepared
x-ray microianalysis have been used widely to identify this by the conventional powder metallurgical processing tech-
innltiphase micrustructure.'-1 In accordance with the ter- nique as described in detail by Schneider.2' The alloys
nary phase diagram of Nd-Fe-D,3N three types of phase were prepared from 99.8% pure irin, 99.9% pure neo-
are found in Ndj5 e77B, sintered magnets, the hard mag- dymium, and a ferro-boron master alloy Fe-18.SB1 wt.%.
netic Nd2Fe,,B phase (#), the boride Nd11 ,,Fe4B. phase Thie specimens were arc melted under argon and remelted
(0), and the intergranular Nd-rich phase (n). Analytical five times to ensure homogeneity. The powder processing
electron microscopic investigations have shown that several for the magnets was done in glove boxes under a purified
Nd-rich phases with different Nd/Fe ratios are found pref- argon atmosphere. The ingots were crushed to a coars
erentially at grain boundary junctions and extending alog powder and then poe~nd in a vibration ball mill. To avoid
grain boundaries in sintered magnets." 22 It is fairly well particles larger than 20 um the powder was sieved. The
known that the coercivity of Nd-Fe-B magnets is in- powder was aligned in a field of 0.5 T perpendicular to
creased by the addition of small amounts of Al, Nb, Mg, the pressing direction and was compacted with 500 MPS.
Zr, Ga, and other refraictory elements either to the prealloy The compacts were sealed in tubes of tused silica. sintered
or before sintering. The reason for the significant increse at 1060 VC for I h and annealed at 600 *C for I h. The
of the coercivity (up to 30%) is attributed to micro- magnetic properties were nieasured in a vibrating sample
structural effects, since the magnetocrystalline anisot- magnetomeater.

J. Maier. Re., Vol. 4, No. 4, JuL/Aug 1969 0 1969 Materials Research society X
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Three different types of sintered magnets were investi- TABLE 1. Nominal composition and ,nmnnsw cocrei vc field H. of dhe in-
gated by optical mnetallography and analytical TEM in order veshigaed magnets.

to identify dhe multiphase microshructure. TheC Composition Cmoiin(A
and die intrinsic coercive field H.~ of the investigated mag- Cmoiinttl
nets are listed in Table 1. In magnet NFB-AI 0.99 wt% Magnet Nd Fe B Al (hA/mi
aluminum was added to the prealloy, and in magnet NFB - ________________

A120 3 a small amount of A1203 (1.48 wt.%) was added to NFB 20 73.5 6.5 0.0 776
the powder before compacting. NFB..AI 20 71.0 6.5 2.5 1394

Thin slices were cut from the magnets parallel and NFB-A1105 20 71.2 6.5 2.3 1400

perpendicular to the alignment direction. The disks for
electron microscopy were mechanically ground and pol- microstructure of the intergranular phase in grain bound-
ished to a thickness of 100 I~tn and finally thinned by ion ary junctions anid between the bright hard magnetic gains
milling. The specimens were examined in a JEOL 20 CX (#), with grain diameters of the order of 10-20 gsm. In
scanning transmission electron microscope (SEM fite Fig. l(a) two different intergranular phases; (with differ-
with a LaB6 filament, a TRACOR NORTHERN energyr ent btightness) occur in the NFB magnet and at least three
dispersive x-ray analyzer (EDS) of high take-off angle, different phases; are found in die Al-containing magnets
and a GATAN electron energy loss spectromleter (EELS). [Fig. 1(b)]. The black, spherical inclusions shown in
A beryllium double tilt specimen stage was used to reduce Fig. I are N420O1 and are found in both the ternary NFB
background intensities. All x-ray spectra were analyzed magnet and in the Al-doped magnets.
using the quantitative software program for thin samples. Energy dispersive x-ray microanalysis taken in the

Ill. RSULTSTEMt shows a difference in the At content of the hard mag-
Ill. RSULTSnetic phase. In both the NFB-AI [Fig. 2(b)) and NFB-

The characteristic multiphase microstructsure of the A1203 magnet an adtlditionall AIKA-peak is found in the
"two phase" Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet (sample NF13) is x-ray spectra of dhe 4 phase compared with thae of the t-
shown in Fig. 1. Optical inetallography reveals a compilex nary NFB magnet [Fig. 24)).
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(a) (b)
FeKA FeKA

Nd LA NdLA

z z

z z

AIKA

a a 4 5 a 7 a a I a a 4 S 6 7 0

ENERGY Ch.V3 ENERGY CkwV3

FIG. 2. Energy dispersive x-ray specti from dhe hard magnetic Sms # of (a) dke NFB magnet and (b) die NFBI-AI magnet. Alumiount dissolves hao

the bud anetic phae in die doped rossnets NFB-Al and NFU-A1103.

Figure 3 shows a TEM micrograph of the NFB mag- embedded in the fcc Nd-rich (noI) phase, as shownt in Fig 4.
net. Besides the hard magnetic 40 gramn, two trytergramilar From t lattice fringe image of this phase a crystal lattice
phases are visible. Both of them are Nd-rich. The phase periodicity of about 1.2 nm was determined. The crystal
(Mt). with high dislocation, density. exhibits the fcc crys- structure and the crystal lattice parameters of this Al-
tal stacture with a = 0.52 am. whereas the crystal struc- containing phase ame unknown at present. The omoition
lure of the platelet-shaped phase (pl). with a tickness of of this phase is determined from the x-ray spectrum of
about 0. 1 jun and a length of about 1-5 pun, has not yet Fig. 5 as Nd(Fe. Al), Only in the NFB-Al20, magnet was
been unambiguously deternined. In addition to these two another Nd-rich phase (n2), with the becp crystal struc-
phases. a Nd(Fe. A03 phase (aI) occurs in the Al-doped tine (a - 0.39 n and c - 0.61 nm), detected by election
magnets. NFB-Al and NFB-Al 103. A similar phase was diffractio. The TE4 micrographs of Fig. 6 and the cor-
found previously by Sebrey" in Al-containing Nd-Fe.-B responding x-ray spectra of Fig. 7 show the difference
sintered magnets. The Al-containing phase is mostly found betee dhe a.I phase (fcc) and the n2 phase (hep). Besides

FIG. 3. Transmission electron inicroguapli
V showing a baud mnagnetic grain 4 and two

iaterpnuhe phase (at and p1) in die NM

J. Mate. Re., Vl. 4, No. 4, JuIAug 1909X
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FIG. 4. Transmission eledmeu MIwgraph Of

the NFB-AI magnet shouwing the NdtFe, Al)!
phase (all, embedded in the Ndrtclt initer-

a granular phase nl1. T he lattice fringe contrast
within this phase corresponds to an intCiPla-
n spacing of about 1.2 tim.

NF8/AL 91/2 01-1 NFB-A1203 magnets. According to x-ray microanalysis
(Fig. 9), no Al content was found in the platelets and the

FeKA ratio between Nd: Fe (in at.%) was determined to beal 2.5: 1. In order to determine the light element content (B
or 0) of this phase EELS investigations were carried out.

>. Preliminary results of this study show that the platelet
phase has a composition of about NdsFeO(, 0), .9 Bi-

SNdLA nary Nd2O, inclusions are randomly spread throughout the
z hard magnetic grains and intergranular grains (Fig. 1).

Figure 10 shows a TEM micrograph of such a polycrystal-
line, hexagonal Nd201-inclusion (a = 0.38 nm, c =

AIKA 0.60 nmn) with a diameter of 350 nm within the hard mag-
netic phase #, NdOf03inclusions are found with diameters
between 20 and 500 n.

0 1 2 a 4 3 a 7 0

ENERGY CkuV3 IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 5. Energy dispersive x-ray spectrum from the Nd(Fe, A% l)2 is nN 2 e 4  ae itr ant h nrni or

(altor te NF-AI tatcivity is controlled by the nucleation of reversed magnetic

domains during the magnetization reversal process. In gen-

the highly faulted nI phase the n2 phase, with only in- erl in this case the coercive field is givent by:

dividual dislocations within its interior, is visible in 2 -K,
Figs. 6(a) and (b), respectively. Figure 7 reveals a remark- H,=e- - Nfgr - M

able difference of the x-ray spectra. Phase il always M

shows a higher Fe content (>4.5 at.%) than phase n2 with
(<4.5 at.%). It should be noted that our investigations
never revealed any Al enrichment of the Nd-fich phases n I a ai - a
and n2. This result is in contrast with previously reported
data, which showed a partial enrichment of Al in the Nd- Here K, is the first anisotropy constant, M, is the sponta-

rich intergranular phase.' I neous magnetization, and Nn, denotes an effective demag-

The platelet-shaped phase (ph) (Fig. 8) is detected netization factor depending on the morphology and the

in the ternary NFB magnet as well as in the NFB-AI and microstructue of 0 grains and intergranular phases. The



FiG. 6. Transmission electron micrographs
4 of the NFB-AiO, magnet. sto.ing I~o

N4d-rich intergranular phases nvI antd n2. The
ctyssal structure of phase nvIis fcc and that
of phase n2 is tcp. Differet dislocation

denisities amt observed in phases n1 and n2?.

microstructural parameter a is divided into oe"r, which de- The TEM results of this study have shown that new phases

scribes tte effect of the inhomogeneity of the magneto- occur in Nd-Fe-B: (Al. ALO,) sintered magnets in the

which describes the niagnetic decoupling and misalign- Within the Nd,Fc,,B grains Al is completely dissolved and
menit of th grains. nit precipitation of Al-containing phases asj found

Previous TIEM siudicsY showed that two types oii Table If sutmmtarizes the composition (in at 'i j (if the var-

grain boundaries occur in Nd *Fe -If %inicred mtagnets. iotu phases foutnd in the NFB, NFB-AI, and N[H-Al:O,

grain boundaries cittivscd tof tistitiagticiic Nd-rti phases tttagits Sinice ltghti elemtt analysis was noti fxtssble it

and grain tundarics Aathoul arty intcrgrattular pthases, our LDS) ainalysts, botron and oxygeni arc tiot Lonstdered i

*tfS'IMR 88 ?1 1 idie, t,,I11.
271 4 10 X')it 1ts J,, .o
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MF8/AL Dh1/3 01-6 NF6IALO 2G02/101-316

(a) f(b)

Mi NdLA n2 NdLA

W ta

-FeKA LFeKA

0 1 2 a 4 U a 7 a a 1 2 2 4 5 a 7 a

ENERGY CkeV3 ENERGY CkeV3

FIG. 7. Energy disersive x-my spe=r fro th Nd-rih Weeaiushe Phae at nd a2 of (a) doe NF3-AM agWnetd (b) the NFB-Al, magnet
respectively. Differen Fe consen is obasved in the specs of phases at (a) nd n2 (b). No Nt peak is observed in either plase.

TABLED._ Compos"uo (ia.%) deseroined by EDS x-ray ndcromadysis of die huad manetic phane (#). the Nd-kih phases Wm) ned (.2). d.e 0.0:e1e
p- (p3). the Nd(Fe. A025 phas Wa). nd the Nd,1 binusions, fosad in se NFB. NFB-AN. nd NFB-M 505) magnets. (Ught elements inch a Ioo
aid oxygen a= not comidered.)

# a .(fcc) u2 (hcp) P3 ad Nd2O,

NMB
Nd 13.6 94.5-95.9 .. 73.7 .. 93.5-06.0
Fe 36.4 4.3- 5 .S ... 26.3.. 6.0- 6.5

NFB-AI
Nd 12.8-13.9 90.4-93.2 ... 64.9 29.5439.5 92.7
Fe 83.7-84.0 6.11- 9.6 .. 35.1 51.9-63.6 7.3
AN 1.6- 2.6 ... ..... 5.2-7.9..

NFB-A],O,
Nd 13.1-13.6 90.3-91.8 95.5-96.5 67.2-67.6 31.0-31.5 94.9-95.3
Fe 84.3-4.4 5.2- 9.7 U.S- 4.5 32.4-32.8 58.3-59.5 4.7- 5.1
Nt 2.0- 2.6 ..*... 5.9- 3.5..

TAE . Com th saiison ef Pi c~a"l" Table U. I die NFD-AI magnoet the Nd(Fe, AI)-phase is
ten ad te tabliy rage of metallic laatsaasm and ncodyiim. re bsdsteNd hpae(n)sadiialit-

Values oae fram K. A. GAchieidner." oevdbsdsteN-ih hs M sadtoa t
granula phase. In accordiace with our restft this phase

Crystal La Nd was recently detected as a stable phas in the temasy sys-
structwe (am) (am) temn Fe-Al-Nd by Grieb et at. 3 In the NFB-A1201 mag-

net a Nd-rich Phase without any Al and with the hcpdhcp o..LA &-Nd crystru cture was identified in addition to the phases
* -0.276 C30 a 1.160 (Ml), (a]), and (p1). Table IIl compares the crystal strsc-

lscp a-Nd ture, crystal lattice parameters, and the stability range
a - 0.0 a of metallic La and Nd. In Nd2Fe, 4B sintered magnets
e= 0.61 both Nd-rich phases, the one with fcc and the one with

fCC a-LA if-Nd (a) hcp crystal structure, have so far been identified.'-" The
* -050 310-o0 'C a-05 metastable (0l) phase is probably stabilized by additional

beeyLAPN elements. Auger electron spectroscopy of in situ fractured
* =0.26 >860 *C a - .43 >860 .C surfaces and EDS x-ray microanalysis taken with an ultra-

thin window detector" revealed an oxygen pick-up by this
(a) found by electron diffraction in Nd-Fe-B magnets. phase. Our systematic investigations show that besides



lit FIG. 8. Transrnission electron micrographs
__ of the paet-hedphase (pit embedded

in thie intergrmnular phases atl and 02 in the
NFB-AIIO, magnet (a). The platelets ex-
hibit a high density of planar defects along
their length (b).

oxygen, a small amount of Fe also must be considered as a phase (n 1) is observed (no Al content), For the explanation

stabilizing factor. With decreasing Fe content (<5 at.%) of the increased coercivity two effects are essential: First.

the Nd-rich phase changes from the fcc to the hcp crys- there is a better weltubilty of these phases compared to the

tal structure. (cc Nsd-rich phase"; thus the volume fraction of grain
The increase of thle Coercive field of' thle doped mag- boiundaries containing an intergranular phase is increased.

nets NdrtFe,,it (Al. AIO,i is attributed to the prceeic of which leads to a large magnetic decoupling factor (r. Set:
Nd( t. At), and hiep Nit rich ptctsc,. hccari'.c lii clatir'c itt otd, -eiflittliec of the surface tif the hard niagnet tc
the tmorpholotgy and tiictostniscture of the ILc Nd richi giails dutitig tlte liqtuid phase sintering process is inllu-



NFB/ALD 2G02/101 -322 hard magnetic grains) and by suppression of nucleation
sites for reversed domains (surface hardening of hard mag-
netic grains).
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF Nd-Fe-B BASED MAGNETS
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Transmission electron microscopy has beesn used widely to characterize dhe complex multiphse irostructure of
NdFe,,B based permanent magnets. The grain nsz of the magnets strongly depends on the processing technique. Our study
of sintermnagnets revealed two types of grain boundaries: one containing no intergraular'phase between hard msanetic grains
and one compeaed of nonmagnetic Nd-rich phases. In doped sintermagnets ste dopant is dissolved in the hard magnetic
#.phase- In the case where the solubility of the dopant is low *Ithde sintering temperature (Nb. Mo. Zr), precipitates are
formed within the 4..phase Dopants also form new inteegmaular phases and inifluenice the wetting of tie liquid phase and the
smoothnss of the surface of the -grains during sintering and thereore affect the coercivity.

1. Intiroduction agreed that the increase of coercivity (tsp to 30%)
is duc to a inicrostructural effect, since the ani-

Microstructsrail ivestigations of rare earth sotropy field only changes slightly (mostly
(RE) permanent magnets with a high energy den- decreases) (5,6].
sity product are necessary for a better understand- In fact, niicrostnzctural parameters (distribu-
ing of the contribution of the mnicrostructure to tion of phases, chemical composition and crystal
the hard magnetic properties. The application of structures of phases, grain size distribution) and
RE-Fe-B based magnets has been limited by the processing parameters (alloy preparation, siz and
low Curie temperature of the hard magnetic phase shape of particles, processing and annealing treat-
RE 2 Fe5 4 B, which results in a high temperature ments) determine the value of the cotcrcive field of
dependence of the coercive field- Tbe high irre- each individual magnet. Four different processing
versible thermal losses are reduced and the reversi- techniques for RE-Fe-B magnets are dis-
ble temperature coefficient of the remanence B, is tinguished:
increased by partial substituting Co for Fe and Dy 0 Powdermetallurgical processing (sintering),
for Nd and adding small amounts of additional Prcsdeidfom el-pn atil,
elements [1-41. The high magnetocrystalline ani- Processdivedl frlomin mresse atras
sotropy at room temperature of the Nd.Fe1 4 B *Mcaial loigpoes ,.,~

phase primary determines the intrinsic coercivity Catadetuinpoes
and substituents such as Dy, which increase the RE-Fe-B based permanent magnets exhibit a
anisotropy field, effectively increase the coercive complex, multiphase microstructure. Optical
field. Another possibility to enhance the coercivity metallography, mricroprobe analysis, transmission
is to add a small amount (<1I wt%) of dopants, electron microscopy (TEM) .ogetber with X-ray
such as Al, Nb, Zr, Mo, Ga or other refractory microanallysis and field ion microscopy, have been
elements. The influence of the dopants on the used to identify the multiphase microstructure of
coercive field is not fully understood, but it is ..melt-spun" 17-11) and sintermagnets [12-33]. In
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2 J. Fidler. K.G. Knoch / TEM of Nd-Fe-B based magnets

the present paper the relationship between the means of optical metallography, microprobe anal-
microstructure of magnets prepared under differ- ysis and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
ent processing techniques is shown and the in- together with STEM X-ray microanalysis in order
fluence of dopants on the microstructure in to identify the multiphase microstructure. The
sintermagnets is discussed. specimens were thinned for TEM by electropolish-

ing using a perchloric acid-methanol solution and
by ion milling. Scanning transmission electron

2. Experimental microscope (STEM) X-ray microanalysis was per-
formed on a JEOL 200 CX analytical microscope

The magnets investigated were commercial fitted with a LaB6 filament and a high take off
grade magnets in peak aged condition of the gen- angle energy dispersive X-ray analyzer. A beryl-
eral nominal composition Nd,,Fe.B,, but pre- lium double tilt specimen stage was used to reduce
pared under different conditions and partly con- background intensities. All X-ray spectra were
tabming small amounts of dysprosium and of analyzed using the quantitative software program
dopants (< 1 wt%) such as AL, A1203 Nb, Zr, Mg for thin specimens.
and Dy2O3 , respectively. The intrinsic coercivities
of these magnets ranged from 300 to 2500 kA/m.
The magnets were produced by various producers 3. Micrestrutum of Nd-Fe--B based magnets
(Hitachi Met., Shin-Ets Chem. Comp. and
Sumitomo Spec. Met., Japan, CISRI Beijing. The analytical electron microscope investiga-
China, Crucible Materials and Unocal, USA) un- tion of Nd-Fe-B based magnets revealed in all
der different processing and post-sintering heat magnets the same multiphase microstnucinre.
treatment conditions. Doped, "two-phase" Nd2o According to the ternary phase diagram Nd-Fe-B
FeB 6 s: (Al; A1203) sintermagnets were pre- [35-37] at least three types of phases are found in
pared by the Max-Planck-Institut f'ir Metall- Nd2 Fel4 B-based magnets [13,15:
forschung, Stuttgart, Fed. Rep. Germany and a

CO PrsFe.:B 5zA sintermagnet was prepared (A) the hard magnetic Nd2 Fe4 B phase (0),
by the egie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, (B) the boride Nd+, Fe*B4 phase (),
USA. A mechanically alloyed Nd-Fe-B magnet (C) the integranlar Nd-rich phases (i).
sample was supplied by Siemens, Erlangen, Fed.
Rep. Germany [34]. The magnets were studied by 3.1. Microstruiure offme-yoined magnets

Grain size and grain size distribution are im-
portant criteria for the intrinsic coercivity of the

" .*" final magnet. Depending on the type of the
- processing technique different grain sizes are found

in the magnet. The average grain size of magnets
derived from rapidly solidified ribbons (about 50
nm) is approximately 100-300 times smaller than
the one of sintered magnets (5-15 pax). Fig. I
shows a transmission electron micrograph of a
slightly underquenched "mdlt-spun"-magnet. The
uniform microstructure consists only of hard mag-
netic grains, partly separated by a thin layer of a

Nd-rich phase. Melt-spun materials with maxi-
loom" mum properties do not contain grains of phase

Fg. 1. Tranmission electron miarognaph of a "melt-spun" (17), individual Nd-rich precipitates or Nd20 3-in-
Nd-Fe-B magn. clusions f9,10]. The nominal composition of the



J. Fodir. K.G. Knoch / TEM ofNd-Fe-B based magnets 3

is to determine the microstructural parameters
a affecting the coercivity. The coercive field is indi-
" rectly proportional to the grain size, and the ho-

mogeneity of the distribution of the Nd-rich phases
along grain boundaries can be correlated to the
coercivity of the final magnet.

3.3. Microstructure of inermagnets -. I d.

In Nd-Fe-B sintermagnets a nonmagnetic layer
phase between the hard magnetic +-grains is de-
sirable in order to increase the expansion field of
reversed domains and to decrease the coupling

Fig. 2. Trimunaoo deims ucteb o mehanically field between neighbouring grains. Individual
alnoyed Nd-Fe-B magaet, large, soft magnetic phases in the form of precipi-

tates or inclusions, such as a-Fe or Fe-rich phases,
cause on extreme deterioration of the intrinsic

starting material and the quenching rate are im- coercive field and have to be avoided [31,331. In
portant criteria for the precipitation of a-iron and principle, small soft magnetic precipitates within
Nd-rich phases. In comparison to the "melt-spun" the #-grains could act as domain wall pinning
and sintered magnets the microstructure of mech- centres, if the density and size of precipitates were
anically alloyed magnets is similar to the one of optimized. In fact, no sintermagnets with effective
the "melt-spun" magnets with an average grain domain wall pinning were reported so far.
size between 100 and 500 un (fig. 2). The micro- We have studied extensively the microstructure
structure of cast and extruded magnets is rather of sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets and our investiga-
unknown, but first investigations show that the tions revealed at least five different types of phases
grain diameters are comparable with the one of in addition to the hard magnetic #-phase (see
sintered magnets [38]. table 1) [31]. Several Nd-rich phases with different

Nd/Fe ratios are found preferentially as inter-
3.2. Coercoity and microstrucarre of Nd-Fe-B granular phases at grain boundary junctions and
based magnets extending to grain boundaries. Previous TEM

studies showed [31,42] that two types of grain
Besides the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of boundaries occur in Nd-Fe-B sintermagnets:

the Nd2 Fe, 4B-phase, metallurgical factors control grain boundaries (GBI) without any intergranular
primarily the intrinsic coercive field of the individ- phases and grain boundaries (GB2) composed of
ual magnet. The nature of the coercivity mecha- nonmagnetic Nd-rich phases. The schematic draw-
nism of the fine-grained magnets ("melt-spun" ing of the multiphase structure of fig. 3a shows a
magnets) is not fully understood at present It typical microstructure found in Nd-Fe-B
seems that domain wall pinning processes are sintermagnets by TEM.
involved during the magnetization reversal process Sintering of Nd-Fe-B magnets is determined
[39]. In the case of coarse-grained magnets primarily by the liquid phase type of sintering
(sintermagnets) it is generally agreed that the mechanism which involves the presence of a low
nucleation hardening mechanism is effective melting, viscous Nd-rich eutectoid [35-37]. Dur-
[39-41]. The formulae describing the coercivity of ing sintering the driving force for densification of
sintermagnets in general contain micromagnetic Nd-Fe-B magnets is the capillary pressure and
parameters, which, however, were not related the surface tension. Both surface diffusion along
quantitatively to special microstructures so far. grain boundaries and volume diffusion also play
The aim of our electron microscopic investigations an important role during densification. Liquid
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Table I particles. The rate of liquid phase sintering is
Phases found in doped Nd-Fe-B based magnets by analytical strongly affected by the sintering temperature. A
STEM small increase in temperature results in a substan-

Type Phase Label Compostion/ tial increase in the amount of liquid present, but
structure on the other hand this causes excessive grain

(A) Nd2FC14B (grains) tes. growth, which deteriorates the magnetic hardness.
(B) Nds..Fe.B 4 (grains) Mr. In order to get a high amount of intetgranular(C) Nd-rich (intergranular) nI NdO, - fc

a2 NdO, - hfp Nd-rich phases, good wetting between (n)- and

Nd-plateet (iatergranular) p1 NdFe2 B60 4-phases is favourable. A high dihedral angle be-
Nd-oxide (precipitate) no NdO, - hex tween the 4-grains during the liquid phase sinter-

(D) Fe-rich (Fe-Nd-ozide) fo Fe/Nd -4 ing process restrains the liquid phase from
dopant-eniched (intagraaular) a- Nd(F. A), penetration into the grain boundaries. For a di-
dopant-enriched (precipitate) nbl NbFe2  hedral angle over 60 the liquid becomes isolated

nb2 NbFeB
zr-3 at the triple points between grains and forms a
mtoo Mo2 FeB2  continuous network along the three grain junc-

(E) a-Fe f bec tions (fig. 3b) [43,44]. This is in good agreement
F) "inpurity" Nd-a phases il with our analytical TEM investigations with two

"iipurity" Nd-P-S phases Q types of grain boundaries (OBI) and (GB2) in a

two dimensional section (fig. 4). The high resolu-

phase sintering occurs most readily when the liquid tion electron micrograph of a fig. 4a shows two

thoroughly wets the solid particles at the sintering hadmagnetic -grains without any intergranular
temperature. The liquid in the narrow channels phase. Depending on the cooling rate and post-

between the particles results in substantial capil- sintering heat treatments various Nd-rich phases
lary pressure. The particle size, sintering tempera- (n) occur in the magnet. Two types of Nd-rickh

lure and time, the uniformity of particle packing, intergranular phases with minor Fe.otent are

the particle shape and the particle size distribution found. The phase (nl) with a high dislocation

are extremely important parameters. Fine particle density (fig. 4b) exhibits a fcc crystal structure
size powder can be sintered more rapidly and at with a - 0.52 am [121. w phase (n2) exhibits
lower temperature than coarser powder. If particle a hcp crystal structure with a - 0.39 nm and

packing is not uniform in the pressed "green- c- 0.61 nm which was determined by electron
compact, it will be difficult to avoid porosity diffraction. Within the interior of the (n2) phase
during sintering. Smaller particles exhibit a higher only individual dislocations are visible (fig. 4c).

driving force for densification (higher capillary Analytical TEM investigations reveal a remarka-

pressure and higher surface enery) than coarser ble difference of the X-ray spectra [45]. With
decreasing Fe content (< 5 at%) the Nd-rich phase
changes from the fcc (n1) to the hcp (n2) crystal

Cal G structure. Doped magnets contain an icreased
amount of the (n2) phase.

Our TEM investigations occasionally revealed
Nd-rich intergranular phases with a higher iron
content than the (nl)-phase and an unknown
crystal structure [26,31] and also a platelet shaped
phase wit . an approximate composition ofNdFe2B64M embedded in the (nl)-phase (45]. ' 01
Polycrystallie, spherical Nd 103-inclusions areFit. 3. Schematic drawing of the multiplisse microttmuture found with diameters up to 500 n within the

found in Nd-Fe-B based sintermagnes by TEM (4) A
continuous network of Nd-rich phase along the three grain hard magnetic #-grains as well as embedded in the
junctions occurs if the dihedral angle exeeds60* (b)143,44). intergranular phase [26,31,45].
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3.4 Effect of dopants on the microstrucure of
sirnenmagnets

If dopants are added to the prealloy or before
sintering (in the form of oxides) the microstruc-
ture is affected in a twofold way:

1. Precipitation within the hard magnetic 4-phase.
2. Formation of new intergranular phases.

The dopant element is always found to replace the
Fe-its in the hard magnetic #-gramn. Energy
dispersuive X-ray microanalysis shows an ad-
ditional AIK-peak in the X-ray spectrum of the
#-phase (fig. 5a). A low solubility of the dopant
element at sintering temperature leads to the for-
mation of precipitates enriched by the dopant,
such as in the case of Nb, Mo and Zr [30,32,46).
In Al-doped uintermagnets no such precipitation
has been found. In order to decrease the dihiedral
angle and therefore to increase the amount of
intergramalar phases separating the hard magnretic

0~ FeKA

tNdLA

6 '4 AIKA

0~~ ~ a 7 S

al FeKA

* 

NdLA

LAIKA

asout 0 I 2 a A S a 7 0

Fig. 4. Electilon oticrographe showing different ces where ENERCY No.v]

hadiagnetic +.pains are teparaled by no intergranutar Phase Fig. 5. Energy dispertive X-ray spectra taken ffrm a #.grain
(a). b y the fee Nd-"il tnl)-phase (b) and by the hep Nd-ridt (a) and front the intergranulax phase Nd(Fe.Al), of an

(n)-phase (e). Al-doped Nd-Fe-B sinternagnet.
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AA

ig. 6. Flectron micrograph of an Al-oped Nd-Fe-fl magnet showing a hard maneti #-vain and mntarransihr pha- 0n1) and
(al). 71ue lattice fringe contrst within the (al).phms crresponda to an interplanar spacing of about 11-1A um.

#.-grains, the formation of new inteigranutar phases reported data, which showed a partial enrichment
positively influence the coercivity [471. The coer- of A] in the Nd-rich intergranular phase [23,281.
civity of Nd-Fe-B sintermagnets is increased by Parker et a]. reported on Nb-precipitation
adding small amounts of A] or A] 20,. Our study within the #-grains in Nb-doped (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B
of such doped materials revealed a high amount of
an Al-containing phase (al). From X-ray micro--___
analysis (fig. 5b) we determined the composition ________

of this phase as Nd(Fe, Al) 2. which is in accor--___
dance with Orieb et al., who detected this phase as
a stable phase in the ternsary system Fe-Al-Nd____
[48]. The high resolution electron micrograph of
ig. 6 shows such an (al)-phase embedded betw~een
#-grains and (nil)-phases. The crystal structure
and the crystal lattice parameters of this Al-con-
taining phase are unknown at present. From the PrL£

lattice fringe image of this phase a crystal lattice
periodicity of about 1.2-1.4 rum was determined.
It should be mentioned that our investigations____
never revealed any Al-enrichment of the Nd-richV
phases (nI) and (n2) [451. Fig. 7 shows the X-ray

specrumof pase(nl)of Nd-e-B Al Fig, 7. Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of the intergranidar
sintermagnet (fig. 7a) and the spectrum of the phase (ni I of a Nd-Fe-B Al sintermagnet (a) and of the
Pr-rich phase of a Pr-(Fe. Co)-B: Al magnet (fig. Pr-rich phase of a Pr-(Fe,Co)-B:A1 mognet (b). No AlKa-

7b). This result is in contrast with previously peak is observed,
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ro -- Other Fe-rich pbl-ses and a-Fe precipitates
within the Nd 2 Fe1 4B-grains were found in several
magnets with decreased coercivity [26,311. Such
phases are probably byproducts of an oxidation
process [49.501.

l l 4. Conclusions

Our TEM analysis performed indicates that in
Nd2 Fe, 4 B based sintermagnets the intrinsic coer-
civity is controlled by the nucleation of reversed
magnetic domains during the magnetization rever-
sal process and that the increase of the coercive
field of doped sintermagnets has to be attributed
to the change of the constitution and the wettabil-
ity by the intergranular phases. The general for-
mula describing the coercive field in the case of
domain wall nucleation contains two microstruct-
ural parameters (401: a., which describes the mag-
netic decoupling and misalignment of +-grains
and a', which describes the effect of the in-
homogeneity of the magnetoerystalline anisotropy
on the nucleation field. The increase of the coer-
cive field of the doped magnets Nd 2Fe1 4 B: (Al;
Al2 0 3) is attributed to the presence of Nd(Fe, Al) 2
and hcp Nd-rich phases, because no change of the

o..., morphology and microstructure of the fce Nd-rich

Fi ..aroo ikroaps mW Xmy spectrum of inh - phase (n1) is observed (no Al content). An in-
eat, sphebical NbFI-precptates within a rain in a creased wetting due to these phases results in a
Nb-doped sintmspet (a) o~ q and at higher volume fraction of grain boundaries con-

preipihates in a Zt-doped sintmoonpe. taining an intergranular phase, which increases the
magnetic decoupling factor a+. The smoothness of
the surface of the hard magnetic -grains during
the liquid phase sintering process is influenced by

magnets [30. Two types of precipitates have been the dopant, leading to a higher value of a"-. In
identified: the Laves phase type NbFe2 having a A120 3-doped sintermagnets the Nd(Fe, Al) 2 phase
MgZn 2 structure (a - 4.82 nm and c - 7.87 nm) is formed and free oxygen is used to stabilize the
and the FeNbB-phase. The electron micrograph hcp Nd-rich phase, thus the coercive field is fur-
and the inserted X-ray spectrum of fig. g show ther increased compared to the Al-doped magnet
incoherent, spherical NbFe2-precipitates with di- 1471. A similar effect was found in Dy2O3-doped
ameters in the order of 100 nm within a +-grain. sintermagnets (511.
Zirconium additions result in three different, partly It seems that the microstructure of doped
coherent Zr-rich or Zr-containing precipitates ternary Nd-Fe-B magnets is fairly well under-
within the /-grains [32]. Fig. 8b shows such stood, but in order to explain the contribution of
needle-shaped and spherical precipitates. A simi- the complex, multiphase microstructure of doped
lar precipitation behaviour was reported in Mo- (Nd, Dy)-Fe-B and (Nd, Dy)-(Fe. Co)-B
doped Nd-(Fe, Co)-B magnets [461. sintermagnets (with an increased number of new
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ON THE ROLE OF MICROSTRUCTURE ON COERCIVITY OF RARE EARTH

PERMANENT MAGNETS

Josef Fidler
Institut far Angewandte und Technische Physik, T.U. Wien,

Wiedner Hauptstr. 8-10, A-1040 Wien, Austria.

Abstract:
Rare earth permanent magnets exhibit a complex, multiphase

microstructure, which in fact controls besides the magneto-
crystalline anisotropy the coercivity of the magnets. For the
development of new hardmagnetic materials the exact knowledge of
the microstructire is important for a better understanding of the
coercivtiy mecLanisms of the materials (nucleation or pinning).
Metallography and transmission electron microscopy has widely
been used to characterize the complex microstructure.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern permanent magnets are based on rare earth-transition
metal intermetallic compounds with hexagonal or tetragonal
crystal symmetry and exhibiting rather large uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy, such as SmCo5, Sm2Col7 and RE2FeI4B, with RE=Nd, Pr,
Dy and Tb. The condition of high macnetocrystalline anisotropy
is necessary, but not sufficient in order to achieve good
permanent magnetic properties. The microstructure of the magnet
is another factor controlling the hardmagnetic properties, i.e.
the coercivity. Two different mechanisms, explaining the
coercivity, are distinguished:

(a) Pinning of magnetic domain walls
(b) Nucleation and expansion of reversed magnetic domains

The occurance of nucleation or pinning depends on the microstruc-
ture of the magnet. In modern permanent magnets the values of the
hardmagentic properties, such as the coercivity are in practice
only 10 - 40 % of the theoretical limits. Several micromagnetic
theories to explain the coercivity have been developed (1,2]. All
of these theories are based on a two-dimensional "model-micro-
structure" and determine the equilibrium state of lowest free
energy. Empirical microstructural parameters have been deduced
from these theories, such as describing the magnetic decoupling
and misalignment of hardmagnetic grains or describing the effect
of inhomogeneity of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy on nucleat-
ion and pinning, or the local demagnetization factor, which has
been partly correlated to the grain size of the material, and
other parameters.

The real microstructure influences or in some cases determines
the coercivity. Microstructural investigations of rare earth (RE)
permanent magnets with a high energy density product are neces-
sary for a better understanding of the contribution of the micro-
structure to the hardmagnetic properties. In fact, microstruct-
ural parameters and processing parameters, such as:
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(a) distribution of phases
(b) chemical composition and crystal structures of phases
(c) grain size distribution
(d) size and shape of particles
(e) processing and annealing treatments

determine the value of the coercive field of each individual
magnet.

The purpose of this paper is to show the difference of
transmission electron microscopic (TEM) results of a pinning
controlled Sm(Co,Fe,Cu,Zr)7.5 magnet and a nucleation controlled
Nd-Fe-B magnet. In the light of the historical development of
permanent magnetic materials the improvment of the coercivity is
closely related with a better microstructural understanding of
the mechanisms leading to higher coercive forces.

2. MICROSTRUCTURE OF Sm(Co,Fe,Cu,Zr)7.5 SINTERED MAGNETS

Copper containing RE-cobalt magnets with a nominal composition
of Sm(Co,Fe,Cu,TM)G-s with TM=Zr,Ti or Hf show a fine scale,
cellular microstructure [3-7]. Rhombic cells of the type
Smz (Co,Fe),7 rhomb. - phase A - are separated by a
Sm(Co,Cu,TM)6-7 cell boundary phase - phase B (Fig.la). In
magnets with high coercivities thin platelets - phase C - are
found perpendicular to the hexagonal c-axis (Fig.1a). Our high
resolution electron microscope investigations (Fig.lc) show that
the crystal structure of the platelet phase C is close to the
hexagonal Sm2Co,7 structure with a c-crystal parameter of 0.8
nm. This is in agreement with metallurgical considerations on
the formation of various phases in sintered SmCo 2:17 magnets by
A.E. Ray [8-10]. Remarkable for high coercivity SmCo 2:17 magnets
is also the observed twinning within the rhombohedral 2:17-cell
interior phase. Twin boundaries may coincide with the platelet
phase but also occur within the rhomb. 2:17-phase (Fig.l.c).

From our investigations it is obvious that there are different
reasons for low coercivities. Since in precipitation hardened
SmCo 2:17 magnets the cellular precipitation structure acts as
attractive pinning centre for magnetic domain walls during the
magnetization reversal (Fig.2) [11,12], the size, the composition
and the completeness of the continuus cellular precipitation
structure control the coercivity. The platelet phase (C) predo-
minately acts as diffusion path for the chemical redistribution
process during the post-sintering heat treatments and is favour-
able for the formation of the cell boundary phase of the 1:5-
ordered type or 1:7- disordered type. Figure 3 shows an electron
micrograph of a magnet with 23.9 wt% nominal Sm-content. A high
density of the platelet phase is shown, but due to the lack of
samarium the formation of the cell boundary phase is poor leading
to an intrinsic coercivity of 250 kA/m. Impurities, primarily
such as oxygen and carbon, lead to the formation of macroscopic
precipitates of Sm203, ZrC, TiC etc.. A high amount of these
phases in the magnet impedes the formation of the platelet phase
and the cellular precipitation structure. It has been shown [13]
that small amounts of Zr, Ti or Hf are necessary for the
formation of the platelet phase (C).
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Fig.2: Lorentz electron micrographs showing the attractive domain
wall pinning at the continuous cell boundary phase.

The high resolution electron micrograph of Fig.lb shows the
cell interior of a magnet with an intrinsic coercivity of iHc =
600 kA/m. No platelet phase (C) is found and X-ray microanalysis
shows that this region of the magnet is depleted from zirconium.
The contrast of this image correspond to the atomic positions
along the [11201-zone axis. A high density of stacking faults,
and therefore also microtwinning is observed. It should be noted
that the distance between atomic layers in the basal plane
varies, especially near stacking faults. The development and
growth of the cellular precipitation structure occurs during the
isothermal aging procedure and involves diffusion of samarium,
whereas the chemical redistribution of the transition metals
during the step aging procedure following the isothermal aging
increases the coercivity. Possible diffusion paths for this
diffusion process are the platelets of phase (C) and the
disordered regions near planar stacking faults and twin
boundaries in the basal plane as observed in Fig.l.
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Fig.3: Due to the lack of samarium the cell boundary phase is
only incompletely formed. A high density of the platelet
phase is observed.

3. MICROSTRUCTURE OF ND-FE-B BASED MAGNETS

The application of RE-Fe-B based magnets has been limited by
the low Curie temperature of the hard magnetic phase RE2Fe,4 B,
which results in a high temperature dependence of the coercive
field. The high irreversible thermal losses are reduced and the
reversible temperature coefficient of the remanence Br is
increased by partial substituting Co for Fe and Dy for Nd and
adding small amounts of additional elements. The high magneto-
crystalline anisotropy at room temperature of the NdZFeI4B
(C)-phase primarily determines the intrinsic coercivity and
substituents such as Dy, which increase the anisotropy field,
effectively increase the coercive field. Another possibility to
enhance the coercivity is to add a small amount (<1 wt.%) of
dopants, such as Al, Nb, Zr, Mo, Ga or other refractory elements.
The influence of the dopants on the coercive field is not fully
understood, but it is aggreed that the increase of coercivity (up
to 30%) is due to a microstructural effect, since the anisotropy
field only sligthly changes (mostly decreases) [14,15]. Four
different processing techniques for RE-Fe-B magnets are
distinguished:
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Fig.4: Transmission electron micrographs of a "melt-spun" (a) and

a mechanically alloyed (b) Nd-Fe-B magn et.
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(1) Powdermetallurgical sintering-process
large grain size (up to 15 m)
multiphase microstructure

(2) Process derived from melt-spun materials (MQ I, II, III)
small grain size (50 nm)
"two-phase microstructure"

(3) Mechanically alloyed magnets (MM 1, II, III)
small and medium grain size (50 - 500 nm)
multiphase microstructure

(4) Cast, hot pressed or extruded magnets
grain size and microstructure similar to (1)?

Depending on the processing technique RE-Fe-B based permanent
magnets exhibit a complex, multiphase microstructure. Optical
metallography, microprobe analysis, transmission electron
microscopy together with X-ray microanalysis and field ion
microscopy have been used to characterize the complex multiphase
microstructure of Nd2Fe14B based permanent magnets so far. The
grain size of the magnets also strongly der ds on the processing
technique. The electron micrographs of Fig.. show the micro-
structure of fine-grained magnets, prepared by melt-spinning
technique (Fig.4a) and prepared by the mechanically alloying
process (Fig.4b). The microstructure of cast, hot pressed and
extruded magnets is rather unknown, but first investigations show
that the grain diameters are comparable with the one of sintered
magnets [16]. Our study of sintered magnets revealed at least

Table 1: Phases found in Nd2Fe,4B - based permanent magnets

TYPE PHASE HARK COMPOSITION/
STRUCTURE

(A) Nd2Fe14B (grains) 0 tetr.

(B) Nd(is)Fe4B 4 (grains) n tetr.

f.) Nd-rich (intergranular) nl NdO? - fcc
n2 NdO? - hcp

Nd-platelet (intergranular) p1 Ndn Fe2 Bs O?
Nd-oxide (precipitate) no Nd2O - hex

(D) Fe-rich fn Fe2 Nd - an.or
Fe-rich (Fe-Nd-Oxide) fo Fe/Nd=4
dopant-enriched (intergranular) al Nd(FeAl)z
dopant-enriched (precipitate) nbl NbFe2

nb2 NbFeB
zrl-3
mol MoZFeBZ

(E) a-Fe f bcc

(F) "impurity" Nd-Cl phases il
"impurity" Nd-P-S phases i2
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Fig.5: Electron micrographs of a sintered Nd-Fe-B magnet showing
to different cases of grain boundaries between O-grains.
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five different types of phases in addition to the hardmagnetic
0-phase (see Table 1) [17]. Several Nd-rich phases with different
Nd/Fe ratios are found preferentially as intergranular phases at
grain boundary junctions and extending to grain boundaries.
Previous TEM studies showed [17,18] that two types of grain
boundaries occur in Nd-Fe-B sintermagnets: grain boundaries (GBI)
without any intergranular phases and grain boundaries (GB2)
composed of nonmagnetic Nd-rich phases. The micrographs of Fig.5
show the typical microstructure of found in Nd-Fe-B sintered
magnets. In Fig.5.a the 0-grains are separated by no intergra-
nular phase and in Fig.5.b the 0-grains are separated by an fcc
Nd-rich (nl)-phase. Two types of Nd-rich intergranular phases
with minor Fe-content are found. The phase (nl) with a high
dislocation density (Fig.6) exhibits a fcc crystal structure with
a=0.52 nm [12], whereas phase (n2) exhibits a hcp crystal
structure with a=0.39 nm and c=0.61 nm which was determined by
electron diffraction. Within the interior of the (n2) phase only
individual dislocations are visible (Fig.6). Analytical TEM
investigations reveal a remarkable difference of the X-ray
spectra [19]. With decreasing Fe content (< 5 at.%) the Nd-rich
phase changes from the fcc (nl) to the hcp (n2) crystal
structure. Al-doped magnets contain an increased amount of the
(n2) phase.

Fig.6: Different Nd-rich phases occur within the intergranular
region between hardmagnetic 0-grains.

Our TEN investigations occasionally revealed Nd-rich
intergranular phases with a higher iron content than the
(nl)-phase and an unknown crystal structure [20,17] and also a
platelet shaped phase with an approximate composition of
Nd9FezB*O (pl) embedded in the (nl)-phase [19]. Polycrystalline,
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spherical Nd203-inclusions are found with diameters up to 500 nm
within the hardmagnetic 0-grains as well as embedded in the
intergranular phase.

If dopants are added to the prealloy or before sintering in
order to increase the coercive field, the microstructure is
affected in the following way:
(1) the dopant is dissolved in the hardmagnetic 0-phase

(changing the magnetocrystalline anisotropy ?)
(2) precipitation within 0-grains: Nb, Zr, Mo ....

(possibly domain wall pinning?)
(3) formation of new intergranular phases: Al, Nb, Mo ....

(influences wettability and therefore magnetic coupling of
grains)

In the case where the solubility of the dopant is low at
sintering temperature (Nb,Mo,Zr), precipitates are formed within
the 0-phase [21-23]. The electron micrograph and the inserted
X-ray spectrum of Fig.7 show incoherent, spherical NbFez-precipi-
tates with diameters in the order of 100 nm within a 0-grain.

FeKA

Fig.7: Electron micrograph and X-ray spectrum of incoherent
spherical NbFe2-precipitates within a 0-grain in a
Nb-doped sintered magnet.

Dopants also form new intergranular phases and influence the
wetting of the liquid phase and the smoothness of the surface of
the 0-grains during sintering and therefore affect the coercivity
[18,19]. In Al-doped Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets Al is always found
to replace the Fe-sites in the hardmagnetic 0-grains. Energy
dispersive X-ray microanalysis shows an additional AlKa-peak in
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the X-ray spectrum of the 0-phase (Fig.8a). In order to decrease
the dihedral angle and therefore to increase the amount of
intergranular phases separating the hardmagnetic (0-grains the
formation of new intergranular phases positively influence the
coercivity. The coercivity of Nd-Fe-B sintermagnets is increased

a FeA b
FeA al FeKA

Nd LA
NdLA

AIKA AIKA

Fig.8: Electron micrograph and X-ray spectra of an Al-doped
sintered magnet, showing the occurance of a Nd(Fe,Al)2-

phase (al) within the intergranular region between *-grains.

by adding small amouts of Al or Al120:. Our study of such doped
materials revealed a high amount of am Al-containing phase (al).
From X-ray microanalysis (Fig.8b) we determined the composition
of this phase as Nd(FeAl)2, which is in accordance with Grieb et
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al. (24]. who detected this phase as stable phase in the ternary
system Fe-Al-Nd. The electron micrograph of Fig.8c shows such an
(al)-phase embedded between 0-grains and (nl)-phases.The crystal
structure and the crystal lattice parameters of this Al-contain-
ing phase are unknown at present. From the lattice fringe image
of this phase a crystal lattice periodicity of about 1.2-1.4 nm
was determined. It should be mentioned that our investigations
never revealed any Al-enrichment of the Nd-rich phases (nl) and
(n2). This result is in contrast with previously reported data,
which showed a partial enrichment of Al in the Nd-rich inter-
granular phase [25,26).

In RE-Fe-B magnets a nonmagnetic layer phase between the
0-grains is desirable in order to increase the expansion field of
reversed domains and to decrease the coupling field between
neighbouring grains. Individual large, softmagnetic phases in the
form of precipitates or inclusions, such as a-Fe or Fe- rich
phases, extremely deteriorate the coercive field and have to be
avoided. In principle, small precipitates within the 0-grains
could act as domain wall pinning centres, if density and size of
precipitates were optimized. In fact, no sintered RE-Fe-B magnet
with effective domain wall pinning was reported so far.

4. CONCLUSION

As long as the coercivity of an individual magnet cannot be
calculated or predicted by the micromagnetic theories, micro-
structural investigations are necessary to show the difference
between the real, three-dimensional micfostructure of the mater-
ial and the "model-microstructure". The aim of all iicrostruct-
ural investigations is to get at least a qualitative characteri-
zation and, in the future, a quantitative description of the real
microstructure. The main hindrance for the quantitative descrip-
tion is the inhomogeneity of the microstructure of rare earth
permanent magnets.

Besides chemical analysis, X-ray analysis and magnetic mea-
surements also metallography together with anaylitical electron
microscopy (AEM) and high resolution electron microscopy (HREM)
is necessary for a better understanding of the mechanisms leading
to high coercivities in rare earth permanent magnet materials.
These investigations are only useful if they are accompanied by
phase-diagram and phase relation studies.
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THE INFLUENCE OF DOPANTS ON MICROSTRUCTURE AND
COERCIVITY OF Nd-Fe-B SINTERED MAGNETS

Josef Fidler and K.G. Knoch I

Institut far Angewandte Physik, TU Wien, Vienna, Austria
I Max-Planck-Institut far Metallforschung, Stuttgart, F.R.G.

ABSTRACT

The complex, multiphase microstructure and the
coercivity of Nd2Fe14B based sintered magnets is influenced by
doping the magnet. In doped sintered magnets the dopant is
dissolved in the hardmagnatic 0-phase. If the solubility of
the dopant is low, precipitates are formed within the 0-phase.
Dopants also form new intergranular phases and influence the
wetting of the liquid phase and the smoothness of the surface
of the *-grains during sintering. The increase of iHc by
dopants such as Al, AlsOs, DyzOs, Nb, Mo, Zr and Ga will be
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

In sintered Nd2Fel4B-based permanent magnets the
coercivity is in practice only 20 - 40 % of the theoretical
limits. Several micromagnetic theories to explain the coer-
civity have been developed 12). All of these theories are
based on a two-dimensional "model-microstructure" and deter-
mine the equilibrium state of lowest free energy. Empirical
microstructural parameters have been deduced from these
theories, such as describing the magnetic decoupling and
misalignment of hardmagnetic grains or describing the effect
of inhomogeneity of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy on
nucleation and pinning, or the local demagnetization factor,
which has been partly correlated to the grain size of the
material, and other parameters.

Tb Application of RE-Fe-B based magnets has been
limited by t.. low Curie temperature of the hard magnetic
phase REZFSI4B, which results in a high temperature dependence
of the coercive field. The high irreversible thermal losses
are reduced and the reversible temperature coefficient of the
remanence Br is increased by partial substituting Co for Fe
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(Proceeding Book: The Society of Non-Traditional Technology,
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and Dy for Nd and adding small amounts of additional elements.
The high magnetocrystalline anisotropy at room temperature of
the NdzFe14B (0)-phase primarily determines the intrinsic
coercivity and substituents such as Dy, which increase the
anisotropy field, effectively increase the coercive field. A
high magnetocrystlline anisotropy is a necessary, but is not a
sufficient condition ih order to achieve high coercive fields.
The real microstructure influences or in some cases determines
the coercivity. Another possibility to enhance the coercivity
is to add a small amount (<I wt.%) of dopants, such as Al, Nb,
Zr, Mo, Ga or other refractory elements. The influence of the
dopants on the coercive field is not fully understood, but it
is aggreed that the increase of coercivity (up to 30%) is due
to a microstructural effect, since the anisotropy field only
sligthly changes (mostly decreases) 3.4)

The present study was undertaken to show the
influence of dopants, in particular of Al-dotation on the
microstructure and coercivity of Nd2Fe,4B based sintered
magnets.The real microstructure influences or in some cases
determines the coercivity.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples investigated were optimized sintered
magnets (in the peak aged condition) which were prepared by
conventional powder metallurgical processing technique as
described in detail in 5.G). Three different types of sintered
magnets were investigated by optical metallography and
analytical TEM in order to identify the multiphase
microstructure. The nominal composition of the magnet NFB
without dotation was NdoFe 3.eBe.5. In magnet NFB-Al 0.99
wt.% aluminium was added to the prealloy and in magnet
NFB-AlO a small amount of AlsO3 (1.48 wt.%) was added to the
powder before compacting. The coercive field Hic was incresed
by dodation from 776 kA/m (NFB) to 1380 ka/m (NFB-Al) and 1400
kA/m (NFB-Alsza), respectively. The magnets were examined in a
JEOL 200 CX scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM)
fitted with a LaBs filament, a high take off-angle energy
dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDS) and a GATAN electron energy
loss spectrometer (EELS). A beryllium double tilt specimen
stage was used to reduce background intensities. All X-ray
spectra were analyzed using the quantitative software program
for thin samples.

RESULTS

In Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets a nonmagnetic layer
phase between the hardmagnetic *-grains is desirable in order
to increase the expansion field of reversed domains and to
decrease the coupling field between neighbouring grains
originated by magnetic stray fields. Individual large,
softmagnetic phases in the form of precipitates or inclusions,
such as a-Fe or Fe-rich phases, extremely deteriorate the
intrinsic coercive field and have to be avoided 7.-0. In
principle, small softmagnetic precipitates within the 0-grains
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could act as domain wall pinning centres, if the density and
size of precipitates were optimized.

Table 1: Phases found in Nd2Fet4B - based permanent magnets

TYPE PHASE MARK COMPOSITION/
STRUCTURE

(A) NdtFe14B (grains) 0D tetr.

(B) Nd1s)Fe4B4 (grains) n tetr.

(C) Nd-rich (intergranular) Dl NdOv - fcc
n2 NdO? - hcp

Nd-platelet (intergranular) pl Nds Fea B. 07
Nd-oxide (precipitate) no NdsOs - hex

(D) Fe-rich fn Fe*NdBiO,
Fe-rich (Fe-Nd-Oxide) fo Fe/Nd=4
dopant-enriched (intergranular) al Nd(FeAl)2
dopant-enriched (precipitate) nbl NbFe2

nb2 NbFeB
zrl-3
mol MosFeB2

(E) a-Fe f bcc

(F) "impurity" Nd-Cl phases il
"impurity" Nd-P-S phases i2

In fact, no sintered Nd2Fe14B-based magnets with effective
domain wall pinning were reported so far.

We have extensively studied the microstructure of
sintered Nd-Fe-B magnets and our investigations revealed at
least five different types of phases in addition to the
hardmagnetic *-phase (see Table 1) 7). Several Nd-rich phases
with different Nd/Fe ratios are found preferentially as
intergranular phases at grain boundary junctions and extending
to grain boundaries 9). Previous TEM studies showed 1 1)

that two types of grain boundaries occur in Nd-Fe-B
sintermagnets: grain boundaries (GB1) without any
intergranular phases and grain boundaries (GB2) composed of
nonmagnetic Nd-rich phases. The electron micrograph of Fig. 1
shows a typical microstructure of the intersection of three
hardmagnetic 0-grains found in Nd-Fe-B:Al sintered magnet by
TEM. The triple grain boundary junction is filled with a
Nd-rich phase (nl). Two types of Nd-rich intergranular phases
with minor Fe-content are found. The phase (nl) with a high
dislocation density (Figs.1 and 2a) exhibits a fcc crysu.al
structure with a-0.52 nm 12), whereas phase (n2) exhibits a
hcp crystal structure with a-0.39 nm and c-0.61 nm which was
determined by electron diffraction 6). Within the interior of
the (n2) phase only individual dislocations are visible
(Fig.2). Analytical TEM investigations reveal a remarkable
difference of the X-ray spectra (Fig.2b and 2c). With
decreasing Fe content (< 5 at.%) the Nd-rich phase changes
from the fcc (nl) to the hcp (n2) crystal structure.
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AlO3-doped magnets contain an increased amount of the (n2)

100 nm

Fig.l: Electron m crograph show ng the gra undary :nter-
section of three $-grains filled by the (nl)-phase.

Our TEM investigations occasionally revealed Nd-rich
intergranular phases with a higher iron content than the
(nl)-phase and an unknown crystal structure ?,I and also a
platelet shaped phase (pl) with an approximate composition of
Nd5Fe2BGO? embedded in the (nl)-phase (Fig.2a) 6). Polycry-
stalline, spherical NdzO3-inclusions with diameters up to 500
nm are always present within the hardmagnetic 0-grains as well
as embedded in the intergranular phase 6,7,9).

If dopants are added to the prealloy or before
sintering (in the form of oxides) in order to increase the
coercive field, the microstructure is affected in a threefold
way:
(1) the dopant is dissolved in the hardmagnetic 0-phase

(changing the magnetocrystalline anisotropy ?)
(2) precipitation within 0-grains: Nb, Zr, Mo ....

(possibly domain wall pinning?)
(3) formation of new intergranular phases: Al, Nb, Mo ....

(influences wettability and therefore magnetic coupling
of grains)

The dopant element is always found to replace the
Fe-sites in the hardmagentic 0-grains. Energy dispersive X-ray
microanalysis shows an additional AlKa-peak in the X-ray
spectrum of the 0-phase (Fig.3a). A low solubility of the
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b C
n1 NdLA n2 NdLA

LFeI(A FeKA

Fig.2: Different Nd-rich phases occur within the
intergranular region between 0-grains.

dopant element at sintering temperature leads to the formation
of precipitates enriched by the dopant, such as in the case of
Nb, Mo and Zr 13-15 . In Al-doped sintermagnets no such
precipitation has been found. Parker et al.' 3' reported on
Nb-precipitation within the 0-grains in Nb-doped (Nd,Dy)-Fe-B
magnets. Two types of precipitates have been identified: the
Laves phase type NbFe2 having a MgZn2 structure (a=4.82 nm and
c=7.87 nm) and the FeNbB-phase, Zirconium additions result in
three different, partly coherent Zr-rich or Zr-containing

(&c7
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precipitates within the 0-grains 14). A similar precipitation
behaviour was reported in Mo-doped Nd-(FeCo)-B magnets i.

Dopants also form new intergranular phases and
influence the wetting of the liquid phase and the smoothness
of the surface of the 0-grains during sintering and therefore
affect the coercivity 6,16). The coercivity of Nd-Fe-B
sintered magnets is increased by adding small amouts of Al or
A1203. Our study of such doped materials revealed a high
amount of an Al-containing phase (al). From X-ray micro-
analysis (Fig.3b) we determined the composition of this phase

a FeKA a FeKA

NdLA

NLA

AIKA AK

Fig.3: Electron micrograph and X-ray spectra of an Al-doped
sintered magnet showing the occurance of a
Nd(Fe,A1)2-phase (al) within the intergranular region
between *-grains.

I0
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as Nd(Fe,Al)z, which is in accordance with Grieb et al. 17 ),
who detected this phase as stable phase in the ternary system
Fe-Al-Nd. The high resolution electron micrograph of Fig.3c
shows such an (al)-phase embedded between *-grains and
(nl)-phases.The crystal structure and the crystal lattice
parameters of this Al-containing phase are unknown at present.
From the lattice fringe image of this phase a crystal lattice
periodicity of about 1.2-1.4 nm was determined. It should be
mentioned that our investigations never revealed any
Al-enrichment of the Nd-rich phases (nl), (n2) and (pl) ''
Figure 2b and 2c show the X-ray spectra of phases (nl) and
(n2) of a Nd-Fe-B:Al sintered magnet. This result is in
contrast with previously reported data, which showed a partial
enrichment of Al in the Nd-rich intergranular phase IS* I.

Other Fe-rich phases and a-Fe precipitates within
the NdaFes4B- grains as well as in Nd-rich intergranular
regions were found in several magnets with decreased
coercivity 7,1). Such phases are probably byproducts of an
oxidation process 19,20).

DISCUSSION

Sintering of Nd-Fe-B magnets is primary determined
by the liquid phase type of sintering mechanism which involves
the presence of a low melting, viscous Nd-rich eutectoid
t1-23). During sintering the driving force for densification
of Nd-Fe-B magnets is the capillary pressure and the surface
tension. Both, surface diffusion along grain boundaries and
volume diffusion play also an important role during
densification. Liquid phase sintering occurs most readily when
the liquid thoroughly wets the solid particles at the
sintering temperature. The liquid in the narrow channels
between the particles results in substantial capillary
pressure. The particle size, sintering temperature and time,
the uniformity of particle packing, the particle shape and the
particle size distribution are extremely important parameters.
Fine particle size powder can be sintered more rapidly and at
lower temperature than coarser powder. If particle packing is
not uniform in the pressed "green" compact, it will be
difficult to avoid porosity during sintering. Smaller
particles exhibit a nigher driving force for densification
(higher capillary pressure and higher surface energy) than
coarser particles. The rate of liquid phase sintering is
strongly affected by the sintering temperature. A small
increase in temperature results in a substantial increase in
the amount of liquid present, but on the other hand this
causes excessive grain growth, which deteriorates the magnetic
hardness 24).

Densification during the liquid phase sintering
process depends on two important parameters, the contact
(wetting) angle and the dihedral angle. Generally, better
liquid phase sintering is associated with smaller values of
both angles 24). The wetting angle is a characteristic
parameter which describes the balance between the interfacial
energies of liquid, solid and vapor phases. Knoch et al.tS)
showed that the wetting angle is in the order of ( 80 and
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decreased with increasing Al-content of the magnet. In order
to get a high amount of intergranular phases good wetting
between intergranular and *-phases is favourable. The dihedral
angle is formed where a solid-solid grainboundary intersects
the liquid and is important to the microstructure of
polycrystalline grains and to the contact of *-grains in the
liquid phase. In first approximation the dihedral angle is
estimated from the two-dimensional section of the three phase
junction (Fig.l) to be in the order of 200 at one corner. A
high dihedral angle between the *-grains during the liquid
phase sintering process retains the liquid phase from
penetration into the grain boundaries. For a dihedral angle
over 600 the liquid becomes isolated at the triple points
between grains and forms a continuous network along the three
grain junctions 24k. From our investigations we conclude that
the constitution of the intergranular region is inhomogeneous
and consists of several phases with different composition.
This is in good agreement with our analytical TEM
investigations with two types of grain boundaries (GBl) and
(GB2) in a two dimensional section 11). Depending on the
cooling rate and post-sintering heat treatments various
Nd-rich phases (n) occur in the magnet. The formation of new
intergranular phases positively influence the coercivity,
because the contact angle and the dihedral angle are decreased
leading to a higher voulume fraction of intergranular phases,
which separate the hardmagnetic *-grains 25). In NdaFel4B
sintermagnets both Nd-rich phases, the one with fcc (nl) and
the one with hcp (n2) crystal structure have been identified,
so far 12.26-20 The metastable (nl) phase is probably
stabilized by additional elements. Our EELS investigations
show an oxygen pick-up of this phase which is in accordance
with Auger electron spectroscopic results of in situ fractured
surfaces and EDS X-ray micronalytic results taken with an
ultrathin window detector 29). Our systematic investigations
show that besides oxygen also a small amount of Fe must be
considered as stabilizing factor. With decreasing Fe content
(( 5 at.%) the Nd-rich phase changes from the fcc to the hcp
crystal structure.

The increase of the coercive field of the doped
magnets NdaFe14B:(A1;Al2O2) is attributed to the presence of
Nd(Fe,Al)a and hcp Nd-rich phases, because no change of the
morphology and microstructure of the fcc Nd-rich phase (nl) is
observed (no Al content). For the explanation of the increased
coercivity two effects are essential: First, there is a better
wettability of these phases compared to the fcc Nd-rich phase,
thus the volume fraction of grain boundaries containing an
intergranular phase is increased, which leads to a an
increased magnetic decoupling 0-grains. Second, the smoothness
of the surface of the hardmagnetic 0-grains during the liquid
phase sintering process is influenced. A similar effect was
found in Dy2 ,-doped sintered magnets a0).

In conclusion our TEM analysis performed indicates
that the increase of the coercive field of doped
NdFeI4B-based sintered magnets, in particular of Al-doped
magnets, has to be attributed to the change of the
constitution and the wettability by the intergranular phases.
Coercivity is increased by a higher contiguity of the



intergranular region (decoupling of hardinagnetic grains) and
by suppression of nucleation sites for reversed domains
(surface hardening of harduagnetic grains).
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Al-DOPED Nd-Fe-B PERMANENT MAGNETS: WETTING AND NICROSTRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS 3 -

K.G. Knoch , G. Schneider*., J. Fidler , E.-Th. Henlq*, H. Kronmalier*

*Nax-Planck-Institut fur Netallforachung, Heisenbergstr. 5, D-7000 Stuttgart S0

Institut far Angewandte Physik, T.U. Wien, Wiedener Hauptstr. 8-10, A-1040 Wien

A The coercivity of Nd-Fe-B sintered correlated with the contiguity.

magnets has been improved by Al additions. To Wetting Behaviour

study the microtructural effect of Al addit- ExDerimgflo The wettability was investi-
ion two types of investigation were rer- gated in a special device where melting of
formed: 1. The change in the wetting behav- the sample on a substrate was observed in

iour of the liquid phase, at the sintering situ. A sequence of photographically recorded
temperature, was studied by measurements of silhouettes, either as a function of tempera-

the vetting angle. 2. The icrostructural ture, the amount of additives or as a funct-
changes resulting from Al additions have been ion of time at a fixed temperature were
studied by TEN assisted by lDX and EZLS. A evaluated. The substrate was a small disc of

systematic change was detected depending on polycrystalline * phase (10 sm diameter and

the kind of Al addition, either metallic or 0.5 im thickness) which was ground and

as AlaO,. polished. The sample was a cube of about 2 x
Introduction 2 x 2 m2 with the composition

The outstanding, magnetic properties of Nd4-Fe(48-x)-AIx-57 (x - 01 3; 5: 10)z This
pd-Fe-a permanent magnets are well known is the approximate composition of the liquid

since their first development by Croat' and at the sintering temperature. Substrate and
Sagava. Nevertheless the strong decrease in sample were as free from oxides as possible.
coarCivlty, N,,, with increasing temperature odel and Discussion: For this study, conti-
combined with the low curie temperature. T. guity refers to the contact area of adjacent

(Tc-308"C), still makes these magnets inapp- grains of the same phase. This means the
licable above 150"C. There have been several lover the contiguity the more grain bounds-
attempts to Improve these properties by add- rie are filled with nonmagnetic d-rich

ition of different elements 3 '
. The most phase. Assuming that a third gaseous phase

fagvourable elements are cobalt (Co) ard alu- does not drastically alter the behaviour of
minim (Al). The former increases T€ up to the liquid, wetting is used as a model

about 700C whereas the latter increases H, describing the contact behaviour of the

by up to 60%*. In this paper our interest is liquid during sintering. The wetting angle 9
focused on the Al additions and its influence is defined in Fig. 1 and is determined by the

on the microstructure. Since Al deteriorates interface energies v " , %, and . ( s
-soUd,

the intrinsic magnetic properties of the I-liquid, v-vapour). The gaseous phase is

hardmagnetic # phase (Nd/se,,B)37, the in- given by the ambient atmosphere. The experi-
creae in H. in these magnets is believed to ments were carried out in an Ar atmosphere of

result from l-induced microstructural chan- 840 hPa, the vapour pressure of the metals in

gas. Two microtrctural changes are to be the temperature range of measurement can be
distinguished: morphological changes and the neglected. At the temperature of moat inte-

appearance of new phases. Common methods to rest (ointering temperature T-1050"C) 0
investigate the aicrostructure are optical remained essentially constant for t a 20 win,

microscopy and transmission electron micros- which defines the equilibrium wetting angle.
copy (TEN) assisted by energy dispersive Fig.2 shows the dependence of 0 on the Al
X-ray analysis (EDX) and electron energy loss content. For Al contents less than 5 at.%, S
spectroscopy (EELS) which are reported here. is reduced slightly while for Al contents in

Also reported here is about the influence of excess of 5 at.% the decrease is drastic.

additives on the morphology which can be These measurements suggest that Al doping
drawn from the wetting behaviour when considerably reduces the number of 4-0 grain



conltacts. The resulting microstructure appro-

aches an ideal microstructure where all #
grains are embedded in an 144-rich phase.

molten sample

7/7 st bstrate

Fig.1 Definition of the wetting angle 0.

4Iig.2 Wetting angle 0 vs. Al content at 5 2 4 6 5 i

10501C of the Nd-Fe-fl-Al system. Al content [atlI

Hicrostructural Investigations The second intargranular phase, p1, contains
Experimental Procedure: Three different! - 67 at.* Nd and 33 at. Fe independent Of

sintered magnets Of compositions the kind of Al addition. The crystal struc-
M620-7471.5-36.5 (UPS), 3d20-Fo7l-96.S-A12.5 ture has not yet been determined. Fig.3 shows
(Nil-Al) and Nd2-7l.2-fl6.5-AI2.3 a- microgrelpt of M1 containing all .three

(tII3-pA10 3 , A1 2 ,-doped) were investigated. phss Th pltlt are4 abt I- smthc

They were all prepared by the conventional and (I-)am long. Recent 311. result.! show a
powder metallurgical procesa, uitered at' considerable amount of 350s that an overall.
10501C forlh and annealed at 601CforlIh. omposition of about Nd.3S can be
For TZ( observations the samples were ground,. estimated which matches with the Y, phase'
polished, dimpled and ion-thinned. Netallo- reported by 1Etsuarar and Chaban"', giving a

graphic studies were also performed in the composition of about Nd21e33 . Related magne-
polished state . The TK observations wer" tic measurement. remain somewhat ambiguous.
executed using JEN 200CX with EDI- and I=&8- Yb.. copoition of the ni phase does not
facilities, change in theA 11-doped magnets. This is

Result. and Discussion: A systematic study of contrary to Schrey . With the addition of Al
the dependence of the microstructure on the at least one additional phase appears. Unre-
kind and/or concentration of Al. addition ha lated to the kind of Al addition an Al con-
not yet been completed. The Ingot composit- taining phase, al, occurs. A lattice period-

Ions studied yielded "two-phase" magneits'. icity of (1.2-.4)m was determined from
The microstructure was comprised of the bard lattice fringe image (Fig.4) end further

magnetic phase 0 and the 3d-rich phasei no crystallographic experiment. are yet to be
S-rich phase i (Ndl*~Fefl) wag found, Inde- conducted. The composition is given by lOX as

pendant of whether Al was added or not. Table Nd(Fe,Al) a in accordance with Grieb13 showing
I gives the K, values of the different the existence of a stable phase Nd(Fe,Al), in

samples. By optical microscopy, It was found the Nd-Fe-AIl system. Another most interesting
that M1 mainly consists of the three phases, result of those studies Is the effect of
0, a Nd-rich phase (nI) and a platelet shaped A1203 addition leading to the occurrence of a
phase (p1). The composition of the phases' second Nd-rich phase n2 which is extremely

,(considering only elementsg with atomic number. Fe-poor and much less faulted than ni
Z1,ll by the EDO) shows that n1 (fcc, a-0.52 (Fig.5). LOX results give an Fe content down
nn) consists of - 93 at.* Nd and 7 at.% Fe. to 1.5 at.% (Table 11). The crystal struc-

ture, determined by electron diffraction pet-
Table Z: Ne of the samples terns, was found to be hcp with a-0.39nm,

magnt NYc-0.61n'
4 . Therefore the addition of oxygen

Iane aF RFB-Al NFB-Al 2D3 by Al 20 3 seems to stabilize a second Nd-rich
Ne, [(WSJ 776 1384 1400 phase. Whether the phases contain oxygen or



are stabalized by it, remains unknuwn because conclusions
EELS results indicate that the samples inside The wettability of 1* is enhanced by Al addit-
the TEN are tarnished so much that the real ion. TEN observations reveal that enhancement
oxygen content of the phases must be hidden of Hj by Al addition is combined with the
under the oxide peak. appearance of a new phase. The mechanism by

which these phases could enhance H. is still
under discussion as well as the correlation
With batter wettability.

ni

0Onm -On

Fig.3 TEN micrograph of NFB Fiq.4 al phase in KFB-Al em- Fig.5 Both types of Nd-rich

shows the phases 0, nl bedded in nl. Lattice phases in NFB-AI 203
(Nd-rich) and p1 (plate- fringes give a periodic- are shown. The dif-
let shaped). its' Of (1.2-l.4)nm. ferent defect dens-

ities are evident.

Table rl: Approximate average composition of occurring phases

determined by EDX (elements with Z < 11 (Na) not

considered).

magnet 0 nl(fcc) n2(hcp) p1 al

RDE
Nd(at.4] 13.6 94.5-95.9 - 73.7-
Fe~at.%] 86.4 4.1- 5.5 - 26.3-

Nd[at.%J 12.8-13.9 90.4-93.2 - 64.9 29.5-39.5
Fe~at.%] 83.7-84.0 6.8- 9.6 - 35.1 51.9-63.6
Al[at.%] 1.6- 2.6 - - - 5.2-7.9

NFB-Al 503
Nd(at. JI 13.1-13.6 90.3-94.8 95.5-98.5 67.2-67.6 31.0-31.5
Fe[at.*]I 84.3-84.4 5.2- 9.7 1.5- 4.5 32.4-32.8 58.1-59.5
Al~at.%]t 2.0- 2.6 - - - 5.9- 8.5
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Controversial results on the microstructure of cast

Nd80-Fel5-B5 alloys have been reported. Our investigations

revealed a microstructure consisting of three phases: the

hardmagnetic * phase, the platelet shaped borde phase (p)

Nd5 sFe2 B6 , identical with the one found in Nd20-Fe73.5-B6.5

sintermagnets which is embedded within the fcc-Nd phase. A

new phase with a Nd:Fe ratio of 1:1.1 was found.

1. Introduction

TEN studies provide varied information about the different

phases occurring in the microstructure of Nd-Fe-B permanent

magnets. The most important items to know are their

composition and morphology. In sintered magnets, besides the

hardmagnetic 0 phase (Nd2 Fe1 4 B) and the nonmagnetic Nd-rich

phase, other phases appear, depending on the ingot

composition. In case of Nd20-Fe73.5-B6.5 the amount of Q

phase (Nd.1 Fe4B4) is reduced so drastically that its

influence on the magnetic properties can be neglected.

However, a platelet shaped phase (pl) is observed which has

not been reported before. First results revealed an Nd:Fe



ratio of 2.5:1 (1,2,3]. Further investigations have been

performed on an as-cast NdSO-Fe15-B5 sample using EDX

(energy dispersive X-ray analysis) and EELS (electron energy

loss spectroscopy), preliminary results were given by

Schneider et al. [4]. Our results, obtained by SEM-EDX

(scanning electron microscopy), TEM-EDX and EELS confirm

Schneider's et al. (5] recent interpretation of the

microstructure.

2. EXRerimental

The7 ast sample was prepared from 99.8% pure iron, 99.9%

pure neodymium and a ferro-boron master alloy in an arc

furnace. It was remelted several times to assure

homogeneity.

For the TEN investigations, thin slabs. were produced by

spark cutting, ground and polished to a thickness of about

100 sim and finally ion-thinned. The microstructure was

observed by optical metallography. The TEN investigations

were performed using a JEM 200CX (STEM) with an EDX

spectrometer and an electron energy loss spectrometer

(EELS). To reduce the background noise a beryllium double

tilt specimen stage was used. The energy spectra were

analysed by a Tracor Northern computer system.

3.Results and Dinuio

In the optical micrograph of as-cast Nd8O-Fel5-B5 three

phases can be seen (fig..1): a matrix phase (dark), a

platelet shaped phase and a eutectic phase. The existence of

just three phases is confirmed by TEM observations as shown

2



in fig.2. The Nd:Fe ratios were determined by EDX, fig.3a to

c show the spectra of the three detected phases and the

concentration analysis is given in table 1. The three phases

are:

- The heavily faulted matrix phase is composed of Nd merely,

no Fe at all was detected (fig.3a).

- The platelet shaped phase pl, which has been of most

interest because it was supposed to be the platelet shaped

phase pl(NFB) [1,2,3] of pure and Al-doped Nd-Fe-B

sintered magnets. The investigations reported here

revealed the identity of these phases; both the striped

contrast in the TEN micrograph (fig.2) and the ratio Nd:Fe

- 2.5:1 are the same as observed in the magnets. An EDX

spectrum of this pl phase in the as-cast sample of this

investigtion is shown in fig.3b.

- The eutectic phase (mi) shows a fine grained structure

observed by TEN (fig.2). The EDS (fig.3c) gives a ratio

Nd:Fe - 1:1.1, which can not be related to any known

phase.

To obtain information about the B distribution and the

influence of oxygen EELS was performed. Figures 4a to c give

the typical electron energy loss spectra of the described

three phases. Concerning the B content, the pl phase was

determined to be the only B-containing phase with a ratio

Nd:B a 1:1.2 to 1.3, a composition which was calculated by

EDS and EELS analysis to correspond to Nd5Fe2B6 (6] or

Nd2FeB3 [7]. Figure 5a gives the B concentration scaled to

Nd versus the relative thickness t/A (A = mean free path of

plasmons) of the pi phase. The slight dependence of the B

3



content on the sample thickness may result from the analysis

method. Figure 5b gives the 0 concentration scaled to Nd

versus t/A of all the three phases, the Nd matrix, the pl

phase and the mi phase. However, the oxygen content

decreases much more strongly with increasing analysed sample

thickness than the B concentration of the pl phase. Bulk

oxygen would give a constant Nd:O ratio. So we can conclude

that an oxidation process starts at the surface diminishing

into the bulk. This oxidation may result from the sample

preparation and/or the oxygen of the ambient atmosphere

during handling. The oxidized material does not reflect the

situation inside the bulk of a magnet which presumably might

be studied at the surface of an in situ fractured sample

e.g. by AES.

4 .Conclusions

Schneider[4] reports of a ferromagnetic phase with the

approximate composition NdFe40x in as-cast Nd8O-Fel5-B5

which could be contained in permanent magnets. Our studies

revealed three phases within this as-cast composition. One

of them is pure nonmagnetic Nd, possibly oxidized. The

second one could be identified as the pl phase (Nd5Fe2B6) of

the Nd-Fe-B sintered magnets. There is a third phase unknown

hitherto, so it is not possible to attribute the magnetism

of the as-cast sample to one phase only. Further

investigations are being undertaken.

(1] Fidler J., K.G. Knoch, H. Kronmuller, G. Schneider, J.

4
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Kronm~iller, IEEE Trans.Mag., submitted

[4] Schneider G., G. Martinek, H.H. Stadelmaier, G.Petzow,

Mat.Let. :(1988)215

[5] Schneider G., F.J.G. Landgraf, F.P. Missell, J.Less-

Com.Met., submitted

[6] Mooij D.B. de, K.H.J. Buschow, Philips J.Res. A2(1988)1

[7] Matsuura Y., S. Hirosawa, H. Yamamoto, S. Fujimura, M.

Sagawa, K. Osamura, Jap.J.Appl.Phys. ZA(1985)L635
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Table 1: Composition (in at.%) determinded by EDX of the

Nd-phase, the p1 phase, and the mi phase found in

as-cast Nd8O-Fel5-B5 and the p1 phase in Nd-Fe-B

sinter magnets (pl(NFB)) E1,2,3]. (Fe + Nd set to

100t; light elements such as B and 0 are not

considered.)

Nd P1 iii pl(NFB)

Nd~at.%] 100 65.4-75.0 47.6-48.8 68.9-73.7

Fe(at.%] 0 25.0-34.6 52.2-54.4 26.3-31.1

6



Figure Captions:

Fig.l. Optical micrograph of Nd80-Fe15-B5 (as-polished)

showing three phases: matrix phase (dark), platelet

shaped phase, bright phase

Fig.2. TEN micrograph of NdSO-Fel5-B5 showing the same three

phases as Fig.l:

- Nd matrix phase, heavily faulted

- platelet shaped phase pl, striped contrast, Nd:Fe =

2.5 l

- phase mi with fine grained structure, Nd:Fe - 1:1.1

Fig.3. EDX spectra of the Nd matrix phase (a), the platelet

shaped pl phase (b) and the mi phase (c)

Fig.4. EELS spectra of the Nd phase (a), the pl phase (b)

and the mi phase (c).

Fig.5. (a) B concentration of the pl phase vs relative

thickness

(b) 0 concentration of Nd, pl, mi phase vs. relative

thickness

The concentrations are scaled to the Nd content, the

relative thickness t/A is scaled to the free mean path

plasmons A.
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